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Executive Summary 

ES.I Key Findings 
• This report intends to help the water industry understand, apply, and benefit from next 

generation sequencing (NGS). This guidance was informed by a comprehensive literature 
review, as well as interviews with water utility staff.  

• NGS technologies are now widely applied to identify and quantify microbes in wastewater, 
drinking water, recycled water, and surface water environments. 

• In the scientific literature, a vast array of methods is applied in the preparation of samples 
for NGS and also in the analysis of NGS data, calling for uniformity and standardization 
when possible, to improve comparability of the data. 

• NGS technologies are beginning to be used by larger water utilities to provide information 
about pathogens and organisms that play a role in processes of interest (e.g., nitrification). 
This document provides a framework to help align the choice of methods and analyses to 
learn more about these pathogens and organisms. 

• Case studies are provided to demonstrate key applications (profiling of pathogens, 
antibiotic resistance, assessment of viral risks, and key microbial functions of interest). A 
validation study was conducted to assess DNA extraction methods, sequencing depths, and 
overall quantitative capacity of NGS.  

ES.2 Background and Objectives 
The emergence of next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies is revolutionizing the use of 
molecular techniques for understanding complex microbial communities. NGS is poised to 
address key issues of importance to the water industry by bringing new understanding to 
various dimensions of water quality including antibiotic resistance, pathogen occurrence, 
functional capacities of microbial communities, contaminant biodegradation, virus occurrence, 
and many others. However, application of NGS in the water sector has been somewhat limited 
due to cost, need for specialized expertise and equipment, challenges with data analysis and 
interpretation, lack of standardized methods, and the rapid pace of new technological 
developments. Given the immense potential of NGS, effort is needed to overcome these 
obstacles and make NGS technologies accessible to water professionals including utility staff, 
consultants, researchers, and regulators. As NGS technologies are beginning to be applied 
within the water industry, there is a need for guidance not only to facilitate and expand their 
application, but also to ensure that resulting interpretation is meaningful and reliable. The 
overarching objective of this project is to advance the application of NGS in the water industry, 
first by identifying key opportunities for their application, assessing barriers to their 
implementation, proposing and validating approaches to overcome these barriers, and 
developing a comprehensive guidance document to educate water professionals and aid in 
navigating options for their application. 
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ES.3 Project Approach  
Six key tasks were completed to support the objective described above:  

Task 1: Conduct a comprehensive literature review detailing existing and emerging NGS 
approaches relevant to the water industry. The findings of this comprehensive literature review 
are summarized in Chapter 2. 

Task 2: Solicit water utility and stakeholder input to identify field-scale applications of interest 
and challenges to implementation of NGS technologies. Insights from these interviews with 
utility and other industry stakeholders are described in Chapter 3. 

Task 3: Develop standard operating protocols for application of NGS by the water industry. A 
comprehensive guidance document was generated that details the available methodologies 
and technical factors that NGS users should consider and is available in Chapter 4. 

Task 4: Demonstrate promising field applications of NGS using existing data sets to advance 
understanding of water, wastewater, and water reuse. Five case studies utilizing NGS for a 
variety of applications are described in Chapter 5. 

Task 5: Conduct validation experiments to address key knowledge gaps needed to expand 
application and consistency of NGS technologies. A description of the approach and findings 
resulting from these experiments are detailed in Chapter 6. 

Task 6: Compile a comprehensive guidance document detailing the overall results of Tasks 1-5 
and incorporate utility feedback. This final project report serves as this guidance document.  

ES.4 Results  
There is enormous value that NGS technologies pose to bring to the water industry. Through a 
comprehensive literature review and input from water utility stakeholders, comprehensive 
guidance and standard operating procedures were developed. The literature review indicated 
wide application of NGS in the realm of scientific research, but more limited translation into 
day-to-day use by utilities. Results from utility stakeholder interviews indicated increasing 
awareness of NGS approaches, but also revealed barriers to implementation. In addition to cost 
of analysis, the vast array of field, laboratory, and data analysis methods applied makes it 
difficult for utilities to identify an entry point. Standardization would be helpful, but may not be 
realistic, given the wide array of applications and the rapidly developing nature of the field. 
Guidance provided here can help the water industry to understand and navigate these options, 
by matching methods with the information that is desired to be gained. Cost-effective, user-
friendly protocols and tools that produce readily interpretable, actionable results would be 
ideal. 

This report provides a comprehensive overview of how NGS is being applied to the study of 
aquatic environments, especially wastewater, drinking water, and recycled water. Detailed 
explanations of various protocols for sample collection, sample processing, nucleic acid 
extraction, NGS, and data analysis are provided, including pros and cons of each approach. Case 
studies are provided to illustrate how NGS can be effectively applied, using examples of 
tracking pathogens, profiling antibiotic resistance, and profiling functional gene composition.  
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Finally, comprehensive validation studies were conducted to expand the application and 
consistency of NGS investigations of wastewater. Key knowledge gaps that were addressed 
include evaluation the absolute quantitative capacity and the limit of quantification (LOQ) and 
detection (LOD) of shotgun Illumina sequencing, as well as the direct effect of DNA extraction 
methodologies for reconstruction microbial communities. The development of NGS 
technologies is on a sharp trajectory and will likely continue to rapidly develop both at the 
benchtop and the laptop. The guidance in this report will help to inform this trajectory in a 
manner that benefits application in the water industry, helping to improve the 
representativeness, accuracy, reproducibility, and interpretability of water quality monitoring 
data. With the implementation of robust experimental controls and informed experimental 
designs, the current state of NGS technologies can serve as a powerful tool to investigate 
dimensions of water and wastewater systems that were previously inaccessible. 

ES.5 Benefits 
NGS is now widely applied across scientific literature for the purpose of studying microbes in 
various aquatic systems including wastewater, drinking water, recycled water, and surface 
water. NGS is a very powerful tool that can access vital information about microbes inhabiting 
these systems in a non-targeted fashion, i.e., without the need to select targets a priori. Water 
utilities can substantially benefit from NGS technologies, especially for the purpose of verifying 
pathogen and antibiotic resistance removal/attenuation by various treatment processes, and 
also for profiling microbial metabolic functions of interest. There has especially been interest in 
NGS technologies recently in the realm of wastewater-based surveillance of pathogens, such as 
SARS-CoV-2, and there are tremendous potential public health benefits. However, there are 
many barriers to water utilities benefiting from NGS technologies. Cost and access to 
equipment to process and prepare samples for sequencing is viewed to be a key barrier, 
especially for smaller water utilities. Also, because of the wide variety of methods applied in the 
literature, it is difficult for utilities to identify an entry point. This report serves as such an entry 
point, providing a guidance framework for aligning the selection of methods and analysis 
pipelines with the information that is desired to be obtained. In addition to a detailed 
explanation of NGS “from bench-top to laptop,” case studies are included to illustrate specific 
examples of how water utilities might apply NGS. Finally, a validation study was conducted to 
address key knowledge gaps, including assessing the effect of sequencing depth, comparing 
short and long-read sequencing, and evaluating the quantitative capacity of NGS through 
internal standards. 

ES.6 Related WRF Research 
• Characterization of the Microbiome of a State-of-the-Art Water Reuse System to Enhance 

Treatment Performance (4784) 
• Advancing Understanding of Microbiomes in Drinking Water Distribution Systems and 

Premise Plumbing Using Meta-omics Techniques (4733) 
• Literature Review: Advancing Understanding of Microbiomes in Drinking Water Distribution 

Systems and Premise Plumbing Using Meta-omics Techniques (4700)
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CHAPTER 1 

Background, Motivation, and Objectives 
1.1 Motivation 
The emergence of next generation sequencing (NGS) is revolutionizing the potential to address 
complex microbiological challenges in the water industry. NGS technologies can provide new 
and holistic insight into microbial communities and their functional capacities in water and 
wastewater systems, thus eliminating the need to develop a new assay for each target 
organism or gene. For example, NGS is beginning to be applied towards tracking a myriad of 
pathogens and viruses of concern in water systems, assessing functional capacities of microbial 
communities, enhancing biodegradation of recalcitrant compounds, and identifying treatment 
technologies that minimize potential for antibiotic resistance to spread, among many other 
applications. However, several barriers have hampered wide-scale adoption of NGS in the 
water industry, including cost, need for specialized expertise and equipment, challenges with 
data analysis and interpretation, lack of standardized methods, and the rapid pace of 
development of new technologies. This project is aimed at helping overcome such obstacles 
and making NGS technologies accessible to water professionals, including not only researchers, 
but also utility staff, consultants, and regulators. 

1.2 Objectives 
The overarching objective of this project is to advance the application of NGS in the water 
industry. This objective was achieved by documenting the current state-of-the-science of NGS 
technologies; identifying key knowledge gaps and barriers to their implementation; validating 
relevant approaches; and developing a guidance document to educate water professionals and 
aid in navigating options for NGS applications. Six specific tasks were completed: 

Task 1: Conduct a comprehensive literature review detailing existing and emerging NGS 
approaches relevant to the water industry. The findings of this comprehensive literature review 
are summarized in Chapter 2. 

Task 2: Solicit water utility input to identify field-scale applications of interest and challenges to 
implementation of NGS technologies. Insights from these interviews with utility and other 
industry stakeholders are described in Chapter 3. 

Task 3: Develop standard operating protocols for application of NGS by the water industry. A 
comprehensive guidance document was generated that details the available methodologies 
and technical factors that NGS users should consider and is available in Chapter 4. 

Task 4: Demonstrate promising field applications of NGS using existing data sets to advance 
understanding of water, wastewater, and water reuse. Five case studies utilizing NGS for a 
variety of applications are described in Chapter 5. 
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Task 5: Conduct validation experiments to address key knowledge gaps needed to expand 
application and consistency of NGS technologies. A description of the approach and findings 
resulting from these experiments are detailed in Chapter 6. 

Task 6: Compile a comprehensive guidance document detailing the overall results of Tasks 1-5 
and incorporate utility feedback. This final project report serves as this guidance document.  

1.3 Background 
Drinking water sources, such as lakes and rivers, treated drinking water, and wastewater are all 
complex environments that span a range of water qualities. In addition to being defined by 
variable physicochemical water quality characteristics, these waters each comprise a rich and 
diverse microbial ecosystem. Even treated drinking water contains multitudes of 
microorganisms, with 103-105 cells ml-1 typically detected in the water column (Hammes et al., 
2008; Hoefel et al., 2003; Vital et al., 2012) and 106-1011 cells cm-2 lining distribution system 
pipe walls in biofilms (Morvay et al., 2011; Zacheus et al., 2001). Understanding the 
composition of the microbial communities in these waters can be beneficial for detecting 
pathogens and improving the understanding of their ecological niches, tracking changes in the 
abundance of organisms responsible for adverse effects, such as corrosion or biofouling, and 
characterizing the assemblages of microbiota responsible for degradation of contaminants and 
microbial substrates in treatment processes. 

While monitoring of water sources and systems remains heavily reliant on culture-based 
approaches for enumeration of pathogenic bacteria and indicator organisms, these methods 
often vastly underestimate true microbial numbers, failing to detect viable, but non-culturable 
(VBNC) cells, slow-growing phenotypes, and organisms for which the nutritional requirements 
and environmental niches are not easily replicated in a laboratory setting (Alleron et al., 2008; 
Byrd et al., 1991; Staley, 1985). The use of targeted molecular techniques, such as quantitative 
polymerase chain reaction (qPCR), has become prevalent, but requires a priori knowledge of 
organisms of interest while offering little insight into overall microbial community dynamics. 
The emergence of NGS technologies is revolutionizing the use of molecular techniques for 
understanding complex microbial communities. However, the application of NGS in the water 
sector has been somewhat limited due to cost, need for specialized expertise and equipment, 
challenges with data analysis and interpretation, lack of standardized methods, and the rapid 
pace of new technological developments. Given the immense potential of NGS for improving 
the understanding of complex microbial communities in water and wastewater, effort is 
needed to overcome these obstacles and make NGS technologies accessible to water 
professionals.  

1.3.1 NGS Technologies 
NGS is used to describe a variety of high-throughput nucleic acid (i.e., deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA)) sequencing technologies, which now make it possible to 
directly and rapidly recover millions of DNA or RNA sequences from environmental samples 
(Shokralla et al., 2012). NGS is a major advancement relative to the traditional “first” 
generation sequencing technology (i.e., Sanger sequencing), which generates single sequences 
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at a time at as much as two orders of magnitude higher cost per base pair (bp) (Niedringhaus et 
al., 2011). 

1.3.1.1 Short Read Sequencing Technologies 
The majority of NGS studies published to date in the water and wastewater fields rely on the 
use of short read sequencing technologies, primarily those marketed by Illumina, Inc. (San 
Diego, CA). Studies relying on short read sequencing have also utilized other platforms, 
including Ion Torrent semiconductor sequencing (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and 454 
Pyrosequencing (Roche, Inc.), though the latter platform was discontinued in 2016. Illumina 
sequencing produces millions or even billions of reads in each run, ranging in length from 50-
600 bp. In this approach, genomic DNA (or complementary DNA [cDNA] in the case of RNA 
sequencing) is fragmented or gene regions amplified and adapters are used to tether short DNA 
fragments to the solid surface of a flow cell. Bridge amplification PCR serves to generate 
millions of copies of each DNA fragment tethered to a solid surface, resulting in the formation 
of millions of “clusters.” The sequencing surface is flooded sequentially and repeatedly with 
each of the four deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs; i.e. adenine, “A”; thymine, “T”; 
guanine, “G”; cytosine, “C”), and as dNTPs complementary to the first available position in a 
single-stranded template are incorporated, fluorescent signals are emitted (Shendure and Ji, 
2008). Detection of fluorescent signals (or lack thereof, as is the case when dGTPs are 
incorporated on newer Illumina models) unique to each dNTP is used to generate a sequence 
corresponding to each cluster. The Ion Torrent family of sequencing technologies also produces 
short read sequencing data, but, rather than detecting a fluorescent signal, the instrument 
records base calls by detecting a change in pH that occurs upon nucleotide incorporation 
(Wanger et al., 2017). Instead of tethering DNA fragments to a solid substrate to form clusters, 
each template DNA strand is tethered to a bead and amplified via emulsion PCR. Each bead is 
then loaded into a microwell on a chip, with each well producing one of millions of reads. Short 
read sequencing technologies are advantageous because they are massively high throughput, 
capable of producing millions of sequences for a single sample, and accurate, with researchers 
documenting 0.26-0.80% of base calls being erroneous on Illumina and 1.71% on Ion Torrent 
instruments (Quail et al., 2012). This ability to generate millions of sequences for each sample is 
critical if metagenomics is to be used to randomly subsample a mixed microbial community and 
obtain representative profiles of its composition. The primary disadvantages associated with 
short read sequencing technologies are the inability to generate longer reads and cost. Analysis 
of short reads is limited in the ability to understand the context of sequenced genes, for 
example, often making it impossible to identify the organism of origin for a gene. While the cost 
to generate sequencing data on a per base basis has plummeted from over $5,000 per 
megabase in 2001 to just $0.01 per Mb in 2015 (“DNA Sequencing Costs: Data,” 2018), the cost 
of preparing DNA for sequencing and of generating sufficient data to be representative of a 
complex microbial community can still be quite expensive and is often a barrier to adopting the 
technology.  

1.3.1.2 Long Read Sequencing 
While short read sequencing technologies have dominated the scientific literature with respect 
to water, wastewater, and other environmental applications, single molecule, long read 
sequencing (a.k.a., “Third Generation Sequencing”) is emerging as a powerful alternative. The 
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key advantage of long read sequencing methods is that they generate extremely long reads, 
often producing DNA sequences exceeding 20 kilobases in length (Ardui et al., 2018). The ability 
to generate long reads is particularly valuable for sequencing genomes, mobile genetic 
elements (MGEs), and entire operons without the need for assembly. Long reads are especially 
critical for understanding gene context and ascertaining with higher certainty from which 
organism a gene originates or which other genes flank a gene of interest. Further, the ability of 
long read systems to sequence a single DNA molecule eliminates the need for amplification 
steps, such as PCR, and associated biases. Two platforms dominate the long read market: 
Pacific BioSciences, Inc. and Oxford Nanopore. While Pacific Biosciences offers a traditional lab-
based instrument, Oxford Nanopore has developed a range of platforms, including highly 
portable sequencing platforms that can be easily transported and operated on-site. The key 
disadvantage of long read sequencing methods is that they often have error rates as high as 5-
13% (Ardui et al., 2018; Batovska et al., 2017), limiting the ability to detect gene mutations or 
characterize hypervariable regions using these methods. However, adaptations to long read 
sequencing have been developed, such as circular consensus sequencing, that can vastly 
improve the accuracy of these methods, with an average of 99.8% accuracy reported (Wenger 
et al., 2019). Additionally, in December 2020, Oxford Nanopore introduced improvements to 
their PromethION flow cells reported to have an accuracy as high as 99.1% (Oxford Nanopore 
Technologies, 2020). While long read sequencing technologies have historically yielded 
shallower sequencing depths than short read platforms (Judge et al., 2015; Kranz et al., 2017), 
recent advances have substantially improved long read output, with the recent PromethION 
advancements reporting outputs as high as 10 terabases (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, 
2020). 

1.3.2 NGS Methodologies 
The application of NGS technologies relevant to the water industry generally can be classified 
into four subcategories: whole genome sequencing (WGS), metagenomic sequencing, 
metatranscriptomic sequencing, and targeted sequencing of amplified gene regions (i.e., 
amplicon sequencing). While there are numerous approaches in practice, an example workflow 
for each NGS approach is presented in Figure 1-1. 
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Figure 1-1. Example of a Typical Workflow for Each NGS Approach.  
Steps may be added or adapted to meet the specific needs of the user. Specific library preparation also varies 

according to the needs of the user and may differ from the steps presented here. For example, the library 
preparation for metagenomic sequencing targets the entirety of genetic material present, while the library 

preparation for targeted sequencing of amplified gene regions includes amplification of a specific gene of interest. 
Source: Reprinted from Garner et al. 2021 with permission from Elsevier. 

1.3.2.1 Whole Genome Sequencing 
WGS is a powerful means of characterizing microorganisms that have been isolated via culture-
based methods. Once isolated as a pure culture, DNA is extracted and sequenced, typically via 
short read shotgun sequencing approaches. Short read data sets are then assembled to 
construct the whole genome sequence using either de novo or guided assembly. De novo relies 
on assembling short reads to create full sequences without using a template, while guided 
assembly maps reads to a specified reference genome (Ng and Kirkness, 2010). In cases where 
an organism has not been previously sequenced, or when the species of the isolate is unknown, 
as is often the case with isolates obtained from complex water and wastewater communities, 
de novo assembly must be used. De novo assembly is computationally challenging, but several 
open-source tools have been developed to facilitate this need, such as IDBA-UD (Peng et al., 
2012), SPAdes (Bankevich et al., 2012), Velvet (Zerbino and Birney, 2008), and MEGAHIT (Li et 
al., 2015c), among others. The key principle disadvantages of short read sequencing 
technologies for WGS are that enrichment of the target organism in pure culture is typically 
required to generate sufficient uncontaminated DNA for sequencing and that short read 
technologies often result in fragment genomes. While WGS has typically relied on isolation, 
culture, and short read sequencing technologies, the emergence of long read sequencing 
platforms capable of generating the sequence of a single DNA molecule may advance and 
simplify WGS in the future (Shapiro et al., 2013). Use of these long read technologies is also 
advancing the field of WGS by 
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providing greater genome coverage than short read technologies, often resulting in improved 
ability to generate closed or complete genome sequences. WGS has been applied extensively in 
the water and wastewater field to track sources of drinking water outbreaks (Garner et al., 
2019a; Raphael et al., 2016), as well as to identify catabolic pathways associated with nutrient 
removal (Chao et al., 2016; Meng et al., 2019).  

1.3.2.2 Metagenomic Sequencing 
Metagenomic sequencing, also known as shotgun metagenomic sequencing, refers to the 
random subsampling and sequencing of genetic material from an environmental sample or 
other mixed community (Schloss and Handelsman, 2005). This approach has grown rapidly in its 
application to examining microbial communities and their functional capacities in water and 
wastewater. Typically relying on short-read sequencing technologies, reads are annotated to 
genes in existing databases to determine their taxonomic origin or putative functions. For 
example, metagenomics is now commonly applied to identify antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) 
(Garner et al., 2018a; Stamps and Spear, 2020; Zhang et al., 2015), genes associated with 
nitrification and denitrification in wastewater (Cai et al., 2016; Ye et al., 2012), catabolic genes 
involved in biodegradation (Folch-Mallol et al., 2019; Sidhu et al., 2017), viruses (Bibby et al., 
2011; Tamaki et al., 2012, shifts or differences in overall microbial community structure 
(Brumfield et al., 2020; Hull et al., 2017), and genes associated with pathogens from within a 
mixed community (Cui et al., 2019; Kumaraswamy et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015d; Saleem et al., 
2018). Metagenomics is also increasingly used to support the assembly of complete or partial 
genomes from short-read sequencing data generated from uncultured microbial communities 
(i.e., metagenomic-assembled genomes (MAGs)) (Alneberg et al., 2018; Handley et al., 2014). 
While short read sequencing is common in metagenomic sequencing, use of long read 
sequencing is also emerging (e.g., Driscoll et al., 2017). 

1.3.2.3 Metatranscriptomic Sequencing 
Metatranscriptomic sequencing relies on principles similar to metagenomic sequencing, but 
targets RNA rather than DNA. RNA sequencing is especially key for identifying RNA viruses (e.g., 
SARS-CoV-2), although this is typically still referred to as “metagenomics” because it targets 
RNA genomes rather than mRNA transcripts. Metatranscriptomics also can be applied to 
directly sequence RNA transcripts and thus yield greater insight into microbial activity than 
metagenomics. For example, targeting messenger RNA (mRNA) provides direct information 
about which genes are actually being expressed (Carvalhais et al., 2012). Sequencing 
transcribed mRNA can similarly provide a picture of which microbes are functionally active. 
However, it is important to recognize that metatranscriptomics is often hampered by the fact 
that RNA degrades rapidly in environmental samples. Degradation rates may differ among 
species, making preservation and analysis of mRNA challenging (Pascault et al., 2014), and large 
technical and biological variation is often observed in metatranscriptomics datasets (Tsementzi 
et al., 2014). Approaches for preservation of RNA have been applied to help reduce decay in 
sensitive samples for subsequent analysis (Kohl et al., 2017; Tap et al., 2019). An excess of 
ribosomal RNA (rRNA) in transcriptomes also creates challenges in characterizing mRNA in 
environmental samples, thus application of methods that deplete rRNA prior to sequencing are 
of great value in generating high quality mRNA datasets (He et al. 2010). Due in part to these 
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challenges, the application of metatranscriptomics has been limited relative to methods that 
target DNA in full-scale water and wastewater systems.  

1.3.2.4 Targeted Sequencing of Amplified Gene Regions 
Targeted sequencing of amplified gene regions, or “amplicon sequencing,” relies on polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) amplification of a gene of interest, followed by short read sequencing of 
the product. Most commonly, this approach is applied to the 16S rRNA gene, which is universal 
to bacteria and archaea, to determine the phylogeny (i.e., evolutionary lineage) or taxonomy of 
the members of the microbial community (Caporaso et al., 2011). The method relies on the use 
of primers for PCR amplification that target highly conserved regions of the target gene, but 
capture sufficient hypervariable regions to distinguish various forms of genes. Typically, reads 
will be clustered based on similarity into operational taxonomic units or sequence variants and 
compared to existing databases to determine taxonomy. Although amplicon sequencing is 
powerful for resolving phylogenetic and taxonomic variation among members of microbial 
communities, such approaches as applied to the 16S rRNA gene are still most accurate at the 
phylum, class, and order levels, with the ability to differentiate between microbes at the family, 
genus, species, or strain level often limited. Amplicon sequencing of 16S rRNA genes is often 
used to understand overarching shifts in microbial communities, such as disturbances, 
succession, and temporal trends. Similar approaches have also been used to identify 
waterborne eukaryotes (e.g., amoebae and protozoa) by targeting the 18S rRNA gene (Bradley 
et al., 2016), fungal communities by targeting the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region 
(Bokulich and Mills, 2013), and specific virus families, for example by targeting the hexon gene 
specific to adenovirus (Iaconelli et al., 2017; Kuo et al., 2015). Commercial options are available 
that rely on this approach to target multiple gene targets simultaneously to profile multiple 
ARGs or pathogens, such as the AmpliSeq panels produced by Thermo Fisher Scientific. 
Amplicon-based approaches have become widely popular given their broad applicability and 
modest cost compared to metagenomic sequencing. While short read sequencing is typically 
used to facilitate amplicon sequencing (e.g. Garner et al., 2019b; Ji et al., 2015), the use of long 
read sequencing to characterize amplicons is emerging (Haig et al., 2018).
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CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review: Applications of NGS to Study Water 
and Wastewater 
Portions of this chapter are reprinted from Water Research; Vol 194; Emily Garner, Benjamin C. Davis, Erin 
Milligan, Matthew Forrest Blair, Ishi Keenum, Ayella Maile-Moskowitz, Jin Pan, Mariah Gnegy, Krista Liguori, Suraj 
Gupta, Aaron J. Prussin, Linsey C. Marr, Lenwood S. Heath, Peter J. Vikesland, Liqing Zhang, Amy Pruden; Next 
generation sequencing approaches to evaluate water and wastewater quality; Copyright (2021), with permission 
from Elsevier. 

2.1 Introduction 
Initially used to characterize soil bacterial diversity, the application of NGS to environmental 
systems has grown to be commonly employed for studying a vast array of environments, 
ranging from ancient permafrost samples (D’Costa et al., 2011) to surfaces in the International 
Space Station (Be et al., 2017; Venkateswaran et al., 2014). NGS is now beginning to be proven 
as a valuable tool for expanding understanding of water, wastewater, and water reuse systems. 
To document the breadth of ways that NGS technologies have been used for the study of water 
and wastewater, a systematic literature review was conducted. In addition, key knowledge gaps 
and research needs were identified based on the scope of the available literature.  

2.2 Approach 
To synthesize the breadth of existing applications of NGS for studying water and wastewater, a 
systematic review of the existing literature was conducted, and key themes were identified as 
ways NGS is being applied to address water quality challenges. Briefly, a search was conducted 
of the Clarivate Analytics Web of Science Database for studies published between January 1, 
2000 and December 31, 2019 written in the English language. A three-tiered search strategy 
was employed to identify (1) studies that utilize NGS, (2) studies focusing on water or 
wastewater environments that are related to the water industry, and (3) studies that focus on 
key applications. The number of references identified in each tier are depicted in Figure 2-1.  

In total, 15,367 publications were identified that utilize NGS methodology, of these, 651 papers 
were returned via a keyword search as being relevant to the water industry and were further 
examined in this systematic review. After manual exclusion of irrelevant publications, six key 
application areas were identified where NGS is most commonly applied across drinking water, 
source waters, wastewater, receiving water bodies, and water reuse. These areas include 
taxonomic classification and pathogen detection, functional and catabolic gene 
characterization, antimicrobial resistance (AMR) profiling, bacterial toxicity characterization, 
Cyanobacteria and harmful algal bloom identification, and virus characterization. The number 
of references for each application area identified within the water and wastewater area 
utilizing each NGS methodology are summarized in Figure 2-2 and key findings of the systematic 
literature review are summarized in Table 2-1. All articles compiled for this systematic review 
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have been catalogued in a Zotero library, accessible at 
https://www.zotero.org/groups/2593738. 

 

 

Figure 2-1. Flowchart of the Three-Tiered Search Strategy and Screening for Eligibility. 
Source: Reprinted from Garner et al. 2021 with permission from Elsevier. 

https://www.zotero.org/groups/2593738
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Figure 2-2. Distribution of NGS Methodologies Applied for each Highlighted NGS Water Industry Application.  
In cases where multiple NGS approaches were used in one study, the study was included in each relevant NGS 

approach category.  
Source: Reprinted from Garner et al. 2021 with permission from Elsevier. 
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Table 2-1. Summary of Key Trends Observed for Six Key Areas of Application of NGS to Relevant Water Environments. 
Source: Reprinted from Garner et al. 2021 with permission from Elsevier.  

Application 
Frequently Used 
Methodologies 

Frequently Used 
NGS Platforms 

Common 
Annotation 
Databases Key Themes 

Challenges & 
Limitations 

Pathogen Detection 
and Taxonomic 
Classification 

Targeted Sequencing of 
Amplified Gene Regions, 
Metagenomics, WGS 

Illumina MiSeq, 
Illumina HiSeq, 
Roche 454 
Pyrosequencing 

RDP,1 GreenGenes,2 
SILVA,3 PATRIC,4 
NCBI RefSeq5 

Taxonomic surveys; 
Pathogen detection; 
Microbial community shifts 
and trends 

False negatives; 
Method variability and 
biases; Limited 
taxonomic resolution at 
species/strain level for 
amplicon sequencing 

Functional and 
Catabolic Gene 
Characterization 
 

Metagenomics, 
Metatranscriptomics 

Illumina HiSeq, 
Roche 454 
Pyrosequencing, 
Illumina MiSeq 

SEED,6 KEGG,7 COG,8 
eggNOG,9 
MG-RAST M5nr10 

Functional profiling; 
Nitrogen metabolism; 
Phosphorus uptake; Metals; 
Methanogenesis; Biofilms; 
Metabolism; Transport; 
Virulence, Defense, and 
Stress Response; Foaming; 
Disinfection 

Limited experimental, 
biological, and 
technical replication 

Antimicrobial 
Resistance 

Metagenomics, WGS Illumina HiSeq, 
Roche 454 
Pyrosequencing 

CARD,11 Resfams12 Resistome profiling and 
trends; Resistance profiling 
of isolates; Co-occurrence 
with MGEs and MRGs 

Linking findings to risk 
and human health 
outcomes; 
Normalization; 
Validation of short read 
assembly 

Bacterial Toxicity Metagenomics, Targeted 
Sequencing of Amplified 
Gene Regions 

Illumina HiSeq, 
Roche 454 
Pyrosequencing, 
Illumina MiSeq 

GreenGenes,2 SILVA3 Impact of toxic compounds 
on microbial communities: 
arsenic and other heavy 
metals; chlorine; 
nanomaterials; 
anthropogenic 
contaminants 

Normalization; 
Validation of short read 
assembly 

Cyanobacteria and 
Harmful Algal 
Blooms 
 

Targeted Sequencing of 
Amplified Gene Regions, 
Metagenomics, 
Metatranscriptomics 

Illumina HiSeq, 
Illumina MiSeq, 
Roche 454 
Pyrosequencing 

IMG,13 KEGG,7 MG-
RAST M5nr10 

Characterization of 
cyanobacterial 
communities; Shifts in gene 
expression; Removal of 
cyanobacteria during water 
treatment 

Strain variability 
compared to reference 
strains 
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Characterization of 
Viruses 

Metagenomics, WGS, 
Targeted Sequencing of 
Amplified Gene Regions 

Illumina HiSeq, 
Illumina MiSeq, 
Roche 454 
Pyrosequencing 

 Virome characterization; 
Viral genotyping 

Lack of conserved gene 
targets, Obtaining 
sufficient biomass; Viral 
RNA degradation; Lack 
of virus reference 
databases; Lack of 
standard approaches 
for data analysis 

1(Cole et al., 2014); 2(DeSantis et al., 2006); 3(Quast et al., 2013); 4(Davis et al., 2020b); 5(O’Leary et al., 2016); 6(Overbeek, 2005); 7(Kanehisa and Goto, 2000); 
8(Galperin et al., 2019); 9(Huerta-Cepas et al., 2019); 10(Meyer et al., 2008); 11(Alcock et al., 2020); 12(Gibson et al., 2015); 13(Markowitz et al., 2012) 
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2.2.1 Pathogen Detection and Taxonomic Classification 
In total, 115 articles were identified that apply NGS for taxonomic studies of aquatic 
environments. Of these, 77 utilized targeted sequencing of amplified hypervariable gene 
regions (74 targeting the 16S rRNA gene, three targeting ITS regions), 26 utilized metagenomic 
sequencing, and 18 utilized WGS. Sequencing across studies was primarily conducted on 
Illumina platforms (82), with the second most prevalent being 454 pyrosequencing (18). Ion 
Torrent (5), Nanopore (3), and PacBio (2) were far less common, with the remaining studies 
using various outdated DNA analysis technologies. After 454 pyrosequencing was discontinued, 
Illumina’s MiSeq became the dominant platform for amplicon sequencing (60) with the HiSeq 
platforms primarily used for metagenomic studies. Bioinformatic approaches to amplicon 
sequencing of 16S rRNA hypervariable regions used a handful of databases and software, the 
most common being the RDP (Cole et al., 2014), GreenGenes (DeSantis et al., 2006), SILVA 
(Quast et al., 2013), PATRIC (Davis et al., 2020b), and the National Center for Biotechnology 
Information’s (NCBI) RefSeq (O’Leary et al., 2016) databases, with data typically analyzed 
utilizing QIIME (Caporaso et al., 2010), mothur (Schloss et al., 2009), BLAST (Altschul et al., 
1990), or MEGAN software (Huson et al., 2007), or the MG-RAST (Meyer et al., 2008) and RDP 
services (Cole et al., 2014). Freshwater environments were the focus of the majority of studies 
(81), including drinking water and drinking water distribution systems (DWDS) (28), premise 
plumbing and various drinking water infrastructure (22), and river water (21). Wastewater 
treatment was analyzed in 16 studies, including profiling the treatment train (10), biosolids (3), 
membrane bioreactors (2), activated sludge (2), and anaerobic digestion (1).  

General taxonomic surveys were the focus of 42 studies. These studies examined the 
microbiomes of aquatic environments either through metagenomic or 16S rRNA targeted 
sequencing to profile microbial communities and corresponding shifts in composition in 
response to various changes in condition with time to infer the effects of differential water 
quality parameters. Recently, taxonomic surveys have revealed the surprising diversity of 
microbes inhabiting drinking water and DWDSs. It has been discovered that drinking water 
microbiomes are strongly shaped by disinfectants, water age, pipe materials, and seasonal and 
source water variations (Bae et al., 2019; Chiao et al., 2014; Douterelo et al., 2018; Gomez-
Alvarez et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018; Mukherjee et al., 2016; Pinto et al., 2014; Potgieter et al., 
2018; Roeselers et al., 2015; Saleem et al., 2018; Shaw et al., 2015; Stamps et al., 2018; Wang et 
al., 2014). For example, Potgieter et al. (2018) performed a two-year study of a full-scale DWDS 
to investigate the spatial and temporal dynamics of the microbial community across water age 
and disinfection regimes. Long-term NGS studies are important as they avoid stochastic 
variations from single time point studies and can reveal the systemic processes, infrastructure, 
and environmental factors that affect the microbial communities in drinking water systems, 
thus informing downstream management decisions. In another exemplary study, Mansfeldt et 
al. (2019) examined the impact of microbial residence time (MRT) on taxonomic composition in 
activated sludge. The authors found that longer MRTs resulted in a greater range of growth 
parameters enabling microorganism persistence, thus increasing richness and diversity. 
Findings were verified using a model based on Monod-growth kinetics, demonstrating the 
importance of efficient resource capture and survival during low production for persistence in 
activated sludge. Collectively, such studies that utilize NGS to examine the underlying ecology 
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of microbial systems make important progress towards addressing how microbiomes might be 
engineered to support effective degradation of wastewater substrates and optimize nutrient 
removal. 

Pathogen detection was a principal focus of the majority (79) of taxonomy-related papers. 
Several important sub-topics emerged with respect to studying pathogen profiles specifically, 
including increasing the range and sensitivity of pathogens detected during screening of 
drinking water sources and recreational waters (Cui et al., 2019, 2017; Fang et al., 2018b; Haig 
et al., 2018; Hamner et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2014; Jin et al., 2018; Layton et al., 2014; Nadya 
et al., 2016; Shrestha et al., 2019, 2017; Vadde et al., 2019; VanMensel et al., 2020; Yang et al., 
2020a), exploring pathogen content and ensuring adequate pathogen removal during 
wastewater treatment (Bibby et al., 2010; Cai and Zhang, 2013; Chen et al., 2019; Guo and 
Zhang, 2012; Harb and Hong, 2017; Hembach et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2018; Leddy et al., 2017; 
Li et al., 2015a; Lu et al., 2015; Osunmakinde et al., 2019; Wan et al., 2018; Yergeau et al., 2016; 
Zhang et al., 2019), and monitoring for pathogen regrowth during wastewater reuse 
applications and drinking water distribution and storage (Garner et al., 2018b, 2019a; 
Kumaraswamy et al., 2014; Obayomi et al., 2019; Proctor et al., 2015; Qin et al., 2017). Li et al. 
(2015a) used metagenomic sequencing of the influent, activated sludge, aeration basin biofilm, 
aeration basin foam layer, anaerobic digestion sludge, and the final effluent of various 
wastewater treatment plants (WWTP) in Hong Kong to detect pathogens using a genetic marker 
taxonomic classifier (MetaPhlAn) and a curated pathogen index. The authors reported 98% 
removal efficiency of all pathogens and 4-log removal of Escherichia coli and Enterococcus 
faecalis from influent to effluent, showing that secondary treatment is an effective means to 
reduce most bacterial pathogens in wastewater. This study is important to the water industry 
because its straightforward bioinformatic workflow and application of engineering removal 
efficiencies closely resemble culture-based and qPCR studies, exemplifying the application of 
NGS for in situ pathogen detection and relative quantification. In a related study, 
Kumaraswamy et al. (2014) used amplicon sequencing with a nested PCR approach targeting 
the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene paired with annotation against Greengenes and a 
preconstructed human pathogenic bacteria 16S rRNA database to assess the presence of 
potential pathogens in treated wastewater intended for reuse. They found abundant pathogen 
markers in treated wastewater post-disinfection that were not detected by culture, particularly 
Gram-positive pathogens, revealing an elevated health risk and warranting further screening 
and risk assessment. These examples are of importance to the water industry because they 
highlight the utility of NGS techniques for pathogen screening to uncover trends in overall 
behavior of multiple putative pathogens that would not be possible by culturing, thus more 
comprehensively informing downstream applications.  

Approximately one-third (27) of the pathogen-centered literature focused on monitoring 
opportunistic pathogens (OP), such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Mycobacterium avium, and 
Legionella spp. in relevant water environments. Eleven studies assessed the epidemiological 
relationship between potential reservoirs of OPs and patient isolates (Bartley et al., 2016; David 
et al., 2017; Fitzhenry et al., 2017; Fleres et al., 2018; Graham et al., 2014; Lande et al., 2019; 
Lévesque et al., 2016, 2014; Quick et al., 2014; Raphael et al., 2016; Runcharoen et al., 2017; 
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Wüthrich et al., 2019). For example, Bartley et al. (2016) used WGS to analyze isolates from a 
hospital water distribution system, infected patients and retrospective patients, and found that 
a single L. pneumophila population was responsible for all nosocomial infections in 2011 and 
2013. WGS has proven to be an effective tool for real-time outbreak investigations that rely on 
the rapid identification of the associated organisms to identify and mitigate sources of 
infection. Additionally, nine studies focused on studying OP colonization of cooling towers 
(Farhat et al., 2018; Fitzhenry et al., 2017; Lévesque et al., 2014; Llewellyn et al., 2017; 
Nakanishi et al., 2019; Paranjape et al., 2020; Pereira et al., 2018, 2017; Wüthrich et al., 2019). 
In parallel to studying the distribution of Legionella in 196 cooling towers across eight US 
climate regions, Llewellyn et al. (2017) used targeted sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene to 
investigate the cooling tower microbial communities. Interestingly, they found the taxonomic 
distributions were homogeneous across the U.S.  

Method development and validation was the focus of 14 papers and focused largely on 
improving precision and sensitivity for targeted sequencing techniques (Albertsen et al., 2015; 
Bautista-de Los Santos et al., 2016; Brandt and Albertsen, 2018; Greay et al., 2019; Guo et al., 
2013; Lee et al., 2017; Saingam et al., 2018; Sato et al., 2019b; Spencer et al., 2016). For 
example, Lee et al. (2017) designed novel primer sets for 16S rRNA gene amplification to 
increase the specificity for the Cyanobacteria and Proteobacteria phyla. Organism-specific 
assays have also been developed. For example, Pereira et al. (2018, 2017) developed genus-
specific NGS assays for both Legionella spp. and Pseudomonas spp., which employ organism-
specific PCR primer sets that target the 16S rRNA hypervariable regions, with the intent of 
increasing the taxonomic resolution to the species level. This approach is particularly valuable 
in identifying potential risks associated with pathogen-containing genera because methods that 
amplify the 16S rRNA gene using conserved primers often lack the ability to resolve the 
presence of pathogenic species from genetically similar organisms. Sato et al. (2019b) 
developed a Leptospira spp. specific NGS assay to investigate epidemiological links in 
Leptospirosis endemic regions of rural Japan, increasing the range and specificity of risk 
assessments in environmental waters.  

There are many challenges associated with taxonomic profiling and pathogen screening of 
bacterial communities using NGS, but the methods and platforms used are undoubtedly the 
most developed amongst other NGS applications. The first challenge is that, for any amplicon or 
shotgun-based sequencing analysis, an organism could still be present even if not detected (i.e., 
false negatives). Sensitivity of microbial community analysis is dependent upon a multitude of 
factors, including DNA extraction methods, PCR biases, databases and classifiers used, 
sequencing technique (e.g. 16S rRNA gene amplicon or metagenomic), and most of all, the 
sequencing depth (Albertsen et al., 2015; Brandt and Albertsen, 2018; Guo et al., 2013; Yergeau 
et al., 2016), none of which have been standardized. A second challenge, that the 16S rRNA 
hypervariable region often does not provide sufficient taxonomic resolution for pathogen 
identification. Greay et al. (2019) demonstrates that the V4 region did not exhibit the specificity 
necessary to differentiate the Enterobacteriaceae family of Gammaproteobacteria in 
wastewater, a critical group of organisms for water quality monitoring. This study also cross-
checked 16S rRNA amplicons against the NCBI nucleotide collection and found that nine of the 
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12 pathogens detected were erroneously assigned using the GreenGenes database. This issue is 
a systematic error that has most likely led to false positives in numerous NGS studies to date.  

It should be noted that, because strain-level differentiation is often necessary, only WGS has 
the resolution to reliably verify the presence of pathogens (e.g., by lineage and presence of key 
virulence genes). In contrast, read-based metagenomics and 16S rRNA gene amplicon 
sequencing at best only provide a screen for the potential presence of pathogens by identifying 
genus or higher ranks of taxonomic classification. However, when sequencing coverage is 
sufficient, MAGs can be generated from metagenomic data and support strain-level resolution 
(Quince et al., 2017a). While ongoing method development and validation is important for 
improving the application of taxonomic characterization of water and wastewater microbial 
communities, these methods are promising in their ability to characterize typical and atypical 
microbial communities in water systems, and to screen for the presence of a broad range of 
pathogens while bypassing culture bias.  

2.2.2 Functional and Catabolic Gene Characterization 
In total, 82 records were identified that applied NGS for studying metabolic and other 
functional activity in drinking water, wastewater, and recycled water. Of these, 70 studies were 
focused on genomic DNA, seven on RNA, and five on a combination of both DNA and RNA. 
Metagenomic sequencing was most common (67), followed by metatranscriptomics (7), or a 
combination of the two (5). Of the remaining papers, two utilized amplicon sequencing and one 
implemented WGS. Sequencing was primarily conducted on Illumina-based platforms, such as 
HiSeq (42), MiSeq (9), and NextSeq (2), with Roche 454 pyrosequencing making up the second 
largest sequencing technology (15) utilized. The rest of the studies employed various platforms. 
Wastewater was the focus of the majority of studies, targeting wastewater in general (5), A2O 
process (1), anaerobic digestion (7), ANAMMOX (2), activated sludge (14), industrial treatment 
(8), membrane bioreactors (1), microbial fuel cells (3), biosolids (2), and upflow anaerobic 
sludge blanket digestion (2). Characterization of functional genes in various drinking water 
sources was also prevalent: aquifers/groundwater (8), freshwater (1), freshwater sediments (5), 
lakes (5), and rivers/streams (6). Other studies targeted drinking water treatment and 
distribution systems (8), fracking (2), constructed wetlands (1), and petroleum reservoirs (1). 
Functional annotation was conducted using a variety of predefined (74) and custom databases 
(9). A large majority of studies utilized some combination of the SEED (Overbeek, 2005), KEGG 
(Kanehisa and Goto, 2000), COG (Galperin et al., 2019), and/or eggNOG (Huerta-Cepas et al., 
2019) databases (COG and KEGG – 3, COG eggNOG and KEGG – 1, KEGG – 11, KEGG and 
eggNOG – 3, KEGG UniRef100 and Uniprot – 1, SEED and COG – 1, SEED and KEGG – 20, and 
SEED - 11) or the MG-RAST M5nr (Meyer et al., 2008) databases (9), which combines non-
redundant sequences from GenBank, SEED, IMG, Uniprot, KEGG, and eggNOG databases. 
Though functional analysis played a major role in all of these studies, only six applied it as the 
sole focus, with 77 conducting it in conjunction with taxonomy-based analysis. 

Several common themes emerged with respect to how NGS has been used to study metabolic 
and other functional activity in relevant water environments. The most common application of 
functionally-applied NGS was functional gene profiling, either comprehensively or by examining 
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specific functions of interest. These applications were often conducted in tandem to some 
degree and were applied in 73 studies, with 27 focused heavily on general characterizations and 
46 focused on specific functional profiles of interest. Among the 27 studies, the majority 
applied the SEED, COG, eggNOG and/or KEGG databases to characterize a wide range of 
functionalities including: cellular processes, metabolism, and information storage and 
processing. Here, the application of metagenomics aimed at identifying functional genes served 
primarily to shed light on biological processes, in effect, characterizing the functional profiles 
within collected samples or comparing them across samples. For example, Douterelo et al. 
(2018) applied NGS, annotated using MG-RAST and COG functional levels 1 and 2 (returning 
results for cellular processes & signaling, information storage & processing, metabolism, and 
poorly characterized), to characterize the differences between biofilm and bulk water 
functional profiles, finding that they were habitat dependent. Similarly, Sidhu et al. (2017) 
utilized the SEED and KEGG databases to comprehensively profile the differences between raw 
sewage and treated sludge from a WWTP finding key genes responsible for aromatic 
hydrocarbon degradation. A number of additional studies also applied general functional 
analysis to characterize their specific environments using similar approaches (Cai et al., 2016; 
Delforno et al., 2017a; Hemme et al., 2015; Ju et al., 2014; Mohan et al., 2014; Saxena et al., 
2018; Song et al., 2019; Van Rossum et al., 2015; Vikram et al., 2016). 

In contrast to comprehensive profiling of functional genes, a number of specific functions of 
interests were the focus of 46 of the 73 studies, including: nitrogen cycling/metabolism (Bai et 
al., 2013; Cai et al., 2019; Chao et al., 2016; Costa et al., 2015, 2015; Crovadore et al., 2017; 
Emmanuel et al., 2019; Jewell et al., 2016; Keller et al., 2015; X. Liu et al., 2019b; Mason et al., 
2014; Peura et al., 2015; Pinto et al., 2016; Rehman et al., 2019; Reid et al., 2018; Sun et al., 
2018; Varrone et al., 2014; Z. Wang et al., 2014; Ye et al., 2012), phosphorus uptake (Hemme et 
al., 2015; LeBrun et al., 2018; Silva et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2012; Tian et al., 2015), metal 
transformation (Abbai and Pillay, 2013; Bai et al., 2013; Costa et al., 2015; Dai et al., 2018a; 
Hemme et al., 2015; Varrone et al., 2014), methanogenesis (Bedoya et al., 2019; Biderre-Petit 
et al., 2019; Cai et al., 2019; Delforno et al., 2017a; Delforno et al., 2017b; Guo et al., 2015; 
Peura et al., 2015; Reid et al., 2018; Reis et al., 2016; Sidhu et al., 2017; Tomazetto et al., 2015; 
Varrone et al., 2014; Vikram et al., 2016; Wong et al., 2013; Xia et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2014b; 
Yu et al., 2018), biofilm formation (Chao et al., 2015; Douterelo et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019b; 
Rehman et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2018; Vikram et al., 2016), and a wide range of metabolic 
processes (Cai et al., 2013, 2016; Chao et al., 2013; Cleary et al., 2018; Dai et al., 2018b; Das et 
al., 2017; Fang et al., 2014; Hamilton et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2017; Ludington et al., 2017; K.-L. Ma 
et al., 2019; Medeiros et al., 2016; Mohan et al., 2014; More et al., 2014; Rahman et al., 2017; 
Ruiz-Moreno et al., 2019; Saxena et al., 2018; Silva et al., 2012; Sul et al., 2016; Van Rossum et 
al., 2015; Yadav et al., 2015; Yu and Zhang, 2012). Studies also investigated transport 
mechanisms (Keller et al., 2015; Meng et al., 2019; Ye et al., 2012), virulence, defense and 
stress response (Dai et al., 2018b; Medeiros et al., 2016; Schlüter et al., 2008), foaming (Rosso 
et al., 2018), and the impacts of disinfection (Chao et al., 2013; Mohan et al., 2014). Ye et al. 
(2012) provide an exemplar of the ability for functional NGS to identify nitrogen-related 
functional genes through utilization of the KEGG database’s annotation to quantify and 
characterize genes related to both nitrification and denitrification pathways in full-scale and 
lab-scale wastewater treatment bioreactors. Pinto et al. (2016) also report metagenomic 
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evidence for the presence of bacteria similar to Nitrospira with the ability to completely oxidize 
ammonia to nitrate in a drinking water system (i.e., COMAMMOX), by discovering ammonia 
oxidation genes that were divergent from canonical ammonia oxidizers. Gou et al. (2015) and 
Yang et al. (2014b) provide examples of how functional NGS can be applied to characterize the 
methanogenesis pathways present in anaerobic digesters, both of which found the acetoclastic 
pathway to be dominant. Douterelo et al. (2018) applied metagenomics to characterize and 
compare differences between bulk water and biofilms within DWDSs along with genes related 
to biofilm formation, finding that that the functional profile differed between habitats and that 
biofilms preferentially possessed resistance mechanisms related to radical-induced disinfection 
damage.  

The majority of studies applying metagenomics focusing on identifying functional genes were 
aimed at assessing various metabolic processes, with a wide breadth of environments and 
pathways examined. Aromatic compound degradation (Abbai and Pillay, 2013; Bai et al., 2013; 
Delforno et al., 2017a; Jadeja et al., 2019; Mason et al., 2014; More et al., 2014; Sidhu et al., 
2017; Silva et al., 2013; Yadav et al., 2015), arsenic metabolism (Cai et al., 2013; Costa et al., 
2015; Das et al., 2017; Edwardson and Hollibaugh, 2017), energy metabolism (Cleary et al., 
2018; Hemme et al., 2015; Keller et al., 2015; Medeiros et al., 2016; Reid et al., 2018), amino 
acid and fatty acid degradation (Emmanuel et al., 2019; Fang et al., 2014; Fang et al., 2018a; Lu 
et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2019), hydrogenases (Bai et al., 2013; Tomazetto et al., 2015; Varrone et 
al., 2014; Wexler et al., 2005), and oxygenases (Bai et al., 2013; Fang et al., 2013; Jadeja et al., 
2014; Mason et al., 2014; Silva et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2010; Yu and Zhang, 2012) were of wide 
interest, in addition to the more general characterizations identified above. For example, Cai et 
al. (2016) effectively utilized metagenomics to reconstruct metabolic pathways related to 
methanogenesis and denitrification during a comparison of two biogas producing digesters, in 
addition to finding that each digester had a high level of functional redundancy underlying their 
stability. 

Identification of novel functional genes was the focus of seven studies. These studies utilized 
metagenomics to identify new genes and evaluate their functions. For example, Folch-Mallol et 
al. (2019) utilized metagenomics to describe a novel thioesterase gene involved in phenylacetic 
acid degradation seemingly phylogenetically-related to Actinobacterium. Additionally, Silva et 
al. (2013) focused on novel genes/pathways related to phenol and aromatic compound 
degradation by screening a metagenomic library for phenol hydroxylase genes and phenol 
degradation activity, resulting in the identification of genes present in wastewater treatment 
involved in degradation of aromatic compound. Rather than directly examining functional 
genes, inferring functional capacity from 16S rRNA gene-derived microbial taxonomy was the 
focus of 2 studies. For example, Cleary et al. (2018) applied PICRUSt predictive functionality to 
two morphologically different Cinachyrella samples from marine Indonesian Lakes, with varying 
levels of connectivity to the sea, with the goal of comparing bacterial and archaeal communities 
and their respective functional capabilities to each other, and those found in lakes. The authors 
noted pronounced differences between both morphospecies’ predicted functionality and 
shared enrichment of pathways related to energy metabolism, stress response, secondary 
metabolites, and information processing when comparing both morphospecies to prokaryotic 
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communities in water. It should be noted; however, that approaches such as PICRUSt are 
inherently limited because they indirectly infer functionality based on taxonomy, rather than 
directly examining functional genes. Thus, accuracy is subject to the extent to which the 
organisms detected are characterized, bearing in mind that 16S rRNA gene sequencing methods 
at best have genus-level resolution, while functions may vary at the strain level. Further, the 
PICRUSt developers caution that a nearest sequenced taxon index score of 0.03 is typically 
required to predict a target taxon at the species level, and results should be carefully 
interpreted (Langille et al., 2013). Communities with diverse functional niches and the ability to 
adapt to different carbon sources would especially confound this approach. Thus, while 
taxonomically derived functional inference methods may point to some potentially useful 
hypotheses for follow-up study, they should be applied with extreme caution to complex 
microbial communities, such as those characteristic of WWTPs and other water environments. 

Overall, limited sample replication was apparent in a number of studies (Bedoya et al., 2019; 
Chao et al., 2016; Debroas et al., 2009; Li et al., 2019b; Medeiros et al., 2016; Reid et al., 2018; 
Sánchez-Reyez et al., 2017; Xia et al., 2018), which was likely a result of the high costs 
associated with implementation of NGS. Challenges in characterizing complex metabolisms 
characteristic of wastewater treatment and a high proportion of ‘poorly-characterized hits’ 
during functional annotation were widely noted, which was impacted by limited databases for 
annotation. Roughly half of all studies were devoted to activated sludge reactors and anaerobic 
digesters, which are characterized by a relatively strong foundational understanding of key 
microbiological processes involved. However, focusing on snapshots of singular processes fails 
to provide context with respect to how functional profiles change temporally and spatially 
throughout treatment trains and continued operation. The lack of a substantial functional 
understanding of multiple treatment processes is especially notable with advanced treatment 
processes, where no studies were found that functionally analyzed advanced treatment trains 
for recycled water or potable reuse waters. It is worth noting that metagenomics has been 
applied to characterize the function of microbial communities associated with some emerging 
technologies in the water and wastewater field, specifically in the form of bioelectrochemical 
systems and microbial fuel cells (Kiseleva et al., 2015; Varrone et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2018). In 
general, future research would benefit from better coupling of functional profiles to 
operational conditions and water quality data. Collectively, available literature provides a good 
foundation for functional-based metagenomic analysis, with methods devoted to common 
metabolic pathways, nitrogen cycling, and general functional profiling being the most well-
developed at this stage. Metagenomics aimed at elucidating functional capacity of microbial 
communities is an important contribution to the water industry as these methods facilitate 
mechanistic understanding of microbial processes that can support improved engineering of 
water and wastewater treatment processes.  

2.2.3 Antimicrobial Resistance 
In total, 56 studies were identified that applied NGS for examining AMR in relevant water 
environments. Of these, 54 utilized metagenomic sequencing, three utilized WGS, one utilized 
metatranscriptomics, and two utilized targeted sequencing to amplify the 16S rRNA gene to 
provide insight into the relationship between microbial community and ARG profiles. 
Wastewater, raw sewage and biosolids were the focus of the majority (34) of studies, followed 
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by environmental source waters (34), drinking water treatment trains and distribution (7), and 
reclaimed water (2). Several common themes emerged, with most studies primarily focused on 
profiling “resistomes,” (i.e., ARGs carried collectively across the microbial community) in both 
pathogenic and non-pathogenic bacteria. Additionally, studies applied WGS towards examining 
resistant isolates derived from water systems, while other studies systematically evaluated how 
water treatment mechanisms shape resistomes. 

Several studies utilized metagenomics to probe wastewater effluents with specific emphasis on 
hospital and antibiotic manufacturing wastewaters as potential hotspots for ARGs (Baral et al., 
2018; Chu et al., 2017; Fróes et al., 2016; Garrido-Cardenas et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2017; Gupta 
et al., 2018b; Hendriksen et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2018; Lekunberri et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017; 
Liu et al., 2019c; Ng et al., 2017; Rowe et al., 2016; Schlüter et al., 2008; Szczepanowski et al., 
2008; Tang et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2014a). Additionally these studies often used assembly of 
short reads to assess the co-occurrence of ARGs with MGE and metal resistance genes (MRG). 
This is important information in terms of assessing the potential for ARGs to be mobilized 
among bacterial populations or to be co-/cross-selected by other agents, such as metals. While 
most published studies to date employ short read sequencing, a few more recent studies have 
begun to apply long read sequencing. For example, Che et al. (2019) used Nanopore sequencing 
to identify ARGs associated with plasmids. The majority of studies have examined wastewater 
and the effects of effluent on receiving environments, but water reuse and drinking water are 
also of interest for AMR monitoring as potential direct routes of exposure (Chao et al., 2013; 
Dai et al., 2018b; Douterelo et al., 2018; Garner et al., 2018a; Jia et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2019; 
Yang et al., 2013). In one study combining metagenomics and metatranscriptomics, Liu et al. 
(2019c) noted that only 65 percent of ARGs identified by metagenomics in activated sludge 
were actively transcribed. The presence of unexpressed ARGs remains a concern, as they could 
still be expressed in clinical situations when antibiotics are applied, but such a study helps 
identify treatment processes that may also induce expression, and likely selection, of bacteria 
carrying ARGs. Identifying how specific wastewater and drinking water treatment processes 
impact the resistome was the focus of 8 studies. Several studies concluded that chlorination can 
selectively increase the relative abundance of ARGs compared to other genes (Chao et al., 
2013; Jia et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2013). Other studies have utilized 
metagenomics to characterize how activated sludge and bench-scale digesters can alter 
selection pressure with respect to ARGs encoding clinically relevant resistance (Bengtsson-
Palme et al., 2016; Christgen et al., 2015; Yadav and Kapley, 2019; Zhang et al., 2015). 
Understanding how specific treatment processes affect resistomes is critical in generating 
practical recommendations for the water industry.  

Sequencing resistant isolates derived from water systems was the focus of four studies, where 
WGS was applied towards characterizing ARGs and MGEs in bacteria such as E. coli (Cameron et 
al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2019; Parsley et al., 2010; Roy et al., 2018). In particular, WGS enables a 
high degree of confidence in assembly, which in turn improves the ability to characterize 
mechanisms of resistance and assess co-occurrence of ARGs with MGEs and other genes of 
interest. Coupled with phylogenetic analysis, WGS can be applied towards assessing 
mechanisms by which AMR is evolving across strains. Sequencing resistant E. coli and 
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Enterococcus, fecal indicators already in mainstream use by the water industry, may enable 
monitoring of background resistance and sequencing can help identify if new resistance 
patterns are emerging (Fróes et al., 2016).  

While the use of NGS technologies is critical for the water industry in characterizing the breadth 
of AMR in water and wastewater systems that cannot be fully captured with culture or 
traditional molecular methods, there are still critical knowledge gaps regarding how to best 
apply these technologies towards guiding management of these systems for the purpose of 
mitigating the spread of AMR elements. Guidance is still needed to assess the utility of various 
NGS-derived metrics and the extent to which they provide information about ecologically 
important processes or represent risk to human health. For example, the relative abundance of 
total ARGs is thought to be indicative of the degree to which environmental conditions select 
for carriage of ARGs across a microbial community, while absolute abundance of total ARGs is 
arguably a more direct indicator of magnitude of health risk. Additional guidance is needed in 
terms of how to most meaningfully normalize metagenomic data in a manner that enhances 
quantitative capacity and comparability across systems. Notably, conclusions with respect to 
relative comparisons across samples can be substantially influenced as a function of sequencing 
platform, sequencing depth, and sample type. Many published studies employ assembly of 
short reads to assess co-occurrences of ARGs, MGEs, MRGs and pathogens, but the lack of a 
means to verify if assemblies are correct is a major shortcoming. Additionally, the quantitative 
value of metagenomic data is lost after assembling, though hybrid approaches are also 
available that rely on mapping of short reads to assembled or long reads. Thus, long read 
sequencing which eliminates the need for assembly holds particular promise for AMR 
monitoring, vastly increasing confidence in identification of bacterial hosts of ARGs and their 
co-occurrence with MGEs, MRGs, or other genes of interest. WWTPs in particular have been 
identified as key nodes both for the control and dissemination of AMR, and thus are an ideal 
point for surveillance of AMR in a community and mitigation of ARGs prior to release to the 
environment. Systematic evaluation of the efficacy of various treatment technologies for 
addressing AMR would be beneficial. 

2.2.4 Bacterial Toxicity 
In total, 24 studies were identified that apply NGS for studying bacterial toxicity in relevant 
water environments. Of these records, nine utilized metagenomic sequencing, 13 utilized 
targeted sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene, and two utilized both metagenomic sequencing and 
16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing. Wastewater and drinking water were the focus of the 
majority (6 each) of studies, followed by groundwater (5), aquifer (2), surface water (2), 
sediment (2), and constructed wetlands (1). The toxic compounds most frequently studied were 
free chlorine (5), arsenic (5), other heavy metals (5), nanomaterials (2), and multiple other 
compounds. Twenty-two studies met the criteria for both toxicity and AMR searches and were 
addressed above in the AMR section. 

The effects of toxic contaminants in water sources and how they shift the microbial community 
were the focus of 13 studies. These studies examined both natural and anthropogenic 
pollutants. Heavy metals (Costa et al., 2015; Hemme et al., 2010), arsenic (Cai et al., 2013; Das 
et al., 2017; Jiang et al., 2019; Layton et al., 2014), and hydrocarbon (Abbai and Pillay, 2013; 
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Fahrenfeld et al., 2017) impacts were often studied in ground and surface water as well as 
stream sediments. Anthropogenic contaminants, such as nanomaterials (Binh et al., 2014; Liu et 
al., 2019b), tetrachloroethene (Reiss et al., 2016), and combinations of multiple pollutants (Lu 
et al., 2017; Sonthiphand et al., 2019) were examined in aquifers, constructed wetlands, and 
surface water. In general, these studies examined shifts in microbial community composition 
and function that occurred due to exposure to pollutants. For example, Fahrenfeld et al. (2017) 
applied metagenomics to investigate how the microbial community shifted along a stream 
running through an unconventional oil and gas disposal facility. The authors found that this 
wastewater release was associated with shifts in the microbial community structure and 
functions, including “functions related to dormancy and sporulation, respiration, and 
antimicrobial resistance”. Similarly, Sonthiphand et al. (2019) applied 16S rRNA amplicon 
sequencing to investigate the impact of anthropogenic activities on the diversity, abundance, 
and dynamics of microbial communities in groundwater. The authors found that microbial 
communities tended to cluster by the nature of the impact, specifically adjacent landfills, 
agricultural land, and community areas. These two examples provide helpful background 
understanding with respect to how toxins or pollutants can impact microbial communities 
associated with drinking water sources. 

Examining microbial communities in drinking water treatment plants, WWTPs, and distribution 
or collection systems was the focus of nine studies. For example, some of the studies involving 
drinking water treatment plants examined the microbes within sand filters (Bai et al., 2013; 
Huang et al., 2014) and after disinfection (Huang et al., 2014); results indicated that microbial 
activity is important in removing harmful materials such as heavy metals, arsenate, and 
aromatic compounds. Free chlorine disinfection was found to reduce certain genera while 
enriching others as well as MGEs carrying virulence factors (Huang et al., 2014). Several studies 
have profiled how toxic compounds impact microbial communities in DWDSs (Douterelo et al., 
2018; Saleem et al., 2018; Shaw et al., 2015), in wastewater reclamation and distribution 
systems (Lin et al., 2016), and in sewer biofilms (Gomez-Alvarez et al., 2012). For example, 
Douterelo et al. (2018) applied metagenomics to investigate the taxonomy and gene functions 
characteristic of biofilm and bulk water within a chlorinated DWDS. The authors identified 
“mechanisms of resistance and damage-repair to external stressors such as chlorine and 
antibiotics” within the biofilms. This study is an example of how metagenomic studies of 
DWDSs may help indicate infrastructure or treatment failures, thereby protecting and 
promoting water quality and safety. 

One study was identified by the toxicity search criteria, but did not fall within any of the 
aforementioned sub-categories. Handley et al. (2014) assembled the whole genome of 
Candidatus Sulfuricurvum sp. from an aquifer-derived metagenome. While this approach has 
been employed to assemble complete genomes of uncultured microorganisms in other 
environments, this endeavor is inherently limited by achievable sequencing depth (Alneberg et 
al., 2018). The authors identified genes indicative of heavy metal and arsenic tolerance, which 
they presumed to be related to heavy metal contamination within the aquifer.  
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In summary, NGS studies involving antimicrobial or toxic compounds in water primarily focused 
on how these compounds shifted the microbial community in contaminated water 
environments or within the drinking or WWTP or distribution/collection systems. Of particular 
relevance to the water industry is new understanding being gained by examining the impact of 
free chlorine, primarily in drinking water disinfection. 

2.2.5 Cyanobacteria and Harmful Algal Blooms 
In total, 29 studies were identified that applied NGS to study cyanobacteria in freshwater, 
drinking water, and wastewater. Of these, 6 utilized metagenomic sequencing, 4 utilized 
metatranscriptomic sequencing, 18 utilized targeted sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene, 2 
utilized both targeted and metagenomic sequencing, and 1 utilized both metagenomic and 
metatranscriptomic sequencing. Freshwater was the focus of the majority (20) of studies, 
including lakes (18), rivers (1), and reservoirs (1), followed by drinking water (6), wastewater 
(3), and aquatic biofilms (1). Several common themes emerged as ways NGS has been used to 
study cyanobacteria in relevant water environments, including characterization of 
cyanobacterial communities, especially toxic strains, in source water and water treatment 
systems, identification of shifts in gene expression, and control and removal of cyanobacteria in 
wastewater or drinking water. 

Targeted sequencing with an emphasis on 16S rRNA gene and metagenomic sequencing were 
the main NGS approaches used to study the cyanobacterial genome and its position in the 
microbial communities relevant to freshwater (Abia et al., 2018; Bakal et al., 2019; Driscoll et 
al., 2017; Eiler et al., 2013; Ghai et al., 2014; Hou et al., 2019; Kurilkina et al., 2016; Kurobe et 
al., 2018; Lee et al., 2017; Pope and Patel, 2008; Qin et al., 2019; Reza et al., 2018; Saleem et 
al., 2019; Steffen et al., 2015; Vadde et al., 2019), drinking water (Kori et al., 2019; Otten et al., 
2016; Pei et al., 2017; Saleem et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018), or wastewater (Lee et al., 2017; Lu 
and Lu, 2014). For example, Kurobe et al. (2018) applied metagenomic sequencing to 
investigate the shift in the cyanobacterial community from freshwater to brackish water during 
a Microcystis bloom in the San Francisco Estuary. They found Microcystis was the predominant 
genus among cyanobacteria in both freshwater and brackish water, with up to six Microcystis 
genotypes identified. These studies emphasize the importance of NGS approaches for tracking 
cyanobacterial communities, especially toxic and bloom-forming genera, in freshwater systems. 
In another exemplar, Otten et al. (2016) utilized metagenomic sequencing to identify taste-and-
odor producers and toxin-producing cyanobacteria in a drinking water reservoir. Their results 
indicated that Anabaena spp., Microcystis spp., and “an unresolved member of the order 
Oscillatoriales” are potentially responsible for some chemicals that produce taste or odor, 
including geosmin, microcystin, and 2-methylisoborneol. This research highlighted the need to 
apply NGS approaches to monitor cyanobacteria that have a negative impact on the drinking 
water quality.  

Identification of shifts in gene expression associated with metabolic pathways was the focus of 
seven studies (Chen et al., 2018; Davenport et al., 2019; Hampel et al., 2019; Harke et al., 2016; 
Mou et al., 2013; Pascault et al., 2014). Most of these papers emphasized cyanobacterial gene 
expression at different times and under different nutrient conditions during a bloom season. 
For example, Davenport et al. (2019) observed “diel shifts in metabolic pathways of Microcystis 
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spp. during a 48-h survey” using metatranscriptomic sequencing. Daytime gene transcripts 
favored photosynthesis and nutrient uptake, whereas nighttime transcripts were primarily 
related to protein synthesis (Lee et al., 2017). Similarly, Hampel et al. (2019) analyzed shifts in 
gene expression using metatranscriptomic sequencing under a high-nitrogen condition in early 
summer and a low-nitrogen condition in late summer, and found toxic Planktothrix and 
Microcystis relied heavily on regenerated ammonium when the nitrogen level became low in 
late summer. These studies addressed the need for NGS approaches to track the impacts of 
different time scales and nutrient conditions on the evolution of the cyanobacterial community 
and their gene expression levels and suggested potentially useful nutrient control methods to 
reduce toxic cyanobacteria in freshwater and water treatment systems. 

Characterization of cyanobacteria in source water was the focus of 16 studies (Abia et al., 2018; 
Bakal et al., 2019; Driscoll et al., 2017; Eiler et al., 2013; Ghai et al., 2014; Hou et al., 2019; 
Kurilkina et al., 2016; Kurobe et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2017; Lu and Lu, 2014; Pope and Patel, 
2008; Qin et al., 2019; Reza et al., 2018; Saleem et al., 2019; Steffen et al., 2012; Vadde et al., 
2019; Xu et al., 2018), while an additional five looked at cyanobacteria in water treatment 
systems (Kori et al., 2019; Otten et al., 2016; Pei et al., 2017; Saleem et al., 2018; Xu et al., 
2018). Control and removal of cyanobacteria in wastewater or drinking water was the focus of 
two studies (Bai et al., 2014; Zamyadi et al., 2019). These studies utilized NGS to investigate the 
influence of different water treatment processes on cyanobacterial communities in the relevant 
water environment. Bai et al. (2014) applied both targeted amplicon sequencing and 
metagenomic sequencing to assess the impacts of treated and untreated wastewater 
discharges on bacterial communities in the river, and concluded untreated water resulted in an 
increase of the relative abundance of cyanobacteria. Zamyadi et al. (2019) proposed a critical 
control point for cyanobacteria removal in the drinking water treatment process. They applied 
NGS along with microscopic analysis and cell integrity methods, and found after pre-oxidation 
treatment, the “remaining cyanobacterial cells (~80%) were undamaged with the potential to 
accumulate and grow within the plants post-KMnO4 treatment, particularly in clarifier sludge.” 
Both studies highlighted the importance of water treatment to control and remove potentially 
toxic cyanobacteria in the water systems and the need to apply NGS to improve the monitoring 
and management of water quality. 

In summary, the focus of the majority of cyanobacterial studies using NGS approaches is on the 
characterization of cyanobacterial communities in both source water and water treatment 
systems, followed by evaluating of gene expressions. Key questions investigated included 
identification of community structure and toxic strains during bloom seasons and shifts in gene 
expressions under different environmental and nutrient conditions. The remaining studies, not 
covered in detail in this section, only discussed cyanobacterial metagenomics as part of the 
larger bacterial or prokaryotic community, rather than being the main focus. 

2.2.6 Characterization of Viruses 
In total, 80 records were identified that applied NGS for studying viruses in wastewater, 
recycled water and freshwater. Of these records, 54 utilized metagenomic sequencing, 12 
utilized WGS, and 14 utilized targeted sequencing (5 targeting the hypervariable human 
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adenovirus hexon gene, 8 targeting specific enteroviruses, and 1 targeting phage-borne 16S 
rRNA sequences). Wastewater was the focus of the majority (49) of studies, followed by 
freshwater (30), including lakes (17), streams or rivers (4) and surface water (3), groundwater 
(1) and reclaimed water (1). Several common themes emerged from the systematic review of 
how NGS has been used to study viruses in relevant water environments, including 
characterization of environments, method development and genotyping. Virome 
characterization of water environments was the focus of 54 studies. The majority of these 
papers reported viromes of previously unstudied environments (e.g., untreated sewage 
(Adriaenssens et al., 2018; Cantalupo et al., 2011; Ng et al., 2012; O’Brien et al., 2017; Strubbia 
et al., 2019a; Tamaki et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2018), dairy lagoons (Alhamlan et al., 2013), and 
freshwater lakes (Djikeng et al., 2009; Gong et al., 2016; Green et al., 2015; Gu et al., 2018; 
Hewson et al., 2018, 2012; Hornstra et al., 2019; Kavagutti et al., 2019; Malki et al., 2015; 
Mohiuddin and Schellhorn, 2015; Okazaki et al., 2019; Palermo et al., 2019; Rosario et al., 2009; 
Sible et al., 2015; Skvortsov et al., 2016; Tamaki et al., 2012; Tseng et al., 2013; Watkins et al., 
2016)). Specific topics of interest within these studies included viral pathogen identification, 
DNA or RNA virome characterization, virus-host interactions, phage diversity, and ARG 
characterization within viruses. Tamaki et al. (2012) used NGS to characterize DNA viruses 
throughout the wastewater treatment process. This study highlighted the uniqueness of the 
virome of wastewater compared to 42 other environmental settings. Bibby and Peccia (2013) 
utilized NGS to characterize the virome of sewage sludge, with a focus on describing the 
diversity of human viruses and understanding the risks associated with land application. This 
study expanded the knowledge of human pathogenic viruses in wastewater samples and 
demonstrates that NGS can be used to identify human viruses in environmental samples. 

Nine studies focused on method development, particularly improving methods to study viruses 
in aquatic environments (Bekliz et al., 2019; Brinkman et al., 2018; Fernandez-Cassi et al., 2018; 
Hjelmsø et al., 2017; Labonte, 2016; Oshiki et al., 2018; Strubbia et al., 2019b; Uyaguari-Diaz et 
al., 2016). These studies mainly focused on methods to concentrate, purify or extract viral 
nucleic acid from various water samples. For example, Hjelmsø et al. (2017) compared four viral 
particle concentration methods and four different extraction kits to evaluate viral community 
composition, specificity, richness and pathogen detection of raw sewage using NGS. Similarly, 
Fernandez-Cassi et al. (2018) developed an optimized ultracentrifugation method (or skimmed 
milk flocculation when ultracentrifugation is not available) to concentrate viruses and target 
adenovirus and other viruses that could not always be detected using metagenomics. This study 
addresses the sensitivity necessary for NGS to investigate the sewage virome to track human 
pathogens and highlights the importance of using viral metagenomics for public health 
surveillance. 

Viral genotyping using next-generation amplicon or WGS was the subject of 12 studies 
(Boonchan et al., 2017; Brinkman et al., 2017; Fumian et al., 2019; Hata et al., 2018b, 2018b, 
2018a; Kaas et al., 2019; Majumdar et al., 2018; Mancini et al., 2019; Ogorzaly et al., 2015; 
Oshiki et al., 2018; Suffredini et al., 2018; Yoshitomi et al., 2017). These studies used NGS to 
characterize the diversity of pathogenic viruses, including adenovirus, astrovirus, and norovirus, 
in wastewater or sewage-impacted surface water. For example, Hata et al. (2018a) used this 
approach to study occurrences of norovirus, sapovirus, rotavirus, Aichi virus and enterovirus; 
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they concluded that norovirus GII.17 strains were prevalent in surface water impacted by 
wastewater before becoming prevalent in gastroenteritis patients in Japan. Oshiki et al. (2018) 
used a microfluidic, nested PCR approach combined with NGS amplicon sequencing to detect 
and genotype 11 human pathogenic RNA viruses in human stool and sewage. These studies 
prove the usefulness of using amplicon-based NGS to study molecular epidemiology and 
monitor the emergence of viral pathogens using wastewater surveillance. 

Undoubtedly, there are significant challenges associated with application of metagenomics for 
the study of viruses, compared to other microorganisms (Behzad et al., 2015; Prussin et al., 
2014; Rose et al., 2016; Simmonds, 2015). The first challenge is that viruses do not share a 
conserved gene; thus profiling viromes can only be achieved via shotgun metagenomics, not 
targeted gene amplification (Ghurye et al., 2016). Shotgun metagenomics requires a substantial 
mass of genomic material, which is particularly difficult to obtain from viruses in environmental 
samples, in which concentrations are low (Behzad et al., 2015; Prussin et al., 2014). One way to 
overcome this challenge is by collecting large sample volumes (e.g., hundreds of liters) 
(Breitbart et al., 2002; Rodriguez-Brito et al., 2010; Rosario et al., 2009). However, this is both 
time-intensive and time-sensitive. Even with proper precautions during sampling and nucleic 
acid extraction, contaminants that could degrade genetic material may be introduced. Second, 
many viruses have RNA as their genetic material, which degrades much more rapidly than DNA. 
If the RNA degrades before sequencing, there would be false negatives in the virome analysis, 
and many potentially important viruses could be overlooked. The third significant challenge 
associated with viral NGS is that reference databases are very limited (especially compared to 
those for bacteria and fungi). Bibby and Peccia (2013) suggested that less than one percent of 
viruses have been sequenced and uploaded to databases and they demonstrated that over 75% 
of viruses in sewage sludge are unidentifiable. To improve viral databases, viruses must first be 
isolated, cultured, and subjected to WGS (Prussin et al., 2014; Rohwer and Edwards, 2002). 
However, viruses are very difficult to culture because they require a host (e.g., bacteria for 
bacteriophages) and some viruses are simply ‘unculturable’ using current tools and approaches. 
Finally, there is no “standard” user-friendly data analysis pipeline for viromes, as exists for 
bacterial/archaeal 16S rRNA genes (e.g., QIIME). Most virome pipelines require extensive 
bioinformatics and/or computer science backgrounds. With improved tools, knowledge of 
viruses in water and wastewater using NGS will rapidly improve. However, presently the 
understanding of viruses is fragmented, especially in water and wastewater. As such, viruses 
have been described as “the forgotten siblings of the microbiome family” (Williams, 2013).  

2.3 Knowledge Gaps and Research Needs 
2.3.1 Need for Standardized Methods 
The field of NGS is rapidly evolving, with a continually emerging pipeline of new platforms, 
library preparation techniques, and data analysis approaches. Such an expanse of evolving 
options creates challenges to ensuring that data collected across studies is comparable, which is 
critical for informing broader conclusions across studies. Differences in sample volume, DNA 
extraction method, library preparation method, NGS platform, read length, sequencing depth, 
and data quality filtering are all critical aspects of NGS that are not standardized and make it 
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difficult to compare results. Thus, standardized methods are critically needed to overcome key 
differences in approaches, as well as to facilitate the adoption of NGS technologies by new 
stakeholders, such as water utilities (Birko et al., 2015). However, the development of 
standardized methods for NGS application for studying water and wastewater should allow 
flexibility for the design of research studies aimed at asking novel questions that may not 
strictly conform to standard approaches. As the utility of NGS to different sectors of the water 
and wastewater industry increases, several agencies could potentially play a role in 
standardization of these methods for application in environmental samples, for example the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, World 
Health Organization, National Institute of Standards and Technology, and Clinical and 
Laboratory Standards Institute.  

2.3.2 Sample Processing 
Substantial variability in methodology exists for sample collection, concentration, and 
extraction of DNA and RNA and can have critical impacts on downstream NGS analysis. While 
the type of membrane used for sample concentration has been shown to have no discernable 
impact on microbial community structure (Djurhuus et al., 2017), there are likely to be 
substantial differences based on whether hollow-fiber filtration or precipitation and 
centrifugation is used compared to membrane filtration. Past studies have demonstrated that 
different DNA extraction kits used with water and wastewater samples tend to produce 
microbial communities and resistomes that are largely similar, but inconsistencies can be 
introduced by certain extraction kits or methods due to contamination or methodologies that 
favor certain groups of organisms (i.e., Gram negative vs. Gram positive) (Djurhuus et al., 2017; 
Li et al., 2017; Walden et al., 2017). Sample matrix also likely has an impact on the optimum 
extraction method, given that separation of microorganisms from complex organic matrices 
and carrier materials varies between matrices (Sanz and Köchling, 2019). Biomass is expected to 
vary substantially by sample matrix and low-biomass environments, such as drinking water, are 
likely to require more extensive concentration than more microbially dense environments. This 
introduces challenges for comparison across water environments (i.e., water, wastewater, 
sediment, biofilm, etc.). Standardization of pre-processing methods to collect and prepare 
samples for NGS is critical for producing comparable results across water and wastewater 
systems.  

2.3.3 Bioinformatic Analysis 
The continuous optimization and declining costs of sequencing platforms have facilitated 
generation of a vast volume of sequencing data. However, rendering these deposited data into 
meaningful results that can inform decision-making in the water industry is an ongoing 
challenge. The analysis of NGS data largely depends on principles and standards established by 
the broader genomics community, such as sequencing protocols and controls, read mapping 
algorithms, assembly algorithms, methods for phylogenetic analysis, and single nucleotide 
polymorphism (SNP) genotyping. However, each step poses a variety of challenges that are 
briefly described below. 

Quality control (QC) is one of the most critical steps in the processing of NGS data. It usually 
involves removing or trimming low-quality reads, and the unwanted sequences (such as 
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sequencing adapters, host contamination) that could pose problems in the downstream 
analysis. As different datasets have their own characteristics and challenges, it is advised to 
formulate the QC protocol that is best suited for the specific dataset in consideration. For 
example, metatranscriptome datasets could be contaminated with rRNA transcripts that needs 
to be removed prior to any downstream analysis (Esteve-Codina, 2018). Similarly, the QC tools 
framed for reads generated on short read platform may not be appropriate for reads generated 
on long reads platform due to the inherent differences in the two sequencing technologies 
(Fukasawa et al., 2020).  

The traditional approach used for collectively detecting genes across microbial communities is 
using read alignment tools to annotate genomic or metagenomic data and applying a similarity 
search against a reference sequence using a best-hit approach (Wilke et al., 2013). The basic 
principle lies in the assumption that genes sharing homology perform similar functions. 
However, even a single bp change in sequence can alter protein function, thus the choice of 
stringency used in homology-based annotation can substantially affect the interpretation and 
reproducibility of the data (Randle-Boggis et al., 2016). For example, a lower percentage 
identity cutoff will fail to differentiate two highly similar sequences. While the best hit approach 
remains the most popular annotation strategy, it is prone to producing a high rate of false 
positives (Randle-Boggis et al., 2016). Sequencing aimed at characterizing SNPs is still an under-
explored topic as it requires cost-intensive deep sequencing with high coverage of sequenced 
genomes. De novo assembly (i.e., assembly conducted based on overlapping reads, rather than 
mapping reads to reference genomes) holds promise for overcoming the high false positive 
rates associated with the best hit approach applied to short reads. While various assemblers 
are available to tackle complex NGS data, it is advised to be cautious while selecting the 
appropriate assembler as different datasets (metagenomics, metatranscriptomics) have their 
own challenges (Shakya et al., 2019). Further, assembly is computationally expensive and often 
generation of contigs of sufficient length for target analyses is limited when faced with high 
microbial diversity characteristic of water samples. Often too few contigs are produced and 
with low confidence in accuracy, diminishing the ability to carry out meaningful downstream 
analyses. Genome-resolved assembly of metagenomic sequencing data, though limited by the 
ability to obtain sufficient coverage, holds promise for a wide range of applications, including 
the ability to construct genomes of uncultured organisms and linking metabolism and function 
to phylogeny (Quince et al., 2017a).  

The vast quantities of sequencing data being produced also create challenges for computational 
demands, data storage, and data security. Although public repositories such as the NCBI 
Sequence Read Archive and the European Nucleotide Archive are readily used to publicly store 
and share metagenomic data, substantial computational resources are still required to carry 
out in-house analyses, which can be a significant challenge to the application of NGS by the 
water industry. One possible solution to tackle this issue is to establish a cloud-based 
infrastructure, which is readily used by many biotechnology companies. NGS holds the 
capability of revolutionizing the water industry by providing a plethora of tools and frameworks 
to analyze water and wastewater microbial communities. However, owing to the daunting 
complexity of metagenomics, an interdisciplinary work force composed of engineers and 
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bioinformaticians will likely be needed to perform these analyses and inform decision-making. 
Building such a work force would be essential in implementing and maintaining NGS capabilities 
in the water industry.  

2.3.4 Availability of Annotation Databases 
There are numerous well-curated databases available for annotating NGS reads, as 
demonstrated in Table 2-2. While these databases are useful for annotating microbial 
phylogenetic origin and for key functional capacities, such as antibiotic resistance, many key 
attributes are missing from the available databases. For example, very little information is 
available regarding non-bacterial microorganisms, such as viruses, amoebae, and fungi, which 
are often highly important in water and wastewater. In addition, few databases are available 
that curate metabolic genes, making it difficult to screen samples for functional capacity. The 
need for well-curated databases is a critical limitation that often encumbers the study of 
emerging topics via NGS technologies. 

Table 1-2. Available Databases and Workflows for Annotation of Microorganisms and their Functional Capacity. 
Source: Reprinted from Garner et al. 2021 with permission from Elsevier. 

Microbial Target 
Type Databases/Workflows 

Bacterial 
Taxonomy & 

Phylogeny 

Greengenes (DeSantis et al., 2006), SILVA (Quast et al., 2013), MetaPhlan2 (Truong et al., 
2015), Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) (Cole et al., 2014), Genome Taxonomy Database 

Toolkit (GTDB-Tk) (Chaumeil et al., 2020), NCBI GenBank, NCBI RefSeq 
Pathogen 

Identification 
PATRIC (Wattam et al., 2017), NCBI Pathogen Detection, EuPathDB (Warrenfeltz et al., 

2018), MyPathogen Database (MPD) (Zhang et al., 2018) 
Antibiotic 
Resistance 

Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (CARD) (Alcock et al., 2020), Functional 
Antibiotic Resistance Metagenomic Element Database (FARME-DB) (Wallace et al., 2017), 
Resfams (Gibson et al., 2015), ResFinder (Zankari et al., 2012), deepARG (Arango-Argoty et 

al., 2018), ARGminer (Arango-Argoty et al., 2020) 
Mobile Genetic 

Elements 
A CLAssification of Mobile genetic Elements (ACLAME) (Leplae et al., 2010), INTEGRALL 

(Moura et al., 2009), Isfinder (Siguier et al., 2006), The Transposon Registry (Tansirichaiya et 
al., 2019), ICEberg (Liu et al., 2019a), The Gypsy Database (GyDB) (Llorens et al., 2011) 

Metal and 
Biocide 

Resistance 

Antibacterial Biocide & Metal Resistance Database (BacMet) (Pal et al., 2014) 

Metabolism Carbohydrate-Active Enzymes Database (CAZy) (Lombard et al., 2013), Kyoto Encyclopedia 
of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (Kanehisa et al., 2017), evolutionary genealogy of genes: 

Non-supervised Orthologous Groups eggNOG (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2019), BioCyc (Karp et 
al., 2019), MetaCyc (Caspi et al., 2020) 

Protein Function Clusters of Orthologous Groups of proteins (COG) (Tatusov et al., 2000), SEED (Overbeek, 
2005), NCBI RefSeq (O’Leary et al., 2016), UniProt (The UnitProt Consortium, 2019), KEGG 

(Kanehisa et al., 2017), Pfam (El-Gebali et al., 2019) 

2.3.5 Determination of Viability 
As with all techniques targeting DNA, most NGS techniques are unable to directly distinguish 
DNA originating from live versus dead cells. Metatranscriptomics has been used to overcome 
this obstacle by targeting mRNA rather than DNA, given that mRNA is produced only by live 
cells and associated only with genes that are actively transcribed (Moran, 2009). However, this 
approach is particularly challenging for analyzing low biomass water samples such as those 
collected from drinking water, which typically contain very low RNA concentrations. RNA also 
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degrades rapidly in the environment and is prone to contamination by hosts (e.g., human cells 
in wastewater) (Bashiardes et al., 2016). The application of membrane-impermeable 
intercalating dyes, such as propidium monoazide and ethidium monoazide, have also been used 
to address challenges in detecting live vs. dead cells. While these methods initially showed 
great promise and raised significant interest among researchers for differentiating live and dead 
cells (Bae and Wuertz, 2009; Chen et al., 2011; Hellein et al., 2012; Vesper et al., 2008; Yáñez et 
al., 2011), many have highlighted critical limitations and shortcomings with the approach, such 
as a lack of reproducibility (Scaturro et al., 2016; Tavernier and Coenye, 2015; Taylor et al., 
2014), matrix interference (Taylor et al., 2014), need for optimization according to target 
organism and sample characteristics (Taylor et al., 2014), and ability to penetrate some intact 
cells (Flekna et al., 2007; Kobayashi et al., 2009; Nocker et al., 2006). Flow cytometry using cell 
sorting for differentiating live versus dead cells has been employed and paired with NGS in 
some studies (Berney et al., 2007; Hammes et al., 2008; Kahlisch et al., 2010). Use of NGS 
methods may be more relevant for studying certain water environments than others. For 
example, immediately following a disinfection process, it is likely that a large portion of the 
genetic material present will be associated with inactivated cells or persisting extracellularly. In 
contrast, NGS is more promising for studying microorganisms in environments with more stable 
or slowly changing conditions affecting cell viability, as would be expected in most other stages 
of water and wastewater treatment, or in source waters and distribution systems. Improved 
methods are needed to accurately determine the viability of NGS targets.  

2.3.6 Quantitative Capacity of NGS 
The quantitative capacity of NGS is another key dimension of importance for application in 
water and wastewater. The ability to directly quantify targets is generally limited by sample and 
library preparation and on the normalization of samples to equal mass. Further, during 
sequencing, there is inherent variability in the number of reads obtained among samples. 
Therefore, with metagenomics, metatranscriptomics, and targeted amplicon sequencing, 
quantitative evaluation is usually restricted to a comparative fashion, in terms of “relative 
abundance,” i.e., by normalizing NGS data to a secondary metric internal to each sample, such 
as number of reads, percentage of total reads, or number of reads annotated as a reference 
gene, such as the 16S rRNA gene (Nayfach and Pollard, 2016; Weiss et al., 2017). While relative 
abundances are highly informative and provide valuable information for understanding the 
composition and functional capacity of microbial communities, in many cases, it is often 
desirable to be able to measure microbial targets in terms of absolute abundance. This is 
particularly important for informing risk assessment or for assessing infectious doses. 
Normalized NGS data has been transformed into absolute abundance data by pairing NGS 
measurements with independent quantifications of total cells or total 16S rRNA genes (Garner 
et al., 2016; Vandeputte et al., 2017). While this approach is promising, further validation is 
needed. 

 Achieving an appropriate sequencing depth and addressing differences in sequencing depth 
are also important for accurate and comparable quantification of microbial targets. There are 
currently no standards for establishing the necessary depth or coverage of sequences for water 
or wastewater samples, representing a key knowledge gap for facilitating comparison of 
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samples across projects and ensuring sufficient reads are generated for each sample to capture 
genes of interest. Coverage and associated sequencing depth are likely to vary substantially 
based on the target environment (i.e., drinking water, wastewater, etc.) as well as the target 
research question. There are also a variety of approaches to address differences in sequencing 
depth among samples, such as through application of rarefaction, though no standards or 
consensus on appropriate methodologies currently exists (McMurdie and Holmes, 2014; Weiss 
et al., 2017). 

2.4 Conclusion 
NGS technologies are revolutionizing microbial monitoring relevant to the water and 
wastewater industry, including improving the ability to investigate topics such as taxonomic 
classification, functional and catabolic gene characterization, AMR, bacterial toxicity, 
cyanobacteria and harmful algal blooms, and characterization of viruses. NGS methods have 
been widely adopted for water research and are being translated to various applications in the 
water industry, with new applications continuously emerging. NGS has also recently been used 
to study the genome of SARS-CoV-2 in wastewater (Nemudryi et al., 2020; Rimoldi et al., 2020). 
While the application of NGS in water and wastewater practice presents many challenges such 
as cost, need for specialized expertise and equipment, challenges with data analysis and 
interpretation, lack of standardized methods, and the rapid pace of new technological 
developments, the synthesis provided herein of the myriad of ways NGS tools can be applied 
helps pave a path forward for practical application of NGS for the water industry. In sum, NGS 
has already catalyzed transformative new understanding of the role and activities of microbes 
in water systems and, with appropriate attention to addressing current limitations, it is well-
poised for deeper integration into water industry practice and can aid in addressing numerous 
current and future water-related challenges. 
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CHAPTER 3  

Utility and Industry Stakeholder Perspectives on NGS 

3.1 Overview and Approach 
Nine industry stakeholders were interviewed to gain insight into their familiarity with NGS, 
potential applications of NGS, and obstacles to implementation. Interviewees included seven 
personnel from U.S. drinking water, wastewater, or recycled water utilities. Two were other 
industry stakeholders who work closely with utility personnel in consulting roles. Table 3-1 
summarizes the topics and specific questions that were utilized in these interviews. Interview 
findings have been synthesized and are summarized below. 

Table 3-1. Questions and Prompts Utilized in Stakeholder Interviews. 
Topic Questions/Prompts 

Familiarity with 
NGS 

Describe the level of familiarity with NGS technologies among your utility’s staff. 
Has your utility conducted NGS or worked with a collaborator to do so? 

Applications of 
NGS 

What applications of NGS interest your utility? 
What microbial challenges does your utility face that you need more resources to address 
or understand? 

Protocols 

Does your utility conduct DNA extraction? If so, what approach do you use? 
What level of familiarity does your utility personnel have with molecular techniques? 
How much time of your utility’s personnel would you be willing to commit to learning to use 
NGS technologies? 
How much time of your utility’s personnel would you be willing to commit to using NGS 
technologies on a routine basis? 

Obstacles to 
Implementation What are the key obstacles to implementing NGS at your utility? 

 

3.2 Familiarity with NGS 
The interviewees represented a range of expertise and experience with NGS, ranging from 
those who were unaware of the technology prior to the interview to extensive experience, with 
some utilities interviewed having conducted NGS methodologies in-house (Figure 3-1). All 
seven utilities had previously collaborated with academic partners or research institutes to 
conduct NGS aimed at characterizing water and wastewater samples. While others had utilized 
contract laboratories to conduct sequencing and data analysis, one had conducted NGS in-
house, and one had recently purchased an NGS instrument with plans to initiate sequencing in-
house soon. While several utilities had a team of scientists who were engaged with in-house or 
external application of NGS, several interviewees noted that they were the only member of the 
utility staff who were knowledgeable about NGS. One interviewee noted that the recent 
emergence of NGS impacts who on the utility staff is familiar with the methods, saying “For the 
utility staff that have been doing their job 15-20 years, even the microbiologists don’t have 
familiarity [with NGS]. Some of the newer engineers are starting to at least be aware of the 
technologies.” Interviewees also noted increasing awareness, which much more of the utility 
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staff aware of NGS applications in water and wastewater now than just a few years ago. The 
interest and perceived ability of utilities to conduct NGS on-site or through contract 
laboratories varied widely. While some interviewees were eager to explore the ways that NGS 
could be applied to better understand and resolve water quality and operational challenges, 
others felt that NGS was not a priority. One utility staff noted, “It is important for some utilities 
to go first, because others will want or need to hang back and wait for standardized or 
established methods to be developed.” In contrast, a staff member from another utility noted 
that their utility would be unlikely to devote substantial time and resources to NGS unless it 
becomes part of the regulatory compliance requirements. 

 

Figure 3-1. Summary of the Previous Familiarity of Stakeholder Interviewees with NGS (n=9). 
  

3.3 Potential Applications 
Interviewees noted numerous potential NGS applications of interest to their utility (Figure 3-2). 
Among those that were most frequently proposed were monitoring of SARS-CoV-2 and other 
viruses, pathogen tracking, and understanding overall microbial communities throughout 
treatment processes and distribution. A key area of interest was establishing long-term 
monitoring campaigns to better understand the baseline microbial community throughout 
treatment. This information could be valuable to elucidate when changes to microbial 
community composition may be indicative of process upset. Several utilities also noted a desire 
to use NGS to better understand microorganisms of concern beyond singularly focusing on 
bacteria, such as focusing on viruses and protozoa as targets of interest. Another common 
theme was the potential to use NGS to surpass the limitations of existing indicator methods, 
such as coliforms and E. coli, and identifying improved water quality surrogates. This was 
particularly attractive to utilities with an interest in direct potable reuse, where E. coli 
monitoring is of limited value. Some utilities also noted that NGS could be valuable as a 
screening tool, to inform when targeted methods for monitoring pathogens are needed. Other 
applications of interest included antibiotic resistance, changes during drinking and reclaimed 
water distribution (especially nitrification), source water quality, impact of outfalls on surface 
water quality, harmful algal blooms, foaming, biogas production, nutrient removal, 
bioprospecting, and Legionella. 
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Figure 3-2. Key NGS Application Areas of Interest Communicated in Utility/Stakeholder Interviewees. 
Applications Proposed by Two or More Utilities were Included in this Synopsis. 

 
3.4 Challenges and Obstacles to Implementation 
A variety of obstacles were noted as potential barriers to implementation of NGS technologies 
in the water and wastewater industry (Figure 3-3). Interviewees noted a need for standardized 
methods, with multiple noting that it is important to recognize that the same methods will 
likely not apply across the spectrum of water, wastewater, and recycled water. They also noted 
that this applies to data analysis and interpretation as well, with guidance needed for how 
metagenomic data can be interpreted in a nuanced way. For example, what does detection of 
reads at very low quantities associated with pathogens mean in each of these cases? Challenges 
associated with data analysis and interpretation were a common concern among the 
interviewees. Many noted that utility staff typically do not have the bioinformatics training to 
do these analyses in house but that relying on outside contractors to assist with interpretation 
of findings can be problematic for understanding findings with respect to the water and 
wastewater regulatory structure. For example, some interviewees noted a lack of clarity for 
interpreting detection of pathogen-associated DNA sequences compared to culture-based 
methods. Other concerns that utilities noted as obstacles to their NGS implementation include 
collecting sufficient biomass for low concentration samples, lack of instrument access, presence 
of inhibitors and other matrix effects, cost, lack of quality assurance and quality control, and 
lack of continuing education for utility staff on the topic. 
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Figure 3-3. Key Obstacles to Implementation of NGS Communicated in Utility/stakeholder Interviews.  

Obstacles Identified by Two or More Utilities were Included in this Synopsis. 
 

3.5 Summary 
While the familiarity of utility personnel and other stakeholders with NGS methodologies is 
generally limited, collaborations with academic partners and other research institutes are a key 
mode by which utilities have engaged with NGS-based applications to better understand their 
treatment and conveyance systems. Key applications of interest for utility personnel and water 
industry stakeholders include potential health threats; such as detection of pathogens, viruses, 
and antibiotic resistance. However, there are substantial challenges to implementation of NGS 
techniques for water utilities at this time. Chief among these challenges are a lack of 
standardized methods, cost, need for clearly defined benefits to motivate investment in these 
techniques, and a need for staff training.
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CHAPTER 4 

Available Methodologies and Technical Considerations 
for the Application of NGS to the Study of Water and 
Wastewater 

4.1 Sample Collection 
Specific scientific aims and budgetary constraints must be considered when deciding on sample 
collection methods. Established scientific aims and research questions will help to inform 
methods that will be needed for sampling. Research questions may be hypothesis driven, 
however, non-hypothesis driven research questions can be especially relevant for NGS. Some 
non-hypothesis questions may aim to improve tools (e.g., processing pipelines, reference 
databases) or standards (e.g., used to determine accuracy of results through the use of 
reference standards), may ask questions focused on spatial maps (how does a sample change 
over space or time) and abstract maps (principal coordinates analysis, non-metric 
multidimensional scaling) (Tripathi et al., 2018). Furthermore, how NGS helps answer one’s 
research questions is important to consider as it could be that another established method 
(culturing, PCR, etc.) might be more appropriate or provide useful complementary information 
to help interpret NGS analysis. How one proceeds from the very start, sampling, to the very end 
of the analysis, is going to be dictated by those research questions, which is why they should be 
considered seriously before starting a project. 

Prior to sampling, it is essential to develop a sampling and analysis plan. Guidance documents 
published by agencies such as the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) and 
procedures reported by others in the scientific literature can provide a useful reference. The 
sampling and analysis plan should be tailored to the questions and should consider which 
environments should be sampled, where and how many samples should be collected, what 
quality control measures should be included, and/or what metadata should be collected (EPA, 
2014a)? Additional questions that should be considered before sampling can be found in Table 
4-1. Note that special attention is necessary to preserve the integrity of microbial samples. 
Specifically, it is necessary to consider where the microorganisms or processes of interest are 
located, how to handle microbial samples and ensure their preservation, and how much mass 
or volume may need to be sampled to obtain adequate DNA or RNA for sequencing. It is also 
good practice to include negative (blank) and positive (mock community) controls during field 
sampling, sample processing, and throughout further processing steps, especially when low 
concentrations of DNA are anticipated. Inclusion of such controls help to distinguish true NGS 
signal representative of the sample from any background contamination. This section will 
review some general sampling approaches; however, current literature should be reviewed to 
ensure the most relevant and up-to-date operating procedures are employed for the 
environment sampled. 
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 Sampling methods for metagenomic sequencing are not often established or described in 
sufficient detail in the literature (Mthethwa et al., 2021). Therefore, methods described below 
may be adapted from those used to sample the environment for other molecular techniques 
(e.g., qPCR) or culture-based methods. Sampling for NGS will typically follow similar methods, 
with the added nuance that a greater mass or volume may need to be collected to ensure there 
is sufficient genetic material at the end of the extraction process for successful sequencing.  

Table 4-1. Example Research Questions to Consider Before Sampling. 
Topic Questions to Consider 

Selecting methods that 
are appropriate to the 
research question 

Is NGS the best way to answer these question(s) or are there other established 
methods (culturing, qPCR) that are more appropriate/easier/more affordable?  

What other tests or analyses might be needed in addition to NGS? Examples include 
analysis of nutrients, measuring viable microorganisms, quantification of certain 
genes (e.g., 16S rRNA genes or another gene quantified for normalization purposes) 

What additional metadata should be collected to help answer the research 
question(s), for example:  

Temperature and weather conditions 

Water quality measurements 

Flow rate 

Any impacts from the surrounding area (land use, factories, etc.)  

(*see MIxS for more detailed metadata recommendations for specific 
environments) 

Designing a sampling 
plan that includes target 
environments/sample 
locations that are likely 
to contain the 
microbe(s) of interest 

Do multiple sub-environments need to be sampled to adequately answer my 
research question (e.g., water in addition to sediment in an aquatic environment)? 

Do multiple locations need to be sampled to capture variability or some impact on 
the environment (capturing background or undisturbed environments, capturing 
changes over space or time)? 

Is the environment low in genetic material (DNA or RNA)?  

Am I sampling enough volume to obtain sufficient genetic material needed for 
sequencing and gain an accurate depiction of the sampled environment?  

Do I have appropriate negative controls to detect contamination that might skew 
results?  

Field sampling 
considerations  

Supplies needed to collect samples  

Appropriate biohazard and safety protocols 

Supplies must be decontaminated (materials to use at each site or what is needed 
to decontaminate those materials in the field) 
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Sampling materials may differ depending on what is being tested (material should 
not interfere with analyses) 

Controls in place to prevent dynamic shifts in the microbial samples during 
transportation prior to preservation. (e.g., keeping samples on ice)  

Does the weather in the past 24+ hours impact conditions in the system of interest? 
Should sampling occur during dry or wet weather? Are there variables that impact 
flow (e.g., it might be most appropriate to target dry season, low-flow period for 
sampling)? 

What is the time requirement for sampling? Can samples be processed the same 
day as collection to minimize changes to samples during transport/storage? Should 
samples be processed in the field?  

How many technical and/or biological replicates need to be collected?  

How much volume or mass should be collected? 

What field, trip, and equipment blanks are needed? What are some common 
sources of contamination and what is being done to minimize these? 

 

4.1.1 Sampling Considerations 
One of the primary concerns associated with sample collection is whether the collected sample 
is truly representative of the environment of interest. Therefore, following established 
protocols helps to ensure that a sample is representative, that appropriate preprocessing steps 
are followed to maintain the integrity of the sample, and that downstream inhibitors are 
minimized. Despite the importance of sampling, current published literature does not often 
discuss sample collection procedures in detail (Mthethwa et al., 2021). It is also important to 
remember that methods validated for one environment may not be optimal for another. 
General information to consider when developing a sampling plan is summarized below. 

4.1.2 Grab vs. Composite Samples 
Environmental samples are typically collected either as grab or composite samples. Grab 
samples represent a snapshot in time as a sample is collected instantaneously at a given 
location. Grab samples are often easier to collect and are ideal when the environment is 
homogeneous over space and time. Grab samples can also be implemented in series to capture 
system dynamics over time and space, but this requires substantial labor and may be more 
appropriate for shorter term, more focused studies. Alternatively, composite samples provide a 
more representative average of the microbial community in a heterogeneous environment 
when there is variability over space and/or time. This can be advantageous if the target of 
interest is expected to vary diurnally e.g., pathogen targets in sewage. Composite samples may 
be collected by combining multiple grab samples or by using specifically designed automatic 
sampling devices. Composite samples may be collected over time through continuous sampling 
or by combining equal volumes collected at regular time intervals. Flow-proportional or flow-
weighted composite samples, on the other hand, may be collected by mixing equal volumes 
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collected at time intervals inversely proportional to the volume of flow or by mixing flow 
proportional volumes at regular time intervals (Baird and Laura Bridgewater, 2017). Though 
dependent upon project design, advantages of composite samples include not having to 
analyze multiple samples and having a sample that is more representative of the environment. 
Disadvantages of composite sampling include losing the connection between the microbial 
biomass and its relationship to an individual point in time, potential dilution of genetic material, 
and the potential for analytical interferences and probability of analyte interactions which can 
be especially important when monitoring for outbreaks or failures in the system. Because 
genetic material can degrade over time when not stored properly, it is important that the 
storage temperature be considered when using automatic composite samplers. When samples 
are collected over long intervals, there can be dynamic shifts in the collected microbial 
communities during storage, thus limiting the sampling and storage interval may be appropriate 
for the most accurate results. 

4.1.3 Replication 
Replicates help assess sources of variation that may skew results. Biological replicates refer to 
independent samples collected in separate containers or experimental replicates and capture 
variation in the system of interest. Technical replicates, on the other hand, are repeated 
measurements of the same sample and capture random noise associated with a protocol or 
analysis. Technical replicates may also be collected to assess data repeatability based on field 
conditions and to help distinguish technical from true variability. Despite the call for more 
replicates in studies (Prosser, 2010), they have not commonly been collected or analyzed in 
NGS studies (Quince et al., 2017b), likely due to the high cost of sample analysis. However, 
replication is key for robust experimental design. 

4.1.4 Controls 
It is especially important to incorporate negative controls into sampling when the sampled 
environment is characterized by low biomass to be able to measure contamination. Negative 
controls recommended for qPCR and dPCR should be considered for NGs, including controls for 
sampling and sample treatment (e.g., additional sample processing such as elution after 
concentration) as well as during extraction, reverse-transcription (if required), and sequencing 
(Borchardt et al., 2021). Negative controls related to sampling can include equipment blanks 
(e.g., laboratory grade reagent water is transported to the site and passed through the sample 
collection device or any other equipment used to sample), field blanks (e.g. laboratory grade 
reagent water is poured into a sampling container in the field that replicates the conditions and 
time frame of environmental samples), and trip blanks (laboratory grade reagent water in a 
sampling container is transported to and from the field unopened) (EPA, 2017a). Sampling 
blanks as well as negative controls included throughout sample processing may be sequenced 
along with biological samples (Hornung et al., 2019; Salter et al., 2014). To address this, positive 
control DNA can be spiked into the negative control DNA extractions, to ensure enough DNA to 
avoid failure of the sequencing run. 
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4.1.5 Sampling Environments or Matrices 
This section will summarize sampling methods for the following environments:  
 
• Wastewater 
• Drinking water  
• Biofilms  
• Sludge/Biosolids 
• Aquatic Sediment  
• Surface water 

4.1.5.1 Wastewater Treatment Plants 
Samples collected at WWTPs may be grab or composite, though influent at WWTPs can be 
especially variable due to human behavior and/or weather and therefore time of sampling must 
be carefully considered. Hydraulic residence time should also be considered when sampling at 
multiple points throughout the WWTP. If automatic composite samplers are used, the storage 
temperature of the sample should remain cool to prevent degradation of nucleic acids. 
Operating procedures recommended by the EPA should be followed for sampling procedures, 
and in general, it is recommended that wastewater samples are collected at well-mixed 
locations (EPA, 2017b). The volume that one collects depends on where one is sampling in the 
treatment train. Wastewater collected from influent or activated sludge will require smaller 
minimum volumes as there is more genetic material in these samples. Samples collected later 
in the treatment train, especially after disinfection will require much larger sampling volumes. If 
chlorine is used during disinfection, sodium thiosulfate should be added (see drinking water 
section for more details). 

4.1.5.2 Drinking Water 
Recommendations for sampling drinking water will typically follow established methods for 
pathogen detection or molecular methods with the main caveat being the need to collect and 
process a larger volume to obtain enough nucleic acid for NGS. Studies have shown ranges of 
approximately 10 L to 2000 L may need to be concentrated for drinking water samples 
(Brumfield et al., 2020; Chao et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2019). For collecting tap water samples, the 
EPA recommends flushing the distribution line for a few minutes before sampling. It is also 
recommended to add sodium thiosulfate to any water that contains any remaining chlorine 
disinfectant residual to neutralize chlorine and minimize associated inactivation of 
microorganisms after sample collection (EPA, 2016).  

4.1.5.3 Biofilm 
It may be of interest to sample biofilm within environments of interest including distribution 
systems, drinking and WWTPs, in sediment, or marine environments. Biofilm has been collected 
by scraping the surface of valves or water meters, swabbing the interior pipe surfaces, by 
sonicating pieces of cut-out-pipe, or by inserting and later retrieving coupons placed into pipes. 
Separating the biofilm from the cut pieces of pipe or swabs can be done through sonication (Liu 
et al., 2020; Zhang and Liu, 2019) or vortexing (Ling et al., 2015). Swabbing the pipe interior is 
more common in the literature; it should be taken into consideration that studies have shown 
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the microbial community varies depending on where sample is collected within the pipe (Liu et 
al., 2020). Biofilm from water treatment systems may be collected from sand or granular 
activated carbon (GAC); the filter material is often sampled where it is accessible, for example 
from the upper surface (Lautenschlager et al., 2014) or through core samplers (Palomo et al., 
2016). Biofilm collected from streams is typically brushed or scraped off cobble sized rocks until 
a given surface area has been covered (Bekliz et al., 2019; Roberto et al., 2019). Surface area 
covered during sampling varied across methods and was not always reported. Processing of 
biofilms varied from mixing followed by filtering through 0.2-µm filters (Roberto et al., 2019) or 
initial sonication of rocks in water prior to scraping followed by filtration through 0.45-µm 
membranes (Pu et al., 2019).  

4.1.5.4 Biosolids 
Biosolids are the product of a treatment process (e.g., dewatering, palletization, anaerobic 
digestion) and may be sampled at different stages depending on one’s research question(s). 
The input or output of these processes may be sampled to examine the effect of treatment. 
Mass required for NGS samples may vary depending on treatment process; a range has been 
reported in the literature from 100 g to 500 g (Bedoya et al., 2019; K. Bibby et al., 2011). 
However, as solids cannot be further concentrated, the mass used for extraction may depend 
on extraction method or kit. Total solids should also be analyzed so that results can be reported 
per gram of dry weight (EPA, 2014b).   

4.1.5.5 Surface Water 
Sampling surface water from streams, lakes, or oceans will each have different considerations. 
Some important considerations are to make sure that enough volume is collected to obtain 
adequate genetic material, that enough samples are collected to capture any spatial variability 
of interest across the surface water area and depth, and that sampling procedures do not 
introduce contamination when sampling. For example, the opening of the sampling device 
should face upstream and the water should be sampled first if sediment is also being collected 
at the same location, which will help to avoid resuspending sediment into the sampled water 
column (EPA, 2017a). The EPA’s standard operating procedure (SOP) should be referenced for 
guidance in sampling different methods including the use of peristaltic pumps, discrete depth 
samplers, submersible pumps and more (Simmons, 2016). Sampling volumes have varied across 
studies ranging from 250 mL to 5 L (Chopyk et al., 2020; Mizusawa et al., 2021; Roy et al., 2018).  

4.1.5.6 Sediment 
The ways in which aquatic sediment is sampled will vary depending on where samples are 
collected. For example, lake sediment will have different sampling requirements than sediment 
from rivers or oceans. Lake sediment may be sampled using a gravity corer at the maximum 
depth when it is assumed that the genetic information at maximum depth is representative of 
the entire lake basin, this is especially common when comparing multiple lakes as this gives an 
idea of the microbiome for each lake (Garner et al., 2020). However, when a lake has a complex 
topography that leads to spatial variability, or it is expected that the sediment is not 
heterogeneous, it can be important to sample at multiple locations in the lake. Capo et al. 
(2021) provide a thorough summary of considerations for lake sediment sampling for DNA and 
identify the importance of replicates when target organisms are rare; increased replication 
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increases the probability of detection while additional analytical replicates ensure reliability of 
the data. Sediment should be sampled using cores and may be subsampled using sterile 
implements immediately after core collection or splitting of the core. Sediment should be 
stored in cold, dark, anoxic conditions if not proceeding directly to DNA extraction. 

There are a wide variety of sampling methods described for collecting sediment from rivers and 
streams; various parameters include the depth at which sediment was collected, volume of 
sediment collected, and how those samples were processed. Sampling depth varied from the 
top few centimeters of sediment to 15 cm depth or even sediment cores (Bier et al., 2020; 
Jacquiod et al., 2018; Suttner et al., 2020). Volume collected also varied from 10 mL to 250 mL 
(Mizusawa et al., 2021; Suttner et al., 2020). Some samples were sieved to remove coarse 
material and only the sandy fraction was retained (Fodelianakis et al., 2021). It is common for 
water to be collected at the same time and location as sediment. 

4.1.6 Additional Considerations 
4.1.6.1 RNA 
Sampling methods for DNA or RNA are often quite similar with additional considerations taken 
when sampling for RNA because it is more likely to undergo physicochemical degradation 
(Veilleux et al., 2021) as well as degradation by RNases, which are ubiquitous in the 
environment (Zhang and Liu, 2019). An RNA stabilizer or preservative may be added to samples 
to prevent degradation (Bizic et al., 2022; Carvalhais and Schenk, 2013). Alternative methods 
must also be considered for sample storage, processing, extraction, and analysis for RNA 
samples. These are discussed in later sections (sample concentration – viral RNA targets, 
sample preservation – freezing samples and nucleic acid buffers, nucleic acid extraction – RNA, 
and sequencing methodology/platform – metatranscriptomic sequencing). 

4.1.6.2 Metadata 
Collecting relevant metadata is also important, especially if it can only be collected at the same 
time as sampling (for example, pH and temperature of a water sample). There are specific 
guidelines on minimum information that should be collected and recorded depending on the 
sample type and how it is analyzed. The Genomic Standards Consortium developed Minimum 
Information about any (x) Sequence (MIxS), which includes checklists for reporting technology-
specific information related to the sequences themselves as well as sample data using 
environmental packages. MIxS has many packages depending on the environment being 
sampled including air, human-gut, sediment, soil, wastewater/sludge, water, and more (Yilmaz 
et al., 2011). The environmental packages can help one think through what information might 
need to be collected during sampling. For example, the checklist for wastewater/sludge 
includes the wastewater type (i.e., origin), suspended solids, secondary treatment, solids 
retention time, nutrients, etc., that can be important to collect the same day as sampling. The 
MIxS packages should be reviewed before sampling to make sure all additional information or 
samples are collected. Additional guidelines that should be considered include Minimum 
Information for Publication of Quantitative Real-Time PCR Experiments (the MIQE guidelines) 
published for qPCR (Bustin et al., 2009) and dPCR (Huggett et al., 2013; The dMIQE Group and 
Huggett, 2020) and the Environmental Microbiology Minimum Information guidelines 
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(Borchardt et al., 2021). These guidelines give information specifically related to qPCR and 
dPCR, however, similar considerations may be taken for NGS. For example, guidelines are given 
for collecting a sampling negative control, which evaluates equipment contamination, by 
sampling a sterile matrix (e.g., autoclaved water) that has passed through any sampling 
equipment used in the field. Which parameters need to be collected depends on one's specific 
hypotheses, more extensive metadata may need to be collected for additional water quality 
parameters, conditions associated with treatment operations, chemical contaminants, and 
influent sources or community data (e.g., socioeconomic, demographic).  

4.1.6.3 Chain of Custody  
Proof of chain of custody may be required for certain projects, for example, samplers for EPA’s 
Contract Laboratory Program are required to maintain Traffic Report/Chain of Custody records 
(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2020). The chain of custody documentation should 
include but is not limited to field logbooks, sampling trip reports, sample shipping and receipt 
logs, and analytical data sheets (Vasileski, 2000). Implementation of a chain of custody is not 
typically reported in literature, however, it can be important to minimize errors, especially 
when multiple people are involved in sampling and/or sample processing.  

4.1.6.4 Safety Protocols 
Water samples can contain a number of pathogens (especially untreated wastewater) 
potentially putting those handling the samples at risk, therefore, proper safety precautions 
should be taken to minimize exposure. Personal protective equipment (PPE) recommendations 
vary depending on where one is sampling; PPE typically recommended for wastewater utility 
personnel include durable gloves, safety glasses, Tyvek suits or coveralls, and respiratory 
protection (LeChevallier et al., 2020). Additional guidance may be provided by federal or 
regional agencies, for example, the CDC guidelines for handling human waste or sewage include 
proper PPE as well as training and vaccination recommendations (U.S. Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, 2022).  

4.1.6.5 Sample Volume and Material 
Considering volume and material or equipment needed to sample is also important before 
setting out to sample. It is crucial that enough microbial biomass is collected for sequencing 
(Quince et al., 2017b). If the environment being sampled has an unknown quantity of genetic 
material, it may be prudent to conduct preliminary analysis to quantify the genetic material 
(e.g., nucleic acid quantity) recovered using the planned sampling methods through devices 
such as Nanodrop or Qubit (Lim et al., 2016). It is important to use sterile sampling materials 
that will not introduce contamination or interfere with any downstream processes. Though not 
always reported, sampling materials are typically sterile plastic or glass (Brumfield et al., 2020; 
EPA, 2016, 2017b; Pu et al., 2019). 

Some of the SOPs described here are not specifically for NGS, therefore prior to sampling the 
literature should be reviewed to determine if there are any updated standard methods or best 
practices. It is recommended that future publications include a more detailed description of 
sampling methods including information about sampling volume, sampling depth (where 
relevant), temperature of storage transportation until processing, and any relevant metadata. 
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Additional recommendations for study quality indicators related to AMR in wastewater and 
related aquatic environments was described by rEporting antiMicroBial ResistAnCE in WATERS 
(i.e., EMBRACE-WATERS) (Hassoun-Kheir et al., 2021). There is also a lack of SOPs focusing on a 
comparison of sampling methods, identifying potential for future research studies that might 
be able to help establish standard methods.  

4.2 Sample Concentration 
Aqueous samples typically require concentration prior to DNA/RNA extraction, although sludge, 
biofilm, sediment and other sample types often contain sufficient nucleic acids for direct 
extraction. Sample concentration should take place as soon as possible prior to DNA/RNA 
extraction. It is important to minimize further microbial growth and alteration of the microbial 
community profile prior to sample concentration, and therefore samples should be transported 
at < 10˚C (but not frozen) from the field to the lab, ideally processing them through to the 
concentration step in less than 6 hours (US Environmental Protection Agency, 2012). Freezing 
samples should be avoided because it can damage or break the cell envelope and interfere with 
subsequent sample concentration measures. Samples should be additionally preserved as 
needed following the recommendations detailed in the sample preservation section.  

Most protocols for NGS sequencing require a minimum concentration of DNA/RNA to ensure 
quality sequencing. Sample concentration is critical to maximize the DNA/RNA available for 
sequencing with available approaches outlined in Table 4-2. However, there are multiple 
sample concentration methods available, and the optimal choice may depend on a number of 
factors, including the sequencing target (DNA vs. RNA). Some DNA/RNA extraction kits combine 
sample concentration with extraction. These will be addressed in the subsequent section 
devoted to extraction. For all approaches, process controls or sample treatment negative 
controls (i.e., processing sterile water in parallel with the sample processing) are recommended 
in order to capture contamination introduced by laboratory processes.  

4.2.1 All Targets 
If the aim is to capture nucleic acid from all possible microbial targets; including bacteria, 
eukaryotes, and virus DNA/RNA, then viruses typically become the limiting factor in selecting an 
appropriate concentration method. The method selected must take special care to avoid loss of 
smaller viral particles. Centrifugation can typically effectively concentrate all microbe types 
when there are already high solids concentrations (e.g., activated sludge, settled solids) (Bofill-
Mas et al., 2006; Graham et al., 2020; Yu and Zhang, 2012). Hollow fiber filtration or 
ultrafiltration is relevant for lower turbidity water samples (e.g., reclaimed water, drinking 
water) or clarified samples (samples that have been subject to settling or passed through a 5 
micron filter) and has been recommended for viral and bacterial surveillance(Ahmed et al., 
2020; Chao et al., 2013). However, the efficiency of elution as well as choice of elution buffer 
and eluation pressure might affect the optimal recovery of organisms trapped in the filter. The 
Innovaprep concentrating pipette (using ultrafilter or 0.05 micron tips) is also a promising 
method that can effectively capture viruses and other microbes for water testing purposes 
(Gonzalez et al., 2020; Klempay et al., 2021; Pecson et al., 2021). This method, while versatile, is 
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more expensive per sample than others. However, Innovaprep may be easier to implement in 
laboratory and field applications.  

4.2.2 Prokaryotes 
The most common sample concentration method for aquatic prokaryotic DNA is membrane 
filtration (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2005). Water samples are vacuum filtered 
onto a small pore size membrane (0.22 - 0.45 microns; polycarbonate, mixed cellulose, or 
nitrocellulose) (APHA, 2017; Li et al., 2018). The volume filtered may depend on research 
questions, either a specific sample volume is filtered or the samples are “filtered until clogging.” 
Filtering until clogging may be required for highly turbid samples, such as wastewater influent 
and activated sludge. This method is relatively inexpensive and requires minimal laboratory 
training beyond sterile technique. However, some high turbidity sample types may clog very 
quickly. It is also critical that this volume is recorded and reported accordingly to provide a 
denominator for subsequent volumetric normalization. Filters can then be immediately subject 
to DNA extraction, or stored in 50% ethanol at -20˚C until DNA extraction (Li et al., 2018). Low 
DNA samples such as drinking water may require large volumes of water (> 2L) to obtain 
sufficient DNA for sequencing (Keenum et al., 2021).  

4.2.3 Viruses 
Sample concentration for RNA viruses is rapidly evolving for wastewater detection with the 
SARS-COV-2 pandemic and subsequently evolving for metagenomics characterization. Pecson et 
al. (2021) recently showed that of 36 methods to process (and therefore concentrate) 
wastewater for SARS-COV-2 from wastewater, sample processing added minimal variation in 
enumerated copies (Pecson et al., 2021). Unique methods exist for viral extraction; such as 
magnetic particles (Julian and Schwab, 2012; Patnaik et al., 2020), skimmed milk flocculation 
(Gonzales-Gustavson et al., 2017), or positively charged cartridge filtration (Chaudhry et al., 
2015; Williams et al., 2001). However little work could be found that applied these applications 
to viromics. The most commonly applied and effective method for viral sample concentration in 
aquatic matrices involved the precipitation of viruses using polyethylene glycol (Adriaenssens et 
al., 2018; Hjelmsø et al., 2017). This method lead to the highest richness of identified viromes 
via next generation sequencing, however it only targets viruses in a sample (Hjelmsø et al., 
2017).  

Table 4-2. Summary of Approaches Available for Sample Concentration. 
Approach Target Strengths of Approach Weaknesses of Approach 

Concentrating 
Pipette 

All targets -Applicable to all types 
of organisms 
- Easy to implement 

-Cost 
-New approach that is not well 
vetted 

Centrifugation All targets -Applicable to all types 
of organisms 
-Inexpensive 

-Only useful for samples with 
high solids concentrations 

Hollow Fiber 
Filtration 

All targets -Applicable to all types 
of organisms 
-Best for low DNA/RNA 
concentration samples 

-Variable elution efficiencies 
-Cannot be applied for high 
turbidity samples 
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Membrane 
Filtration 

Organisms > 0.22 microns or 
that can be flocculated to > 
0.22 microns 

-Inexpensive 
-Easy to implement 

-Time consuming to capture 
sufficient volume from high 
turbidity samples 
-May need very large quantities 
of water for low microbe samples 
-A significant fraction of viruses 
may be lost if not flocculated 

Polyethylene 
glycol 

Viruses -Results in high 
concentration of viruses 

-Method is specific only to 
viruses 

Skim milk 
flocculation 

Viruses -High recovery rates   

 

4.3 Sample Preservation 
Selection of sample preservation method is critical for maintaining the integrity of nucleic acids 
for downstream NGS of water and wastewater samples, particularly when the sample cannot 
be processed immediately after collection. Available methods for sample preservation are 
outlined in Table 4-3. Some of the most common methods of sample preservation include 
refrigeration at 4 °C or freezing at -20 °C or -80 °C, as temperature is a driver of microbial 
decay. Addition of chemical preservatives or buffers is another common preservation method 
that can deactivate or inhibit enzymes that degrade nucleic acid and prevent bacterial growth. 
Often, these methods are combined for water samples (e.g., freezer storage with the addition 
of a chemical preservative). Ultimately, the selection of a particular method is dependent on 
the availability of resources, anticipated timeframe of downstream analyses (filtration, nucleic 
acid extraction and sequencing), and targeted nucleic acid (DNA or RNA). The following sample 
preservation methods of interest are detailed in this section:  

• Refrigeration at 4 °C 
• Freezing at -20 °C or -80 °C 
• Chemical preservation (ethanol fixation, cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), silica 

beads and formaldehyde) 
• Nucleic acid buffers (DNA/RNA Shield or RNAlater) 

4.3.1 Refrigeration at 4 °C 
As noted above, sample concentration should ideally be completed within 4 hours of collecting 
the sample to maximize recovery of nucleic acids (Hinlo et al., 2017). However, sometimes this 
is difficult to achieve. Studies evaluating the impact of short-term storage (~7 days or less) at 4 
°C of wastewater prior to filtering have focused primarily on RNA degradation, as it is less 
stable than DNA. SARS-CoV-2 RNA stability in wastewater remained constant for up to 9 days 
when stored at 4 °C (Markt et al., 2021) and up to 8 days at 4 °C for settled wastewater solids 
and decreased less than one order of magnitude beyond 35 days (Simpson et al., 2021). For 
treated sewage samples to be concentrated for viral quantification via PCR, immediate 
concentration (filtration, acid rinse and elution) followed by 13 days of storage at 4 °C showed 
higher poliovirus and norovirus recoveries when compared to 13 days of storage at 4 °C 
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followed by concentration (Haramoto et al., 2008). For water samples, it has been 
recommended to keep samples cool prior to DNA extraction, and extraction should be done as 
soon as possible after collection (Mthethwa et al., 2021). Refrigeration is recommended if 
water samples are to be processed within 24 hours of collection for environmental DNA 
analyses (Hinlo et al., 2017). 

4.3.2 Freezing at -20 °C or -80 °C 
Samples are generally frozen at either -20 °C or -80 °C for long-term storage (>7 days). This 
method is used either before filtration (on bulk water samples) or after filtration (on filters). 
Caution is warranted in freezing samples before sample concentration via filtration because 
damage to cell envelopes incurred by freeze-thaw cycles will affect capture by the filter. SARS-
CoV-2 RNA quantification in wastewater following freezing of bulk water has demonstrated 
mixed results. There was a significant signal loss when influent was frozen at -18 °C for 2-3 
days, which could be a result of the release of RNase from bacterial cells in the sample (Markt 
et al., 2021). However, SARS-CoV-2 RNA influent concentrations were stable when stored at 4 
°C for 28 days followed by freezing for 58 days at both -20 °C and -80 °C (Hokajärvi et al., 2021). 
SARS-CoV-2 RNA in solids was found to both increase and decrease in replicate samples when 
stored at -20 °C for 2-3 days. There was a decrease when solids samples were stored at -80 °C 
for 122 days, but still within an order of magnitude of the fresh samples (Simpson et al., 2021). 
It is unclear which temperature is preferable when choosing freezing for sample preservation, 
although freeze-thaw cycling affects DNA integrity (Hinlo et al., 2017).  

4.3.3 Chemical Preservation with Ethanol 
Ethanol fixation is one of the most common preservation methods for water samples including 
freshwater, sludge and wastewater filters. Ethanol as a preservative deactivates DNases and 
prevents bacterial growth (Kumar et al., 2020). When used immediately after sample collection 
in a 2:1 ratio of 100% ethanol to water, ethanol fixation resulted in similar DNA concentrations 
as freezing at -20 °C (Kumar et al., 2020), suggesting that ethanol fixation is a feasible substitute 
to freezing. In wastewater sludge samples, a 1:1 ratio of 100% ethanol to sample, followed by 
12-hour storage at -20 °C, DNA purity was not significantly different than fresh samples. 
However, slight changes in community structure were observed, with a particular decrease in 
abundance of Chloroflexi, although this bias could be due to DNA extraction methods or other 
downstream processes. Fixation was recommended over freezing as a long-term storage 
method, but it is important to note that the choice of DNA extraction kit had a stronger effect 
on sample analysis outcomes than preservation method (Guo and Zhang, 2012).  

The impact of ethanol fixation was compared to storage at -20 °C on antibiotic resistance gene 
(ARG) recovery from influent and effluent filters and activated sludge samples, with a particular 
focus on sample preservation for long-distance shipping. There was no significant difference in 
ARG diversity between fresh samples, frozen samples (-20 °C for three weeks) and 50% ethanol-
fixed samples. For all samples analyzed, there was no difference in ARG and taxonomic profiles 
after long-distance shipping (Hong Kong to Virginia, USA) at ambient temperature fixed in 50% 
ethanol. This suggests that 50% ethanol fixation at ambient temperatures up to three weeks is 
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suitable for metagenomic analysis of ARGs in wastewater influent, effluent and activated sludge 
(Li et al., 2018). 

4.3.4 Chemical preservation with Longmire’s Solution 
Longmire’s solution (100 mM Tris, 100 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 10 mM 
NaCl, 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 0.2% sodium azide) has been used to preserve 
environmental DNA after filtration. EDTA and SDS inhibit enzyme activity and sodium azide 
prevents bacterial growth. This solution has been used to preserve environmental DNA in water 
samples (1:3 ratio of solution to water) and was just as effective as freezing at -80 °C for up to 
28 days, but DNA concentration measured by qPCR declined by 56 days (Williams et al., 2016).  

4.3.5 Preservation with Silica Beads 
Preservation of filters dry on silica gel is a less common preservation method but has been 
shown to give the same number of operational taxonomic units in sampled river water, when 
compared to storage for one week at -20 °C and filter preservation in a mixture of 99% ethanol 
and Qiagen ATL buffer (Majaneva et al., 2018). Desiccation using silica gel for other water 
matrices for downstream analyses requires further research.  

4.3.6 Chemical Preservation with Other Solutions 
Other chemical solutions that have been used for sample preservation include formaldehyde 
and CTAB. Preservation in 3% paraformaldehyde and 50% ethanol fixation was successfully 
used on wastewater samples for 16S and 23S rRNA oligonucleotide probing (Manz et al., 1994). 
CTAB has also been suggested as a preservative for water filters (Renshaw et al., 2015), but 
there is limited research on CTAB as a preservation buffer compared to other methods. 

4.3.7 Preservation with Nucleic Acid Buffers 
Proprietary solutions designed to maintain integrity of nucleic acids, particularly RNA, can also 
be used for preservation of water, wastewater or sludge samples. RNAlater (ThermoFisher 
Scientific) can be used to protect RNA at -20 °C for long-term storage or at ambient 
temperatures for short-term storage. RNAlater added to activated sludge stabilized 16S rRNA at 
-20 °C for up to three months (with initial storage at 4 °C for 72 h); however, recovery of 16S
rRNA was lower after six months as measured by reverse transcriptase PCR (Cydzik-
Kwiatkowska and Wnuk, 2011). DNA/RNA Shield (Zymo Research) has been used to preserve
samples for later quantification of RNA via real-time reverse transcriptase PCR in human stool
samples (Coryell et al., 2021) and for metagenomic sequencing and 16S rRNA qPCR on potable
water (Stamps et al., 2018). There is a need for further research to compare these nucleic acid
buffers to other preservation methods for water or wastewater samples.

4.3.8 Limitations and areas of further research 
Most studies use a combination of preservation approaches (e.g., freezer storage with a 
chemical preservative), therefore, elucidating the impact of a single preservation method is not 
straightforward. Currently, there is no apparent optimal preservation strategy if performing 
NGS on both DNA and RNA in the same sample. Most studies to date have focused on the 
impact of sample storage as it applies to quantitative PCR and not NGS. In general, more 
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research is needed on RNA stability (other than SARS-CoV-2 RNA) in water samples, especially 
for the purpose of sequencing. It has also been suggested that the choice of sample 
preservation method and nucleic acid extraction kit maybe be closely intertwined, and these 
two approaches should be optimized simultaneously (Hinlo et al., 2017). 

Table 4-3. Summary of Approaches Available for Sample Preservation. 
Approach Strengths of Approach Weaknesses of Approach 

Refrigeration at 4 °C No freeze-thaw damage to 
nucleic acid 
Typically easiest method 

Appropriate only for short-term storage (~1 
week or less), particularly for RNA 
Changes in microbial community composition 
will be incurred and compound with time 

Freezing at -20 °C or -80 °C May allow for longer storage of 
samples for later analysis (e.g., 
SARS-CoV-2 RNA in solids)1 
Highly effective for long-term 
DNA/RNA storage 

Freeze-thaw will damage cell envelopes and 
undermine their capture by membrane 
filtration 
More research needed to compare effects of 
-20 °C vs -80 °C for downstream analyses

Preservation (fixation) in ethanol Less expensive than other 
chemical preservatives 
Allows for ambient temperature 
storage up to 3 weeks3 

Potential for changes in bacterial community 
structure4  

Preservation in other chemicals 
(e.g., Longmire’s buffer or CTAB) 

Allows for ambient temperature 
storage5,6 

Can be more expensive than ethanol fixation 
Requires storage of hazardous chemicals 
(SDS, sodium azide) 
Limited research on CTAB 

Preservation using silica gel beads May result in more similar 
community compositions 
compared to other chemical 
buffers7 

Limited research  
Recommended for filter preservation (not 
bulk water) 
May not be recommended for long-term 
storage 

Preservation in nucleic acid 
buffers (e.g., DNA/RNA shield or 
RNAlater) 

Allows for ambient temperature 
storage8  

Proprietary solutions 
More expensive than ethanol fixation 

1(Simpson et al., 2021) 2(Markt et al., 2021) 3(A.-D. Li et al., 2018) 4(Guo and Zhang, 2012) 5(Williams et al., 2016) 
6(Renshaw et al., 2015) 7(Majaneva et al., 2018) 8(Mutter et al., 2004) 

4.4 Nucleic Acid Extraction 
Nucleic acid extraction is the foundation of all molecular-based microbial community analysis. 
The ideal nucleic acid extraction and purification method should capture all of the DNA and/or 
RNA in a sample such that:  

• No bias is introduced (i.e., nucleic acids are captured from all groups of organisms with
comparable efficiency);

• The yield is reflective of the true concentration of nucleic acids in that sample;
• The recovery captures the true diversity of species from which the nucleic acids in that

sample originated;
• The final extract is not contaminated by other sources and purity is acceptable (the

extract has a reasonable 260/280 ratio and exists as undegraded genomic DNA); and
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• The extract is free of inhibitors that may affect downstream processes, such as PCR,
library preparation, or sequencing.

While some traditional methods such as phenol-chloroform phase separation are still used 
today, the development of commercial extraction kits has offered many benefits; including 
reduced processing time, reduced exposure to hazardous reagents, and opportunities for 
standardization. Most of these kits use a combination of chemical, enzymatic, and mechanical 
treatment to lyse cells and viruses, release genomic DNA and/or RNA, and inhibit nucleases. 
Free nucleic acids are then bound to some matrix (a spin column or a suspension of 
beads/particles) and washed repeatedly to remove impurities. A comparison of lysis and 
purification strategies involved in commonly used microbial DNA/RNA extraction methods is 
provided in Table 4-4.  

Efficiencies and accuracies of commercial extraction kits vary widely. A gut microbiome-based 
extraction experiment comparing nine DNA extraction methods found that yields for the same 
homogenized stool sample could vary from less than 0.5 µg to over 8 µg of total nucleic acid per 
extraction depending on the method used (Lim et al., 2018). However, yield is not usually 
correlated with diversity or richness in these comparison studies, underscoring the importance 
of finding a kit that not only exhibits high recovery, but also high extract quality and minimal 
bias (Knudsen et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2012).  

The two main factors influencing the efficiency of nucleic acid extraction are the extraction 
method used and the type of sample being processed. Extraction and purification interference 
can occur in non-bulk water samples (biofilms, activated carbon, activated sludge, etc.) due to 
the sample matrix. These samples can protect cells from lysis, contain high concentrations of 
inhibitors, or bind and retain extracellular DNA (Guo and Zhang, 2013; Kirtane et al., 2020; 
Lemarchand et al., 2005). The composition of wastewater and drinking water samples can vary 
widely in terms of inhibitors and disinfectants, both between and within treatment plants, 
presenting unique challenges (Lemarchand et al., 2005). Choice of extraction method is 
dependent on sample type and may differ between various sample types or within a set of 
complex samples (e.g. activated sludge) from different sources (Vanysacker et al., 2010; Walden 
et al., 2017).  

The profile of the microbial community composition resulting from NGS analysis can be 
affected by choice of extraction method. Lysis-resistant phyla, such as Actinobacteria or 
Mycobacteria, can be severely underrepresented in metagenomes when compared against 
extraction-independent methods, such as fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) (Albertsen et 
al., 2012; Haig et al., 2018). Sample source, sample type and microbial community composition 
can introduce bias during initial extraction lysis, while the second purification step likely 
contributes more to overall yield and purity (Guo and Zhang, 2013).  

Validation studies on different types of wastewater and drinking water samples have provided 
some guidance regarding the impact of different methods and kits (Table 4-5). While not 
comprehensive, these studies serve as a guide in selecting extraction methods based on the 
composition of the sample to be analyzed.  
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4.4.1 DNA Extraction 
4.4.1.1 Wastewater and Biofilm Samples 
Validation studies listed in Table  have overwhelmingly recommended the Fast DNA Spin Kit for 
Soil (MP Biomedicals) for activated sludge, wastewater influent, and biofilm samples due to the 
kit’s high yield, high extract purity, and higher representation of Gram-positive genera following 
community analysis (Albertsen et al., 2015; Guo and Zhang, 2013; Hwang et al., 2012; A.-D. Li et 
al., 2018; Niestepski et al., 2019). This kit has two unique features that likely contribute to its 
efficacy: glass beads used in lysis have a polydisperse distribution and the binding matrix used 
in purification is a suspended solution of silica particles with higher surface area that supports 
higher yields compared to a typical spin column (Guo and Zhang, 2013; A.-D. Li et al., 2018). 
However, this kit often produces lower measures of community richness than other kits or 
phenol-chloroform methods, though the most abundant OTUs are well-captured (Brandt and 
Albertsen, 2018; Guo and Zhang, 2013; Hwang et al., 2012).  

Extraction kits using mechanical treatment (i.e., bead-beating) may result in DNA shearing into 
<10 kb fragments, which may preclude the use of those extracts in long-read sequencing or 
whole-gene 16S rRNA amplification (Albertsen et al., 2015; Guo and Zhang, 2013; Moss et al., 
2020). Bead-beating may be appropriate for extracts intended for long-read sequencing if there 
is sufficient input material to yield enough DNA for library preparation, as in the case of sludge 
samples subjected to a modified Fast DNA Spin Kit method (Brandt et al., 2020). When input 
biomass is low, a protocol using an enzymatic cocktail for lysis and phenol-chloroform 
separation for purification may be a preferable alternative. Maghini et al. (2021) suggests a 
method using this approach for extraction of high molecular weight DNA from stool samples, 
though this protocol has not been tested on wastewater samples.  

4.4.1.2 Drinking Water Samples 
Low biomass levels and the presence of residual disinfectant can complicate extraction of 
drinking water samples. DNA yields may not be high enough to provide material for sequencing, 
even when filtering high volumes (Putri et al., 2021). Due to the nature of these samples, 
validation studies on tap water recommend the PowerWater DNA Isolation kit or a phenol-
chloroform extraction method, with quenching of residual disinfectant prior to extraction if 
necessary (i.e. chlorine concentration is greater than 0.2 mg/L) (Brandt and Albertsen, 2018; 
Haig et al., 2018; Putri et al., 2021). A method developed by Vosloo et al. (2019) provides a 
modified protocol for the PowerWater kit with yields two to three times higher than the 
manufacturer protocol. A recent Water Research Foundation project, Project 4721, recently 
compared the DNeasy PowerWater DNA Isolation kit (Qiagen), the Fast DNA Spin Kit, the Fast 
DNA Spin Kit for Soil (MP Biomedicals), and a traditional phenol-chloroform method for 
extracting DNA from premise plumbing water samples (Raskin et al., 2022). They found that the 
best kit can vary depending on which OP was the primary target of interest (e.g., mycobacteria 
have a waxy outer layer and phenol-chloroform was optimal), but that overall, the DNeasy 
PowerWater kit was optimal when seeking to capture a variety of pathogens. The Fast DNA Spin 
Kit performed nearly equivalently when compared with the DNeasy kit.  
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4.4.1.3 Complex Media 
Extraction methods for samples with extensive surface area for attachment, such as media 
from biologically activated filters or granular activated carbon, have not been extensively 
studied. Granular activated carbon is particularly challenging due to its apparent ability to bind 
free DNA (Kirtane et al., 2020). The high sorptive capacities and surface areas of these types of 
media may necessitate sample pretreatment prior to extraction through sonication and/or 
introduction of a competitively binding substance, or at least a modified mechanical lysis step 
(Zhang et al., 2010).  

For previously uncharacterized sample types, the selection of an appropriate extraction method 
(and pretreatment, if necessary) may require preliminary testing. However, because it is 
difficult and usually unfeasible to measure the accuracy of several methods alongside large-
scale community analyses studies, standard practices recommended here should serve as 
guidance for cases where preliminary testing cannot be carried out or can only be afforded if 
two or three methods are compared. Positive controls (e.g., external spikes) should also be 
considered to assess the reliability of the chosen extraction method and to guide interpretation 
of the resulting data according to potential biases.  

4.4.1.4 Extracellular DNA (exDNA) 
Depending on the research question, extracellular DNA (exDNA, i.e., free or adsorbed DNA 
originating from dead cells or live cell secretions) in water samples may either serve as a 
contaminant from inactive cells or a source of information. In the first case, wastewater 
samples intended for metabolic analysis can be pretreated with reagents, such as DNase or 
propidium monoazide, to remove extracellular nucleic acids, though differences in community 
structure between untreated and treated (exDNA-free) wastewater samples may not be large 
enough to warrant pretreatment of large sample sets (Albertsen et al., 2015). On the other 
hand, the capture of exDNA from sludge or influent filtrate can be achieved using CTAB 
precipitation or magnetic bead-based methods, which can provide information about the 
presence of extracellular antibiotic-resistance genes (Yuan et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2013). 
Analysis of drinking water samples is much more likely to be affected by exDNA due to low 
concentrations of intact cells. In fact, exDNA may account for as much as half of the total DNA 
in drinking water samples depending on the extraction and treatment methods used, whereas 
it may make up less than 1.5% of DNA recovered from more concentrated samples such as 
activated sludge (Sakcham et al., 2019), Zhang et al 2013). Particularly for drinking water, the 
ubiquity of exDNA should be considered when selecting an extraction method to represent the 
intact microbial community.  

4.4.2 RNA Extraction 
Approaches to RNA extraction are similar in principle to DNA extraction. In fact, some 
commercial kits offer tandem isolation of both RNA and DNA. However, the relative instability 
of RNA, the ubiquity of RNases, and the sensitivity of reverse-transcription PCR present 
additional challenges compared to DNA extraction. RNA extraction is essential for 
transcriptomic and metatranscriptomic studies. However, RNA extraction in the context of 
wastewater is often focused on isolating viral genetic material, particularly targeting public 
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health threats such as SARS-COV-2. Viral RNA extraction efficiencies for the same method can 
be significantly different when tested on enveloped and non-enveloped viruses (Torii et al., 
2021). Unfortunately, validation studies on RNA extraction from different types of water and 
wastewater samples with different viral targets are lacking.  

Table 4-6 provides an overview of recent viral RNA extraction validation studies. A more 
thorough overview of methods used in recent wastewater SARS-COV-2 detection studies is 
available in Mousazadeh et al. (2021). 

Corpuz et al. (2020) provide a recent review of commonly used extraction methods targeting 
viral nucleic acids. The kits investigated utilize spin column purification methods (QIAamp Viral 
RNA Mini Kit, Qiagen; DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit, Qiagen; AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini Kit, Qiagen; 
etc.). Newer methods developed specifically for the isolation of SARS-CoV-2 RNA provide for 
faster extraction by adding magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) directly to the lysis solution, 
allowing lysis and adsorption to occur in a single tube (Parra-Guardado et al., 2021; Ramos-
Mandujano et al., 2021; Somvanshi et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020). Very few of the reviewed 
RNA extraction methods include a mechanical lysis step; this may be due to the hypothesized 
degradation of filter-concentrated RNA when subjected to bead-beating (Kaya et al., 2022). MO 
BIO Phenol-chloroform-guanidinium thiocyanate extraction and purification or extraction using 
a high-salt solution with spin column purification can also produce comparable results to RNA 
extraction kits (Torii et al., 2021; Whitney et al., 2021). Ultimately, no large-scale comparison 
studies exist to suggest that any kit or method produces the most reliable viral RNA extracts, 
potentially necessitating preliminary testing prior to extraction of a large sample set.  

4.4.3 Automated Extraction Systems 
Automated extraction systems such as epMotion® (Eppendorf), KingFisher (ThermoFisher), 
NucliSENS® easyMAG® (bioMérieux), and QIAcube (Qiagen) offer hands-free extraction of a 
limited number of samples. These systems are often able to accommodate a variety of 
extraction methods, particularly magnetic bead-based purification methods. Yields and 
community data from different automated systems are generally comparable (Verheyen et al., 
2012) or even superior (Marotz et al., 2017) to manual extraction kits but require additional 
capital.  

4.4.4 Controls 
The selection of an appropriate extraction method based on literature review is critical but 
does not guarantee that the extraction efficiency will be optimal for a previously 
uncharacterized sample set. While it would usually be impractical and costly to test several 
methods on a particular sample type prior to extraction, the inclusion of a positive control 
analyzed through both extraction-dependent and -independent methods is recommended to 
determine efficiency. If it is likely that the community to be analyzed contains lysis-resistant 
taxa (e.g., Mycobacteria), it may be useful to include a positive control of an organism to 
account for biased extraction (Haig et al., 2018). The inclusion of a more susceptible organism 
as a positive control, such as E. coli, would provide a measure of overall DNA recovery to 
determine absolute abundance (Bonk et al., 2018). Some validation studies employ parallel 
extraction-independent techniques such as quantitative FISH to verify the results of amplicon 
data or metagenomics (Albertsen et al., 2015). Sequencing of negative controls (extraction 
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blanks and no-template controls) is also essential in establishing that extracts are 
representative of the true community and are not affected by contamination from extraction 
reagents, especially in the case of low-biomass samples such as drinking water (Bautista-de Los 
Santos et al., 2016; Eisenhofer et al., 2019). At a minimum, publications should consider 
including raw data such as extract and library DNA mass concentrations alongside data for 
appropriate controls to provide transparency about potential bias associated with low-
concentration samples (Brandt and Albertsen, 2018).  

4.4.5 Conclusion 
Ensuring a consistent nucleic acid approach with minimal bias and inhibitors is fundamental to 
producing reproducible and comparable NGS analysis. Extraction methods should be chosen 
according to two key variables: sample type (e.g., drinking water or wastewater) and the 
intended targets and sequencing platform (e.g., capturing specific categories of viruses or 
bacteria, short-read vs long-read sequencing, amplicon vs metagenomic sequencing). Most 
importantly, comparisons between samples of different types, sources, treatments, or 
timepoints should consider potential extraction biases, and comparison studies should keep 
extraction methods consistent in order to ensure that results are comparable. Pilot tests to 
select the optimal DNA extraction approach for a particular sample type are highly 
recommended. Ultimately, extraction methods should support analyses where the variables of 
interest are not overshadowed by differences in extraction efficiency or methodology. 
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Table 4-4. Commonly used Cell Lysis and Nucleic Acid Purification Methods.  
Commercial kits generally achieve nucleic acid extraction through a cell lysis/nucleic acid binding stage followed by a purification step. Methods for these two 

processes vary between kits, with varying advantages and disadvantages. Detailed descriptions of the principles behind these methods can be found in Ruggieri 
et al., 2016; Shin, 2018; Tan and Yiap, 2009. 

Process Method Description Pros Cons Relevant Kits or Methods 
Cell lysis Chemical/ 

enzymatic 
treatment 

Chemicals (Detergents, chaotropic 
salts, alcohols) and enzymes 
(Proteinase K, Lysozyme, cocktails) 
break open cell membranes/walls and 
inactivate nucleases. 

Necessary in all protocols 
to provide the appropriate 
chemical conditions for 
cell lysis and DNase/RNase 
inactivation 

When used alone, 
often insufficient in 
breaking open cells 
(especially Gram-
positive) 

QIAamp DNA Stool Mini Kit 
(Qiagen), Haig et al. 2018, 
Maghini et al 2021, Blood 
Mini Kit, DNA Mini Kit 
(Qiagen), Whitney et al. 
2021, QIAamp Viral RNA Mini 
Kit (Qiagen), TRIzol Plus RNA 
Purification Kit ( Invitrogen) 

Bead beating Glass, zirconia, or garnet beads of 
different sizes disturb sample matrix 
and lyse cell membranes using high-
speed vortexing. 

Essential for lysing cells 
trapped in a complex 
matrix or difficult-to-lyse 
cells 

Fragmentation of 
genomic DNA 
increases with 
increased intensity of 
bead beating 

Specialized equipment 
required 

Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil (MP 
Biomedicals), DNeasy 
PowerWater Kit (Qiagen), 
DNeasy PowerSoil Kit 
(Qiagen), UltraClean Fecal Kit 
(Zymo Research) 

Purification Phase 
separation 
(Phenol- 
chloroform) 

Aqueous and organic phases in a 
biphasic emulsion are separated by 
centrifugation. Nucleic acids in the 
aqueous phase are precipitated with 
alcohol.Addition of guanidinium 
thiocyanate allows RNA to remain in 
aqueous phase while DNA is removed 
with organic phase. 

Ideal for recovering high 
molecular weight DNA 
(minimal shearing) 

 

Can more efficiently lyse 
some cell types (e.g., 
mycobacteria) 

Use of hazardous 
reagents 

Phenol can inhibit 
downstream 
processes  

Preceding lysis 
methods are variable 
and non-standardized 

Haig et al. 2018, Hwang et al. 
2012, Hill et al., 2015, 
Maghini et al. 2021, TRIzol 
Plus RNA Purification Kit 
(Invitrogen) 

Spin column Polymer-coated columns bind nucleic 
acids in the presence of chaotropic 
salts; impurities are washed through 
the column. 

Most commonly used 
method in commercial kits 

Binding capabilities 
and recovery may be 
lower than those for a 
suspended solution of 
beads/particles 

DNeasy PowerWater Kit 
(Qiagen), DNeasy PowerSoil 
Kit (Qiagen), UltraClean Fecal 
Kit (Zymo Research), QIAamp 
Viral RNA Kit (Qiagen), 
QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit 
(Qiagen), AllPrep DNA/RNA 
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May encounter 
clogging issues 

Mini Kit (Qiagen), etc. (i.e., 
most commercial kits) 

Magnetic beads Micro- to nano- scale magnetic 
particles coated with polymer bind 
nucleic acids. A magnetic rack is used 
to draw beads out of solution for 
decanting during washing steps. 

Less centrifugation steps, 
easily automated 

Provide a visible 
confirmation of retention 
of nucleic acids during 
washing 

Often more 
expensive, not 
common in extraction 
kits 

PowerMag Soil Kit (Mo Bio), 
MagAttract PowerClean Kit 
(Qiagen), KingFisher Flex 
(ThermoFisher), Parra-
Guardado et al., 2021; 
Somvanshi et al., 2020; Zhao 
et al., 2020; Ramos-
Mandujano et al. 2021, 
NUCLISENS® EASYMAG® 
(bioMérieux) 

Silica matrix Suspended silica particles bind nucleic 
acids in the presence of chaotropic 
salts. Particles are loaded into a spin 
column and washed/centrifuged. 

High surface area may 
provide more binding sites 
than a coated spin column 

May require repeated 
loading of spin column 

Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil (MP 
Biomedicals) 
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Table 4-5. DNA Extraction Validation Studies on Wastewater and Drinking Water Samples. 

Study Samples Extracted Methods Compared Key Findings 
Overall 

Recommendation 

(Vanysacker 
et al., 2010) 

3 types of activated sludge Fast DNA Spin Kit 

MO BIO Ultraclean Soil kit 

Standard bead-lysozyme protocol based on 
Boon et al 2000 

Combination of QIAamp Mini Kits  

Observed a Sludge type/extraction 
method interaction 

Fast DNA Spin Kit produced highest 
yields, most obvious community 
differences between sludge types 

Ultraclean kit produced highest richness 

Fast DNA Spin Kit 
(MP Biomedicals) 

(Hwang et 
al., 2012) 

Drinking water meter 
biofilms 

PowerSoil DNA Isolation Kit 

Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil 

3 Phenol-chloroform extraction methods 

Phenol-chloroform methods produced 
the highest yields, but Fast DNA Spin Kit 
for Soil produced comparable 
communities and higher purity extracts 

Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil may have 
underestimated richness 

Fast DNA Spin Kit 
for Soil (MP 
Biomedicals) 

WRF 
Project 
4721 

Drinking water and premise 
plumbing water 

Fast DNA Spin Kit 

Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil 

DNeasy Power Water 

Phenol-Chloroform extraction 

Kits vary in their recovery when 
targeting DNA from specific pathogens 
(Legionella pneumophila, Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa, Acanthamoeba spp., 
nontuberculous mycobacteria). DNeasy 
had optimal yield for most, but Fast 
DNA Spin Kit was comparable. Phenol-
chloroform was best for mycobacteria, 
which have waxy coatings 

DNeasy Power 
Water (Qiagen) 

(Guo and 
Zhang, 
2013) 

2 types of activated sludge MO BIO Power Soil DNA Isolation Kit 

MO BIO Ultraclean Soil DNA Isolation Kit 

Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil 

ZR Soil Microbe DNA Kit 

Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil produced 
highest yields, highest purity, and 
highest abundance of Actinobacteria, 
but lower richness 

ZR kit produced low quality extracts, but 
resulting community still clustered with 

Fast DNA Spin Kit 
for Soil (MP 
Biomedicals) 
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EPICENTRE Soil Master DNA Extraction Kit 

MO BIO Ultraclean Fecal DNA Isolation Kit 

QIAamp Stool Mini Kit  
 

Fast DNA Spin Kit-extracted community 
(unbiased lysis but inefficient 
purification) 

Extracts usually around 10kb in length 

(Hill et al., 
2015) 

Drinking water, WWTP 
Influent/Effluent 

MO BIO UltraClean Microbial DNA Isolation 
Kit  

Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil 

Optimized UNEX Buffer-bead beating 
method (developed by Hill et al. 2015) 

Developed an extraction method for 
isolating DNA and RNA of viruses and 
bacteria using guanidinium 
isothiocyanate-based lysis buffer (UNEX 
Buffer), bead-beating, and silica column 
purification 

Based on results of PCR (CT values), 
UNEX method typically outperformed 
either of the other kits (however, no 
community data comparisons) 

UNEX Buffer – 
bead-beating – 
silica column 
method 

(Albertsen 
et al., 2015) 

Activated sludge from a 
WWTP tank 

Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil 

MO BIO PowerLyzer PowerSoil 
DNA Isolation Kit 

  

Variations in bead beating step 
produced significant variations in 
community composition and particularly 
relative abundance of Actinobacteria 

Variations in extraction efficiencies 
were also observed on Order level 

Fast DNA Spin Kit 
for Soil (MP 
Biomedicals), with 
bead beating step 
modified to 6 m/s 
for 160s  

(Walden et 
al., 2017) 

Lake water, bulk wastewater, 
biofilms 

QIAamp DNA Mini Kit  

QIAamp DNA Stool Mini Kit  

MO BIO PowerWater Kit 

MO BIO PowerSoil DNA Isolation Kit 
 

All samples group more by sample type 
than extraction method 

No one method performed the best 
across all sample types 
 

QIAamp DNA Mini 
kit (Qiagen) or MO 
BIO Power Soil kit 

(Li et al., 
2018) 

Influent, effluent, and 
activated sludge of 2 WWTPs 

FastDNA Spin Kit for Soil 

MO BIO PowerSoil DNA Isolation Kit 

Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil produced 
highest yields, highest purities, and 

Fast DNA Spin Kit 
for soil (MP 
Biomedicals) 
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ZR Fecal DNA MiniPrep 

most consistent community results for 
all sample types 

(Niestępski 
et al., 2018) 

WWTP Influent/Effluent Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil 

Genomic Micro AX Bacteria Gravity Kit 

For 5 samples, Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil 
detected ARGs in wastewater, but 
Genomic kit did not 

Fast DNA Spin Kit 
for Soil (MP 
Biomedicals) 

(Brandt and 
Albertsen, 
2018) 

Tap water MO BIO PowerWater Isolation Kit 

Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil 
 

FastDNA Spin Kit for Soil produced 
extracts with concentrations below LOD 
 

MO BIO 
PowerWater 
Isolation kit 

(Haig et al., 
2018) 

Tap water from 15 
households 

Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil 

Maxwell LEV Blood DNA kit 

Phenol chloroform method 1 (low 
concentration SDS) 

Phenol chloroform method 2 (high 
concentration SDS) 

Phenol-chloroform method 2 recovered 
8x more NTM and 3x more total DNA 
compared to kits 

Suggests that positive NTM controls 
quantified by cytometry or fluorescence 
should be included to confirm extraction 
efficiency 

Phenol chloroform 
method 2 (high 
concentration SDS) 

(Putri et al., 
2021) 

Quenched or unquenched 
tap water, sterile and non-
sterile tap water spiked with 
E. coli to test effects of 
dechlorination on extraction 

MO BIO PowerWater Isolation Kit Only spiked samples that were 
dechlorinated produced DNA above LOD 

Higher filtration volumes did not 
produce higher DNA concentrations 

Residual chlorine levels at just 0.2 mg 
Cl2/L can dramatically disrupt DNA 
extraction 

MO BIO 
PowerWater kit 
with dechlorination 
prior to extraction 

Note: Some commercial kits described in the referenced studies are no longer available. 
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Table 4-6. Viral RNA Extraction Validation Studies on Wastewater Samples. 

Study 
Samples 

Extracted Spiked Target Methods Compared Key Findings 
Overall 

Recommendation 

(Iker et al., 
2013) 

Biosolids, feces, 
surface water 

Adenovirus 2 

Murine norovirus 

Poliovirus type 1 

MO BIO PowerViral 
Environmental DNA/RNA 
Isolation kit 

Qiagen QIAamp Viral RNA Mini 
kit 

Zymo ZR Virus DNA/RNA 
Extraction kit 

PowerViral kit performed best 
in qPCR for biosolids samples 
but was comparable to other 
kits for surface water samples, 
likely due to superior inhibitor 
removal 

 

MO BIO PowerViral kit 
(specifically for high-
inhibitor samples) 

(O’Brien et 
al., 2021) 

Concentrated 
wastewater 

SARS-CoV-2 Qiagen All Prep PowerViral 
DNA/RNA kit 

NEB Monarch RNA MiniPrep Kit 

 

Zymo Quick RNA Viral kit with 
Inhibitor Removal 

Zymo Quick RNA Fecal/Soil 
Microbe MicroPrep Kit 

Monarch RNA Miniprep Kit was 
especially sensitive to inhibitors 

 

Zymo Quick RNA-Viral with 
Inhibitor Removal produced 
highest yields 

Quick RNA Viral kit 
(Zymo Research) 
 

(Zheng et 
al., 2022) 

Concentrated 
wastewater 

SARS-CoV-2 QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit 

TRIzol Plus RNA Purification Kit 

QIAamp Viral kit produced 
higher detection rates with a 
higher processing capacity over 
guanidinium thiocyanate 
method 

QIAamp Viral RNA Mini 
kit (Qiagen) 

(Kaya et al., 
2022) 

Concentrated 
wastewater 

SARS-CoV-2 Qiagen Allprep PowerViral 
RNA/DNA 

Zymo Quick RNA Mini prep 

Zymo Direct-zol RNA Miniprep 
Plus 

TRIzol-chloroform (Wu et al 
2020) 

Zymo Quick RNA Mini prep 
produced highest recoveries 
with ultrafiltration as 
concentration method, 
followed by Direct-zol 

Quick RNA Mini prep 
(Zymo Research) 
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(Torii et al., 
2021) 

Concentrated 
wastewater 

Bacteriophage MS2 
(nonenveloped), 
Pseudomonas phage 
φ6 (enveloped), 
murine norovirus 
(nonenveloped) 

 

QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit 

TRIzol-based extraction with 
RNeasy PowerMicrobiome Kit 

 

TRIzol method was more 
effective for enveloped virus 
when combined with PEG 
precipitation as the 
concentration method, but not 
when ultrafiltration was used 

 

Extraction on non-enveloped 
viruses produced significantly 
different results, also varying 
with the concentration method 

Ultimately selected PEG 
+ TRIzol 
concentration/extractio
n, but extraction kit 
choice may vary 
depending on 
concentration method. 
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4.5 Controls for NGS Workflows 
There are various types of controls that should be incorporated into NGS workflows to ensure 
the integrity of the data that are produced. There is potential both for false positives and false 
negatives in NGS analysis, which can result from contamination in the workflow or from sub-
optimal parameters employed in the bioinformatic analysis. Biases and errors introduced 
during sample preparation, DNA extraction, library preparation, sequencing, and bioinformatic 
analyses will undermine the accuracy and reproducibility of microbiome profiling (Bokulich et 
al., 2020). Experimental and process controls used to characterize, model, and correct for 
uncertainty and error inherent to NGS workflows are emerging (Hardwick et al., 2017), with 
special consideration when applied to environmental samples (Bharti and Grimm, 2021). 
Controlling for, or at least characterizing, experimental and technical error propagation is 
essential for defensible and comparable water quality monitoring data. Generally, there are 
four key categories of process controls that have been used in NGS workflows to date:  
 
• Replication 
• Sequencing mock microbial communities 
• Inclusion of spike-in controls 
• Analysis of in-silico datasets 

Used in combination, these controls can greatly aid in reducing the uncertainty in NGS data, 
help to benchmark new workflows, and provide a path toward reproducible data generation.  

4.5.1 Replication 
Replicates are essential for capturing and quantifying both experimental and technical 
variation. Experimental replicates, i.e., biological replicates, refer to the collection of 
statistically independent samples representing a field or lab condition of interest. Experimental 
triplicates are common in the analysis of environmental samples for other targets, but it is 
common to encounter NGS studies in the literature that do not employ replication. For 
example, biological replication is almost entirely absent from studies employing deep shotgun 
metagenomic sequencing (Davis et al. 2023). Cost of sequencing is likely a major factor in this 
deficiency. However, it is important to recognize that no amount of investment is worthwhile if 
in the end the data generated cannot support the objectives of the project. In such situations, it 
would be better to scale back the research, than to sacrifice replicates. While triplicates are 
typically the default, a power analysis is advisable to ensure the appropriate number of 
replicates to test the hypotheses. Experimental replicates will account for random variation in 
experimental conditions and sample processing, so that the experimental signal can be 
distinguished. Technical replicates, i.e., multiple sequencing runs on the same sample, are also 
advisable, as they will inform if there is any random variation in the sequencing. Most studies 
that employ technical sequencing replicates report minimal variation (Hendriksen et al., 2019; 
Roy et al., 2018). Thus, biological replicates are more critical than technical replicates. 

4.5.2 Mock Microbial Communities 
Mock microbial communities are mixtures of known organisms, or sometimes just their nucleic 
acids, at known proportions that serve to validate the NGS workflow. Originally, mock microbial 
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communities were developed by the Human Microbiome Project to optimize and standardize 
DNA extraction techniques for different matrices (Highlander, 2013). Mock microbial 
communities consisting of intact microbial cells are carried forward from DNA extraction 
onwards. In this scenario, microbes are chosen to capture typical biases incurred during DNA as 
a result of different microbial morphologies and recalcitrance to cell wall lysis (e.g., Gram-
positive versus Gram-negative bacteria). For example, one commercially available mock 
community introduced by Zymo Research (ZyMO BIOMICS, cat# D6300) consists of 10 
microorganisms at different relative abundances, including three easy-to-lyse Gram-negative 
bacteria (Escherichia coli - 12%, Pseudomonas aeruginosa - 12%, Salmonella enterica – 12%), 
five tough-to-lyse Gram-positive bacteria (Listeria monocytogenes - 12%, Bacillus subtilis - 12%, 
Lactobacillus fermentum – 12% Enterococcus faecalis - 12%, Staphylococcus aureus - 12%), and 
two difficult-to-lyse yeasts (Saccharomyces cerevisiae - 2%, and Cryptococcus neoformans - 2%).  

Typically, intact cell mock communities are used as standalone samples that are processed in 
parallel with experimental samples. DNA extracts from the mock microbial communities are 
subjected to the same library preparation and sequencing as the experimental samples. 
Because the organisms are present at known abundance ratios, the efficacy of the DNA 
extraction protocol to evenly lyse different microbe types can be evaluated based on the ability 
to accurately reconstruct the mock community downstream (Highlander, 2013). Standards with 
logarithmically staggered cell counts (e.g., 89.1, 8.9, 0.89, 0.089% relative abundance) have also 
been developed to assess the LOD of workflows across a 6-log dynamic range (e.g., ZyMO 
BIOMICS, cat# D6310). These control types are useful for benchmarking new DNA extraction 
protocols or, more importantly, as regularly included controls for ensuring the reproducibility of 
existing NGS workflows (Harrison et al., 2021; Weinroth et al., 2022).  

When reconstructing mock communities derived from intact cells, it cannot be confirmed if any 
mis-assemblies are a result of problems with DNA extraction or subsequent library preparation 
and sequencing. To address this issue, mock communities that consist of exposed genomic DNA 
only have also been developed to specifically test the effects of library preparation and 
sequencing platforms on NGS data produced (Kapustina et al., 2021; Manzari et al., 2020). In 
particular, a limitation to some PCR-based Illumina library preparation kits is amplification bias 
towards GC-rich or GC-poor regions of microbial genomes (Sato et al., 2019a). Mock 
communities have therefore been constructed to represent and model the effects of GC 
variation. Similar in structure to the intact cell mock communities discussed above, these mock 
communities contain collections of bacterial genomes at known abundances and GC contents 
ranging from 15% to 85%. Used as standalone samples that are processed alongside 
experiments, library preparation and sequencing biases can be illuminated and considered in 
downstream analyses.  

4.5.3 Spike-In Controls 
Spike-in controls are added directly into samples at a given point of interest along the 
workflow. These controls can help to account for various biases in nucleic acid extraction, 
characterize library prep and sequencing bias, and can enable absolute quantification of 
genomic targets. For example, DNA extraction efficiencies (i.e., the fraction of the total genomic 
DNA available in a sample that was recovered by the extraction procedure) can be estimated 
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using spike-ins of known abundances of microbial cells that are added directly into samples 
before extraction. The known abundance of the organism, or set of organisms, can be 
compared to the resulting read counts after analysis to calculate an efficiency ratio. qPCR can 
also be used in such situations to determine absolute abundances of recovered cell counts as a 
fraction of the spike-in as secondary check (Crossette et al., 2021). In principle, this method can 
only work if the added microbes are not already present in the sample, therefore rare microbial 
strains are typically used. For example, the ZyMO BIOMICS Spike-In Control II (cat# D6321) uses 
intact cells from a set of marine organisms that are not expected to be present in freshwaters 
or wastewater: Allobacillus halotolerans (Gram-positive, 103 cells per spike), Imtechella 
halotolerans (Gram-negative, 104 cells), and Truepera radiovictrix (resistant to lysozyme, 105 
cells). These control types are designed to not only calculate extraction efficiency, but also 
assess the efficacy of lysing different cell types simultaneously. Additionally, because they are 
present with a log-abundance distribution, they enable absolute cell number quantification, 
although these methods still need extensive benchmarking in the field. 

More recently, spike-in reference standards have been applied to shotgun metagenomic 
sequencing for the absolute quantification of gene targets (i.e., quantitative metagenomics). 
These reference standards are spiked into samples after nucleic acid isolation at known 
abundances. A recent spike-dependent study by Crossette et al. (2021) spiked in an exogenous 
genome (Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus) at known copy numbers after DNA extraction to 
determine absolute quantities of ARGs on the Illumina platform. M. hydrocarbonoclasticus is a 
marine organism that was not expected to be in the sample matrix (digested and undigested 
cow manure) and can therefore act as an independent reference standard. Sequenced reads 
were mapped to all 4,272 genes comprising the genome and the average ratio of known spiked-
in gene quantities to reads mapping to the genome were used to calculate absolute abundance. 
Quantitative metagenomics is a very promising avenue to pursue, particularly for water 
samples, where volumetric concentration estimates (i.e., copies per Liter) are of value for 
modeling and risk assessment purposes. 

4.5.4 In-Silico Datasets 
The bioinformatic steps used to process NGS datasets are often complex and can be a 
substantial source of error and bias in workflows (Hardwick et al., 2017). Various software tools 
have been developed to simulate mock microbial communities with known compositions, 
library sizes, and sequencing error rates that can be used as in silico datasets. These simulated 
datasets have proven useful for developing and troubleshooting newly developed software 
tools or benchmarking existing pipelines. The datasets, typically in FASTQ or BAM format, are 
constructed to represent a “ground truth” to assess the sensitivity and specificity of 
bioinformatic analyses (Sczyrba et al., 2017). The obvious limitations of in silico datasets is that 
they are restricted to assessing bioinformatic process and do not reflect the inherent variation 
of real data types. The use of simulated data should therefore be used only to supplement the 
testing of bioinformatic steps and should not replace the use of the experimental standards and 
controls discussed previously.  
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4.6 Library Preparation 
Library preparation, in the context of NGS, is the procedure for amplifying targeted genetic 
material and processing the DNA/RNA to be available for sequencing. Library preparation is the 
first step in the sample processing pipeline where NGS workflows will differ from the processing 
techniques shared among other molecular analyses. There are a variety of methods available 
for library preparation, but they all utilize the principle of ligating or labeling DNA or RNA 
fragments from a sample to adaptors, which are necessary for the specific sequencing method 
that will be used (van Dijk et al., 2014).  

The NGS sequencing method and research questions will impact how library preparation should 
be accomplished. For metagenomic sequencing, library preparation will target the entirety of 
genetic material present in the sample. For amplicon sequencing, library preparation will target 
a specific gene or region of the DNA for amplification, either in simplex (one sample at a time) 
or multiplex (many samples simultaneously). Most sequencing platforms manufacture library 
prep kits that are specific to their system, which can be purchased commercially and users can 
simply follow their manual or adapt the protocol to their specific research questions. Kits are 
beneficial for library preparation as they are more user-friendly, improve comparability of data, 
streamline labor requirements, and minimize technician-error, though they are not always 
standard in amplicon sequencing.  

4.6.1 Overview of key steps  
While library preparation methods differ based on the specific research or monitoring 
questions of interest and the sequencing platform used, most library preparation workflows will 
include the following steps: DNA quantification, fragmentation, size selection (optional), 
adaptor ligation, library amplification (optional), clean-up, and normalization. These steps are 
graphically presented in Figure 4-1. 

Initial quantification of DNA provides a quality assurance for the DNA extraction process, 
ensures mass requirements for the selected library prep kit, and is sometimes necessary to 
determine the amount of reagent needed for subsequent steps such as enzymatic 
fragmentation. Fragmentation breaks up genomic DNA into a distribution of smaller fragments. 
There are two methods of fragmentation: mechanical and enzymatic. Mechanical 
fragmentation physically shears DNA molecules apart, and is commonly performed via 
sonication. The duration of sonication determines the fragment size distribution. Enzymatic 
fragmentation utilizes enzymes such as restriction endonucleases to cleave the DNA. The ratio 
of enzyme to DNA and incubation time determines the fragment size. Mechanical 
fragmentation is associated with a loss of DNA mass (Tanaka et al., 2020), while enzymatic 
fragmentation may result in small errors in the final called sequences such as small insertions or 
deletions or SNPs (Tanaka et al., 2020). Thus, mechanical protocols may be preferable if 
mutation identification is an objective, and enzymatic fragmentation like that provided by the 
KAPA Frag Kit for Enzymatic Fragmentation (Roche) may be preferred when DNA 
concentrations are low and any mass loss is undesirable. Enzymatic fragmentation also typically 
requires less specialized equipment. Size-selection may be performed afterwards to narrow the 
range of fragment sizes carried to the next step, though this may be performed at different 
stages depending on the library preparation approach. 
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Several steps may follow to repair DNA and achieve attachment of adaptors. After 
fragmentation, one strand of the DNA may exhibit an overhang. This generally necessitates the 
end repair step, in which these gaps are filled. Then A-tailing (or adenylation) is performed, 
preventing ligation of target fragments to each other while creating a suitable ligation site for 
the thymine on the end of the adapters. With the target fragments prepared, the adapters 
necessary to index and sequence them for kits such as Illumina TruSeq and New England 
Bioloab’s are attached in a process called ligation. Alternatively, PCR amplification may be used 
to attach adaptors to library fragments. This approach is particularly common in amplicon 
sequencing, and simultaneously achieves isolation and enrichment of a target gene (Caporaso 
et al., 2011). PCR amplification may also be inserted at other points along the workflow for 
some approaches, particularly when DNA mass is low. 

Tagmentation is an alternative approach that simultaneously acts to fragment and ligate the 
target DNA via random enzymatic insertion of adapters (Burke and Darling, 2016). Accordingly, 
tagmentation may not integrate into the workflows of other kits. It is employed by the Ilumina 
Nextera XT and Oxford Nanopore Rapid Sequencing kits.  

A final cleanup step removes unattached adapters. This may be achieved by PCR or gel 
electrophoresis. After this cleanup, libraries can be normalized, pooled, and sequenced. 

 

Figure 4-1. Library Preparation Processing Schematic.  
 aMay be followed by amplification step for low-mass samples. bMay be followed by size-selection. Alternatively, 

may not be desired for long-read sequencing. *Typically followed by an additional clean-up step. 
Source: Modified from Hess et al., 2020. 

 

4.6.2 Appropriate QA/QC measures 
Many kits offer QA/QC guidance that should be consulted prior to sample collection. Some kits, 
such TruSeq, include QA/QC oligo controls that should be incorporated into the workflow at 
specific steps. The reads from these sequences can help identify where failure occurred in 
library prep. 

Other considerations for inputs include: 

• DNA should be concentrated appropriately to meet mass requirements for the kit and 
minimize the need for PCR. 

• Check the mass requirements for the library preparation kit. The mass of DNA required may 
depend on the type of sequencing performed. Also note that the higher mass requirements 
for HMW sequencing may preclude successful library prep in certain settings. 

• Fragment size should be checked using gel electrophoresis or Bioanalyzer and should be 
appropriate for the kit. 
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• EDTA, chelating agents, and salts can inhibit library preparation (KAPA Biosystems, 2019) 
• Analysis purpose (e.g., antibiotic resistance gene annotation or taxonomic analysis) 
• Due to PCR amplification during library preparation and normalization prior to sequencing, 

results can often only be expressed in relative abundance (i.e., normalized to the number of 
reads or an internal reference gene). 

4.6.3 Commercial Kits 
Commercial library preparation kits allow quicker processing and assure more comparable 
results when using the same kit within or across studies. The most-used commercial kits for 
NGS are outlined in Table 4-7. When selecting a kit, coordination of the DNA extraction 
approach and the library preparation kit may be beneficial for improved processing and quality 
of resulting reads.  

Table 4-7. Comparison of Common Commercial Kits for NGS. 

Commercial Kit 
Manu-

facturer 

Compatible 
Sequencing 
Platform(s) Fragment-ationa 

Recommend-ed 
DNA Starting 

ConcentratIon 
Amplification 

Step Reference 

TruSeq DNA Illumina Illumina Mechanical 1000 ng Yes (Illumina Inc., 2010) 

Ultra II DNA 
Library Prep Kit 

New 
England 
Biolabs 

Illumina Not indicated 0.5-1000 ng  
  

Yes (New England 
Biolabs,Inc., 2020) 

Nextera XT Illumina Illumina Tagmentation 1 ng Yes (Illumina Inc., 2019) 

KapaHyperPrep Roche Illumina Not indicatedb 1–1000 ng  Yes (KAPA Biosystems, 
2019) 

Ligation 
Sequencing Kit 

Oxford 
Nanopore 

Oxford 
Nanopore 

Not indicated, 
but not 
necessary 

1-3 ng No (Oxford Nanopore 
Technologies, 2019a) 

PCR Sequencing 
Kit 

Oxford 
Nanopore 

Oxford 
Nanopore 

Mechanical 100 ng Yes (Oxford Nanopore 
Technologies, 2022) 

Rapid Sequencing 
Kit 

Oxford 
Nanopore 

Oxford 
Nanopore 

Tagmentation 400 ng No (Oxford Nanopore 
Technologies, 2019b) 

SMRTbell Express 
Template Prep Kit 

PACBIO PACBIO Mechanical 1000-2000 ug  No (PacBio, 2022) 

aHess et al., 2020; bEnzymatic fragmentation suggested 

 

4.6.4 Guidance for Prep Selection  
When designing an NGS study, researchers should consider: equipment access; technical 
expertise; anticipated DNA mass/concentration; sequencing platform; amplification bias; and 
pooling. Some library preparation kits require more specialized or expensive equipment than 
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others, or equipment that may be difficult to use in the field, such as magnetic beads, 
magnetized plates, or sonicators. These considerations will be important ahead of kit selection.  

Technician expertise will be another key criterion to consider. Typically library preparation is 
performed by dedicated technicians employed by sequencing centers. However, some 
protocols are suitable for lab staff with more basic training. Tagmentation protocols, for 
example, tend to require fewer steps and time, and so may be preferable for those with less 
training. 

The amount of DNA in the samples or the amount of DNA needed for downstream NGS will be a 
crucial consideration. When working with low-mass matrices (<1 ng), such as drinking water, a 
kit with an amplification step may be necessary in order to produce sufficient DNA mass for 
long-read sequencing. Enzymatic fragmentation may also be preferable in these circumstances 
to avoid shearing-associated DNA loss in mechanical fragmentation. However, for samples with 
ample DNA such as WWTP influent, a kit without amplification may better represent the 
community while still producing sufficient mass. The amount of DNA needed will also depend 
on the kit, sequencing platform and protocol selected (Table 4-7).  

As recent review articles have emphasized the need to systematically characterize and quantify 
the types of bias incurred in the library preparation step (Coenen-Stass et al., 2018; Hess et al., 
2020; van Dijk et al., 2014). Some biases may have minimal relevance on the data 
interpretation, depending on the research objective. Developing best practices for avoiding or 
minimizing bias incurred by library preparation would also be helpful.  

4.6.5 Limitations & Research Needs 
Producing comparable NGS data can be challenging due to variable methods used for sample 
collection, concentration, library preparation, and sequencing. The biases of library preparation 
are particularly understudied. More research is needed to determine which kits and methods 
provide the highest fidelity results for each type of NGS, as well as which preparation method 
generates the largest quantity of DNA for downstream long-reads sequencing applications, 
without introducing substantial bias. In addition, further research on matrix-specific 
(wastewater, drinking water, etc.) method adjustments/optimization would improve accuracy 
and specificity of environmental studies utilizing NGS.  

4.7 Sequencing Methodology and Platform 
Sequencing methodology is important to consider when characterizing the microbial 
community from water and wastewater samples using NGS. Selecting the right sequencing 
methodology depends on the goals of the analysis, the acceptable cost of analysis, and the 
intended data analysis approach. It is important to bear in mind the selected sequencing 
approach and platform when developing the overall workflow from sample collection to 
analysis. The following are the five main categories of sequencing applications that are 
commonly applied for the characterization of microbial communities in water or wastewater 
samples: 

• Whole genome sequencing (WGS) 
• Shotgun metagenomics 
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• Amplicon sequencing 
• Targeted metagenomics 
• Metatranscriptomics 

Each of these applications are described briefly in Chapter 1 and presented alongside a 
synthesis of the manner in which these approaches have been applied to study water and 
wastewater in Chapter 2. Applications and key considerations for each are detailed below and 
summarized in Table 4-8. There are a variety of sequencing platforms that are commonly 
applied for each of the above approaches. These platforms include:  

• Illumina 
• Ion Torrent 
• Pacific Biosciences 
• Oxford Nanopore 
• ABI SOLiD 

The technological basis for sequencing utilized by each of these platforms as well as an 
overview of the types of data generated by each are summarized in Chapter 1 and below in 
Table 4-9. 

4.7.1 Sequencing Applications 
4.7.1.1 Whole Genome Sequencing 
WGS is applied to capture the sequence of the entirety of the genome from an microorganism. 
This organism must first be isolated and purified via culture-based methods before sequencing. 
Once the organism is isolated and DNA extracted, a variety of sequencing platforms can be 
utilized to obtain the genomic sequence. Short read sequencing technologies, such as Illumina 
are most common due to their relatively low cost and high accuracy. However, the emergence 
of long read sequencing platforms capable of generating the sequence of a single DNA molecule 
and their continual improvement in accuracy may make them increasingly utilized for this 
purpose in the future (Shapiro et al., 2013). To reduce the possibility of errors in sequencing 
carrying over to errors in the sequence of the genome, typically coverages (i.e., the extent to 
which reference strain genomes are represented in aligned sequencing reads) of 50X or even 
100x per target organism are recommended. 

To obtain the whole genome, sequencing reads must be strung together using either de novo or 
guided genome assembly. De novo assembly involves reconstruction of the genome from reads 
without using a template, while guided assembly maps reads to a specified reference genome 
(Ng and Kirkness, 2010). WGS is most appropriate for applications where detailed information 
about the genetic composition of a specific target organism is desired. For example, WGS has 
been applied for investigating sources of drinking water outbreaks through comparing genomic 
similarity among Legionella pneumophila isolates (Garner et al., 2019a; Raphael et al., 2016), 
assessing antibiotic resistance patterns among isolates of organisms relevant to human health, 
such as Escherichia coli and Klebsiella pneumoniae (Ekwanzala et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2019), 
and identifying catabolic pathways associated with nutrient removal (Chao et al., 2016; Meng et 
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al., 2019). A challenge of WGS is that it may be difficult or impossible to obtain an isolate of the 
organism performing the function of interest from complex environmental samples. 

4.7.1.2 Metagenomic Sequencing 
Shotgun metagenomic sequencing, often simply referred to as metagenomic sequencing, is the 
random subsampling and sequencing of genetic material from a mixed microbial community 
(Schloss and Handelsman, 2005). Metagenomic sequencing has been applied for a variety of 
sequencing goals, including profiling overall microbial community taxonomic composition and 
functional capacities. For example, in studies of water and wastewater, metagenomic 
sequencing has been used to profile ARGs (Garner et al., 2018a; Stamps and Spear, 2020; Zhang 
et al., 2015), genes associated with nitrification and denitrification (Cai et al., 2016; Ye et al., 
2012), catabolic genes involved in biodegradation (Folch-Mallol et al., 2019; Sidhu et al., 2017), 
viruses (Bibby et al., 2011; Tamaki et al., 2012), overall microbial community structure 
(Brumfield et al., 2020; Hull et al., 2017), and pathogen-associated genes within a mixed 
community (Cui et al., 2019; Kumaraswamy et al., 2014; Saleem et al., 2018). Metagenomic 
sequencing is highly adaptable to a wide variety of applications, however, the availability of 
appropriate data analysis workflows and suitable databases for read annotation should be 
considered before pursuing a new application.  

Metagenomic sequencing most often relies on the use of short read sequencing technologies. 
Short read sequencing generally provides the greatest sequencing depth, which is critical to 
maximizing overall coverage and correspondingly capturing a significant portion of diverse 
microbial communities. However, long read sequencing is beginning to also be applied to 
metagenomic sequencing (Driscoll et al., 2017). The disadvantage of long read approaches is 
that they yield a lower coverage of the overall metagenome per unit sequencing cost. However, 
they provide the added benefit of being able to examine long regions of microbial genomes and 
gain additional insight into genetic context within a genome.  

4.7.1.3 Amplicon Sequencing 
Amplicon sequencing relies on amplification of a gene of interest via PCR, followed by 
sequencing of the product. Amplicon sequencing is beneficial for obtaining a high-resolution 
profile of a known gene of interest, such as a taxonomic or functional gene. Ideal primers 
applied for amplicon sequencing should anneal to highly conserved regions of the target gene, 
which maximizes the number of genes of that category captured across the microbial 
community. In between the conserved primers, the sequence should ideally be highly variable, 
which will help to distinguish various variations of the gene and increase the overall resolution 
of the method. Most commonly, amplicon sequencing is applied to a phylogenetic marker for 
the purpose of taxonomically profiling the composition of a subset of the microbial community. 
For example, amplicon sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene is widely used to characterize the 
phylogeny or taxonomy of the members of the bacteria and archaea in a microbial community 
(Caporaso et al., 2011). Similarly, waterborne eukaryotes (e.g., amoebae and protozoa) have 
been profiled by targeting the 18S rRNA gene (Bradley et al., 2016), fungal communities by 
targeting the ITS region (Bokulich and Mills, 2013), and the adenovirus family by targeting the 
hexon gene (Iaconelli et al., 2017; Kuo et al., 2015).  
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Amplicon sequencing has become widely popular for characterizing microbial communities 
from water and wastewater given the broad applicability of the method and its modest cost 
compared to metagenomic sequencing. Short read sequencing platforms such as Illumina are 
typically used to facilitate amplicon sequencing, and the Illumina MiSeq is particularly popular 
for this approach given its ability to generate longer reads than similar platforms. However, the 
use of long read sequencing to characterize amplicons is also emerging. For example, the ARTIC 
pipeline can be used to analyze viral nanopore sequencing data generated from tiling amplicon 
schemes, to characterize targets such as SARS-CoV-2 (Loman et al., 2020). In addition, Haig et 
al. demonstrated the use of PacBio SMRT to characterize non-tuberculous mycobacteria at the 
species, subspecies and in some cases even the strain level (Haig et al., 2018). 

4.7.1.4 Targeted Metagenomic Sequencing 
A variety of methods have emerged that combine principles of metagenomic sequencing and 
amplicon sequencing for the purpose of enriching targeted fragments of genetic material prior 
to sequencing. In these approaches, which can be collectively called targeted metagenomic 
sequencing, primers or probes are designed that are specific to predetermined DNA targets. As 
part of the library preparation methodology, the primers or probes are utilized to either 
selectively capture or amplify these target gene regions for subsequent sequencing.  

The primary advantage of this approach is that substantial sequencing depth (i.e., the number 
of times a given nucleotide in a metagenome has been read) can be devoted to characterizing 
only genes of particular interest. This will substantially reduce the sequencing costs compared 
to non-targeted approaches. However, it is important to recognize that there are trade-offs. 
The need to synthesize these targeted primers or probes can also introduce new costs. When 
novel assays are desired to target gene regions for which primers or probes are not available, 
the design of these can require extensive expertise and effort.  

Targeted metagenomic sequencing was not found to be currently widely applied to study water 
and wastewater. However, they may become more popular options within the field as 
approaches are further developed and validated. Key examples of relevance to the water and 
wastewater field include assays targeting human pathogens (e.g., the Ion AmpliSeq™ Pan-
Bacterial Research Panel, ThermoFisher) and antibiotic resistance genes (e.g., the Ion 
AmpliSeq™ Antimicrobial Resistance Panel, ThermoFisher, and other published research 
methods) (Lanza et al., 2018; Tamminen et al., 2020). Commercial assays have the benefit of 
ease of application and consistency of approach. However, a drawback can be that the 
proprietary nature leads to somewhat of a black box approach that is not suitable to research. 

4.7.1.5 Metatranscriptomic Sequencing 
Metatranscriptomic sequencing is beneficial when the goal is to capture the activity of the 
microbes. Metatranscriptomics achieves this by targeting mRNA, i.e., genes that are actually 
being expressed (Carvalhais et al., 2012). Because sequencing technologies target DNA, the 
extracted mRNA must first be converted to double-stranded complementary DNA (cDNA). 
Application of metatranscriptomic sequencing to water and wastewater has been limited to 
date. This is primarily due to the inherently low concentrations of mRNA and its rapid 
degradation in complex environmental matrices. This makes mRNA particularly difficult to 
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extract in a manner that ensures sufficient quantity and quality for sequencing. These factors 
can also contribute to biases in the resulting metatranscriptomic sequencing data, which are 
difficult to capture and correct for.  

To date, metatranscriptomics has been successful applied to characterize expression of 
antibiotic resistance genes in activated sludge (Liu et al., 2019c), expression of genes related to 
nitrogen cycling during wastewater treatment (Yang et al., 2020b), and identification of 
degradation pathways in contaminated wastewater (Delforno et al., 2019; Pei et al., 2020). 

Table 4-8. Summary of NGS Sequencing Approaches. 
Application Data Generated Strength(s) Weakness(es) 

Whole genome 
sequencing 

Genomic sequence of 
target organism (i.e., 
chromosomes, plasmids) 

Can be used to examine 
genetic context in terms of 
host organism and other 
genes 

Must obtain a pure isolate of 
the target organism 

Shotgun 
metagenomics 

Random subsampling of 
sequences generated 
from mixtures of 
microbes 

Non-specific approach 
eliminates need for 
targeting specific genes of 
interest 

Sequencing depth may not be 
sufficient to capture target of 
interest 

Amplicon 
sequencing 

Sequences of a single 
target gene 

Multiplexing improves cost-
efficiency 

Narrow context (i.e., only one 
gene target); Well-designed 
target primers required; PCR 
biases are introduced 

Targeted 
metagenomics 

Sequences of a collection 
of target genes 

Multiplexing and 
enrichment of target genes 
improves cost-efficiency 

Narrow context (i.e., a range of 
pre-determined gene targets); 
Well-designed target 
primers/probes required 

Metatranscript-
omics 

Random subsampling of 
sequences generated 
mRNA across the 
microbial community 

Profiles functions actively 
being carried out by 
microbes in sample of 
interest 

mRNA is difficult to extract due 
to low concentration and 
tendency to degrade, 
introducing bias to the analysis 

 

Table 4-9. NGS Sequencing Platforms. 
Platform / 

Vendor Technology Applications 
Illumina Sequencing by synthesis Short read sequencing (50-600 bp) 
Ion Torrent pH-based sequencing Short read sequencing (200-400 bp) 
Pacific 
Biosciences 

Single-molecule real time sequencing Long read sequencing 

Oxford Nanopore Single-molecule real time sequencing Long read sequencing (up to 20+ kilo-
bp) 

ABI SOLiD Sequencing by oligonucleotide ligation and 
detection 

 

 

4.8 Data Analysis 
Here the research team refers to an “analysis pipeline” as a series of software, online analytical 
tools, or scripts used to complete a series of tasks required for the analysis and interpretation 
of NGS data. One option is to build the pipeline organically by the user, which presents the 
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advantage of user control and tailoring the pipeline to a specific application or research 
question. However, building pipelines generally requires a high level of expertise. An alternative 
and more user-friendly approach is to work within pre-constructed pipelines that are designed 
for a specific application and have default settings and parameters built in that do much of the 
decision-making for the user. This latter approach is more user friendly and will tend to produce 
more consistent and comparable analysis; however, it is important to be aware that any 
assumptions being made are appropriate to the application.  

4.8.1 16S rRNA Amplicon Sequencing Data 
For amplicon sequencing pipelines (16S rRNA, 18S rRNA, or ITS genes), data analysis is typically 
done using prebuilt packages of software and programs that incorporate several, if not all, key 
steps required for data preprocessing, analysis, and visualization. The most widely used, user-
friendly, and curated software for 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing is the Quantitative Insights 
into Microbial Ecology (i.e., QIIME2) (Caporaso et al., 2010; Hall and Beiko, 2018) software and 
its associated programs. Much of the guidance provided herein will pertain to 16S rRNA gene 
amplicon sequencing within the QIIME2 software, but many of the considerations and decision-
making processes are parallel to other software (e.g., MOTHUR (Schloss et al., 2009)) and 
amplicons (e.g., 18S rRNA gene for eukaryotes or ITSs for fungi). QIIME2 is operated within the 
command line interface (CLI) for all computationally-intensive executions, but can typically be 
run on a standard modern laptop or desktop, although computation times will inevitably 
increase with decreasing computing power. Intermediate analysis files (i.e., .qza artefacts) can 
be downloaded locally and analyzed with QIIME2 R software packages and can be very 
convenient for users not as familiar with CLI operations. Note that Qiime2 is not compatible 
with non-Illumina sequencing platforms, such Nanopore or PacBio. 

QIIME2 pipelines begin by importing raw amplicon sequencing data (either Illumina or 
IonTorrent platforms) in fastq format as QIIME “artefacts.” The first artefact consists of a 
feature table of raw sequence read information. The QIIME artefact is the primary currency for 
the execution of QIIME commands and the software will not recognize “raw sequencing data” 
before it is imported as an artefact. Once imported, raw sequences are demultiplexed into 
individual sample files based on user-provided metadata of sample barcodes, paired-end reads 
are merged via their overlapping regions, and primers and barcodes are removed to generate 
full-length and clean amplicon sequences Figure 4-2. To reduce the computational 
requirements of downstream analyses, amplicons are dereplicated to identify representative 
sequences for each putative, biologically-relevant feature present in the dataset whilst 
maintaining the abundance information for each amplicon. In some instances, sequencing cores 
can provide the clean amplicon data directly to customers that can then be used as input to the 
following analyses. 
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Figure 4-2. Overview of Possible Analysis Pipelines for Amplicon and Shotgun Metagenomic Sequencing Data. 
 

The most critical decision made by the user/researcher for the analysis of amplicon sequencing 
data is whether to produce and analyze operational taxonomic units (OTUs) or amplicon 
sequence variants (ASVs) (Figure 4-2). The decision is made based on the relative specificity of 
taxonomic classification that is sought by the user and the quality of the amplicon data that has 
been generated.  
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OTUs are chosen by clustering amplicons by a defined percent nucleotide identity (typically 97-
99%) to generate representative sequences for each detected biological unit. Lumping together 
sequences reduces the rate at which spurious sequences are interpreted as true biological 
variation, although this method may underutilize the accuracy of modern sequencing 
technologies and their ability to resolve fine-scale variation in taxonomic composition (i.e., at 
the species or subspecies scale). Amplicon clustering can be achieved by the USEARCH ((Edgar, 
2010)) and UPARSE (Edgar, 2013) algorithms that are housed within the QIIME2 software 
package itself.  

ASVs are becoming a more common choice because they represent more precise taxonomic 
resolution. ASVs consist of singular unique amplicons representing biologically-relevant 
features and are produced by denoising the sequencing data, i.e., statistically disentangling 
biological variation from sequencing errors. The denoising method can be executed with 
various software including DADA2 (Callahan et al., 2016), Deblur (Amir et al., 2017) executed in 
QIIME2, or USEARCH. Because of the ever increasing accuracy of modern sequencing platforms, 
researchers have begun to favor the analysis of ASVs for finer-scale taxonomic classifications to 
better illuminate ecological niches, or pathogens from commensal organisms (Callahan et al., 
2017). Whether analyzing OTU or ASV data types, subsequent taxonomic classification steps 
described in the following sections, remain the same.   

The most computationally-intensive process in 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing data 
analysis is training a taxonomic classifier. Taxonomic classifiers are probabilistic models (e.g., 
Naïve-Bayes classifiers) that have been trained on large databases of reference genes that 
enable the accurate classification of new, even novel query amplicons. The three main 
collections of databases used to train classifiers are the Greengenes (DeSantis et al., 2006), 
SILVA (Quast et al., 2013), and Ribosomal Database Project (Cole et al., 2014) and many 
researchers choose their preferred database for classifier training (and most perform similarly 
well (Park and Won, 2018). For accurate and comprehensive classifications, regardless of the 
database of reference genes, the QIIME2 classifier must be trained based on (1) the primer set 
used to generate the amplicons (i.e., the hypervariable region amplified) and (2) the percent 
identity used for clustering the raw data (100% identity in the case of ASVs). Classifiers do not 
need to be retrained and can be run on new sample sets given the same hypervariable region 
and clustering percentage. Finally, using the classifier, OTUs or ASVs can be assigned a 
taxonomy (kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, genus, species) providing neat count tables 
that can be downloaded and analyzed in third-party software, such as R or python. The QIIME2 
software also provides a large array of in-house analysis and visualization tools including 
building phylogenetic trees, alpha- and beta-diversity analysis, ordination, and several others. 
All these techniques and analysis approaches can be found in the QIIME2 documentation 
(https://docs.qiime2.org/2022.2/tutorials/).  

4.8.2 Shotgun Metagenomic Data 
A typical metagenomics workflow will consist of (1) quality control of raw DNA sequence reads; 
(2) alignment of these reads to databases of monitoring targets or processing of taxonomic 
information, and, optionally, the assembly of quality filtered raw reads into longer stretches of 
contiguous genome sequences (“contigs”). Depending on where the data are generated and the 

https://docs.qiime2.org/2022.2/tutorials/
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choice of sequencing technology, there may be an additional preliminary step required to 
process files directly produced from the sequencer into raw DNA sequences. However, this is 
typically performed by the sequencing center. In the subsequent sections, it is assumed that the 
starting point for analyses are raw sequence files (fastq files in either plain text or compressed 
format (extensions may include .gz, .bz, .tar, among others).  

4.8.3 Detecting Target Genes for Monitoring Purposes 
Unlike qPCR, metagenomics can theoretically produce a single-run profile of multiple marker 
genes or monitoring targets simultaneously without a priori knowledge of sample composition 
or selection of targets. For many informative monitoring targets, e.g., ARGs, MGEs (e.g., intI1), 
public databases of nucleotide or amino acid (protein) sequences exist. These resources can be 
used as references to precisely detect their occurrence within samples through bioinformatics, 
the computational analysis of biological data. Importantly, many sequences recovered through 
shotgun metagenomics of environmental matrices will be similar in nucleotide or amino acid 
sequence to those in public databases. However, only a select subset of the sequences in the 
metagenome will plausibly be derived from the monitoring targets. To account for this, 
annotation criteria are established to ensure accuracy and sensitivity of the predictions in 
standard bioinformatic workflows.  

Detecting monitoring targets using public databases relies on sequence aligners, a type of 
bioinformatic algorithm, that perform partial string alignment of sample-derived nucleotide or 
amino acid sequences with those of reference databases. The most widely used sequence 
aligners are the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST), which scores partial string 
alignments based on the number of exact matches, partial matches, gaps, and an evolution-
informed substitution matrix. While the original BLAST algorithm is still in use, it is generally 
infeasible for the size of NGS data. By contrast, aligners such as diamond blastp or blastx 
preserve the essential features of BLAST but in an efficient implementation, enabling the 
processing of NGS data.  

The important output parameters for BLAST-related annotation software like diamond include 
the length of the alignment, the identity value (i.e., the proportion of perfect matches to 
mismatches), the bit-score (a normalized alignment score), and the e-value (a statistic that 
reports the likelihood of achieving a given bit-score given the search space (defined as length of 
sequence * length of reference database)). The appropriate choice of cut-off for these statistics 
depends on the reference database used and the nature of the targets themselves. For ARGs, 
80% amino acid identity across a minimum of 25 amino acids is typical for the annotation of 
short Illumina reads (of 150 bp). The minimum alignment length of 25 amino acids (as 
generated using blastx) ensures that at least half of the 150 bp read will be aligned to a given 
potential ARG sequence. The 80% identity criterion is moderately strict. Identity between a 
reference sequence and a target sequence is based on the evolutionary history of the reference 
and target sequence making it difficult to assign a single value. However, higher identity values 
reduce the likelihood of false positives in general. Last, it should be noted that alignment-based 
annotation of long read data (such as that generated by nanopore sequencing) requires 
frameshift-aware methods of alignment. This is because some aligners, like diamond blastx, 
perform dynamic translation of the nucleotide sequence of the reads into amino acids in all six 
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possible reading frames (i.e., three potential start positions on both the positive and negative 
sense strand). At present, long read technologies frequently contain insertion or deletion errors 
which would disrupt the dynamic translation process and thus provide the incorrect protein 
sequences. By contrast, using DNA-DNA alignment methods (e.g., minimap2) would circumvent 
this problem.  

4.8.4 Assessing Taxonomic Composition of a Sample Using Illumina Short Reads 
A standard objective of shotgun metagenomics is to assess the microbial composition of a 
sample and detect the presence of potentially harmful bacteria or other monitoring targets. 
Many tools for such analysis exist and in general rely on publicly available genomes of bacteria, 
viruses, fungi, and protozoans. Importantly, the size of the typical Illumina short read (e.g., 151 
bp) means that the sequences will have relatively sparse signals for taxonomic classification and 
thus may be unreliable, particularly for poorly-characterized environments. However, 
metagenomics can theoretically provide a more sensitive detection of specific genera (e.g., 
pathogens). Thus, if the aim of the experiment is to characterize general changes to the profiles 
of microbes in a set of samples, 16s rRNA sequencing (as detailed above) may be preferable, 
why metagenomics may be more suited to specific pathogen targeting, with the added benefit 
of being able to identify genes of interest in parallel.  

4.8.5 Assembling Data into Longer Stretches of DNA (Contigs)  
As mentioned above, the short length of Illumina reads precludes some more refined analyses 
of metagenomes. Thus, it is often desirable to assemble the short reads into longer stretches of 
DNA, or “contigs.” Variably, some assembly algorithms will produce scaffolds as a final result. 
These are multiple contigs that, based on bioinformatic evidence, have been merged by the 
assembly algorithm into a single long genome fragment. Assembly is a computationally 
intensive and error-prone process. Yet, it can yield valuable insight into the functional potential 
and fine-grained taxonomic composition of a sample’s microbiome. One example of such a 
research question might be to identify the putative taxonomic host for an ARG. This would not 
otherwise be possible using exclusively short reads. A general rule of thumb among 
bioinformaticians has been that targets within a metagenome having about 5x coverage can be 
accurately assembled, although there are many confounding factors that can influence 
assembly accuracy. For complex environmental matrices, like that of wastewater, assembly is 
especially challenging because of the simultaneous occurrence of many closely related species 
or strains of microorganisms in a single sample. Some examples of errors that can occur include 
insertions and deletions, or more problematic, chimeras (a single contig that is the product of 
two distinct genomes).  

4.8.6 Annotation Databases 
A wide range of databases exist for annotation of target genes from NGS datasets. Some of the 
available databases for targets such as 16S rRNA genes, pathogens, and ARGs are presented in 
Table 4-10. 
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Table 4-10. Examples of Available Databases for Annotation of Specific Targets from NGS Data. 

Target Genes / Organisms Database Name Last Updated* Reference 
16S rRNA genes Greengenes May 2013 (v. 

gg_13_5) 
(DeSantis et al., 
2006) 

16S rRNA, 18S rRNA, 
23SrRNA, 28S rRNA genes 

SILVA August 2020 
(release 138.1) 

(Quast et al., 2013) 

16S rRNA, 28S rRNA genes Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) August 2020 (v. 
18) 

(Cole et al., 2014) 

Pathogens PATRIC June 2019 (Wattam et al., 2014) 

Pathogens NCBI Pathogen Detection August 2022 (NCBI, n.d.) 

Pathogens MyPathogen Database (MPD)  (Zhang et al., 2018) 

Eukaryotic Pathogens VEuPathDB November 2022 
(release 60) 

(Amos et al., 2022) 

Antibiotic Resistance 
Genes 

Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance 
Database (CARD) 

September 2022 
(v. 3.2.5) 

(Alcock et al., 2020) 

Functional Antibiotic Resistance 
Metagenomic Element Database (FARME-
DB) 

 (Wallace et al., 2017) 

Resfams January 2015 (v. 
1.2) 

(Gibson et al., 2015) 

ResFinder September 2021 (Zankari et al., 2012) 

deepARG September 2017 (Arango-Argoty et al., 
2018) 

ARGminer April 2019 (v. 
1.1.1) 

(Arango-Argoty et al., 
2020) 

Mobile Genetic Elements A CLAssification of Mobile genetic Elements 
(ACLAME) 

 (Leplae et al., 2010) 

mobileOG-db August 2022 (v. 
1.6) 

(Brown et al., 2022) 

The Gypsy Database (GyDB) 2011 (v. 2.0) (Llorens et al., 2011) 

Plasmids COMPASS March 2020 (Douarre et al., 2020) 

Integrons INTEGRALL 2008 (v. 1.2) (Moura et al., 2009) 

Insertion Sequences Isfinder  (Siguier et al., 2006) 

Transposons The Transposon Registry  (Tansirichaiya et al., 
2019) 

Integrative and 
conjugative elements 

ICEberg September 2018 
(v. 2.0) 

(Liu et al., 2019a) 

Metal and Biocide 
Resistance Genes 

Antibacterial Biocide & Metal Resistance 
Database (BacMet) 

March 2018 (v. 
2.0) 

(Pal et al., 2014) 

Metabolic Genes Carbohydrate-Active Enzymes Database 
(CAZy) 

January 2022 (Lombard et al., 
2013) 

Protein Function Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes 
(KEGG) 

November 2022 
(release 104.1) 

(Kanehisa and Goto, 
2000) 
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Clusters of Orthologous Groups of proteins 
(COG) 

March 2022 (Tatusov et al., 2000) 

UniProt April 2022 (The UnitProt 
Consortium, 2019) 

SEED  (Overbeek, 2005) 

UniRef  (Suzek et al., 2007) 

Varies NCBI RefSeq November 2022 (O’Leary et al., 2016) 

*As of December 7, 2022- blank cells indicate that the information could not be found, which could be a result of 
either no update since original publication or a continuous update mode 
 

4.8.7 Read Assembly 
Metagenomic assembly is a computational technique used to reconstruct microbial genomes 
from shorter fragments of DNA sequences obtained from NGS. In general, assembly of reads is 
beneficial for gaining a better understanding of the genetic composition of difficult to culture 
microorganisms from within complex microbial communities (Alneberg et al., 2018; Handley et 
al., 2014). Assembly of metagenomes derived from environmental samples is commonly 
applied for two main purposes: 

• Obtaining genetic context of the gene of interest (e.g., is an ARG present on a plasmid and 
therefore potentially mobile) 

• Recovering whole genomes from metagenomes, i.e., MAGs 

For such purposes, assembly is commonly applied to Illumina sequencing data, because the 
reads generated (100 - 150 bp) are too short to convey information about neighboring genes 
(Forsberg et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2015; Pal et al., 2016). The short length of these reads 
precludes many important analyses for understanding the taxonomy, function, and abundance 
of microbes present in the environment.  

Long read sequencing provides enough sequence length to capture neighboring genes, but 
typically not whole genomes. Recent advances in long read sequencing technology have 
enabled the generation of reads of greater than 25,000 bp in length, allowing for more in-depth 
genome sequence analyses (Ardui et al., 2018). Still, assembly of long reads is often desirable, 
especially for obtaining MAGs. For instance, metagenomic assembly has been used to recover 
complete genomes from activated sludge, aiding in the characterization of key microbes 
involved in phosphate removal, nitrification, and other functions of interest.  

Modern day assemblers are typically classified according to the kinds of reads that they are 
appropriate to assemble, as either short read (i.e., Illumina), long read (e.g., nanopore or PacBio 
sequencing), or hybrid assemblers which leverage both read types. A summary of approaches 
available for read assembly is provided in Table 4-11.   
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4.8.7.1 Assembly Approaches 
Short Read Assembly  
Depending on choice of sequencing methodology, Illumina reads range in size from 25 – 250 
bp, with 150 bp representing a common choice. By contrast, the average bacterial genome size 
is 5 × 106 base pairs (Land et al., 2015). Thus, while 150 bp may capture individual genes, the 
amount of biological information contained in each individual read is insufficient to capture 
important data, such as the microbial species of origin, the potential horizontal mobility of an 
antibiotic resistance gene, among others. Most modern assemblers rely on de Bruijn Graphs 
(dBgs), which are n-dimensional directed graphs that represent overlaps of DNA sequences of 
length k (i.e., k-mers) extracted from the short reads, and connections between adjacent k-
mers as edges (Ayling et al., 2019). However, short read assembly using dBgs is a 
computationally expensive method and can be prohibitive for metagenomic libraries with 
millions of reads, or of environments that contain many closely related strains (Ayling et al., 
2019; Bradley et al., 2015). In this latter case, the dBgs are confounded by the presence of 
closely related strains due to the partial overlap of k-mers originating from different organisms. 
Furthermore, the selection of the size of k (i.e., the length of the read fragment extracted to 
construct the graph) has important implications for assembly quality. To address this issue, the 
iterative de Brujin based assembler (IDBA) was proposed (Peng et al., 2010). Briefly, IDBA 
performs multiple rounds of dBg-based assembly, with the contigs produced from preceding 
run used as reads in the subsequent iteration. In general, depth of coverage of different of 
genomic fragments (i.e., 

𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟×𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑙𝑙𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿ℎ (𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏)

) are used to filter spurious k-mer overlaps 

based on the assumption that the bacterial genome present in the sample should have 
approximately uniform coverage over the length of its genome. However, this assumption is 
not valid for metagenomes where multiple related species or strains might co-occur (Ayling et 
al., 2019; Peng et al., 2012). For this reason, IDBA-UD (uneven depth) was proposed. IDBA-UD 
builds upon IDBA by including iterative depth of coverage-based filtering that becomes more 
stringent with subsequent iterations. As previously mentioned, the construction of dBgs and 
subsequent analyses poses a computationally expensive challenge, and so MEGAHIT was 
introduced leveraging a similar iterative k-mer strategy with a compressed variation of dBgs, 
termed succinct de Brujin graphs (Li et al., 2016). The use of this compressed strategy enables 
the efficient processing of large and complex metagenomic libraries.  

Finally, metaSPAdes (Nurk et al., 2017) is another popular short read assembly pipeline. In 
contrast to IDBA-UD and MEGAHIT, metaSPAdes analyzes an initial dBg for different structures 
that are caused by biological variation, that is, the presence of multiple related species or 
strains, including a final iterative repeat resolution step that aims to provide solutions to the 
multiple strain problem. metaSPAdes, MEGAHIT, and IDBA-UD remain popular assemblers, 
however one direct comparison to wastewater-derived metagenomes found superior 
performance of MEGAHIT and metaSPAdes relative to IDBA-UD (Brown et al., 2021).   

Long Read Assembly 
Long reads, such as those generated by nanopore or PacBio sequencing platforms, can span 
difficult-to-assemble regions of genomes in microbes that may not be resolved by short read 
assemblers (Pollard et al., 2018). Thus, long read sequencing has emerged as a way to directly 
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capture long genomic regions without the need for the computationally expensive and error-
prone process of assembly. However, at present, the error rate of long read sequencing is 
significantly higher than for short read sequencing (generally accuracies range from 85-95%) 
(Pollard et al., 2018) and it often remains desirable to assemble long reads to recover larger, 
genome-sized assemblies and thus several long-read assemblers exist. Though not designed 
with metagenomics in mind, Canu (Koren et al., 2017) is a slow but accurate long read 
assembler that first corrects errors in the reads, and then leverages a hash-based overlap 
detection algorithm followed by a sparse graph-based assembly. While providing accurate and 
high-quality assemblies, one wastewater study found that the computational resources 
required to assemble a medium size metagenomic dataset could be prohibitive, even for a high-
performance computing cluster. By contrast, metaFlye (Kolmogorov et al., 2020) is a fast and 
computationally efficient method for long read assembly. Unlike Canu, metaFlye forgoes read-
error correction. Instead, it employs solid or high-frequency k-mers at both a global (i.e., all 
reads) and local (individual read) level to identify overlaps at non-uniform coverages.  

Hybrid Assembly 
Hybrid assembly is another proposed solution for recovering genomes from metagenomic data. 
In this instance, both long and short read technologies are leveraged. Examples of hybrid 
assemblers that have been effectively harnessed for metagenomic data include HybridSPAdes 
(Antipov et al., 2016) and OPERA-MS (Bertrand et al., 2019).  

As with all sections mentioned so far, assembly is an area of much research and thus the 
recommendations provided here should serve as a suitable starting point for interested users.  

Table 4-11. Summary of Approaches Available for Read Assembly. 
Approach Strengths of Approach Weaknesses of Approach 

Short read assembly The majority of existing assemblers and 
metagenomic tools have been designed with 
short reads in mind. 
Key tools: 

• MEGAHIT: fast, deals with uneven 
depth, appropriate for metagenomics.  

• metaSPAdes: accurate, generates 
scaffolds and thus can generate larger 
genome fragments. 

 

Short reads are often unable to 
assemble repeat rich regions due 
to ambiguity in the de Bruijn graph.  
Key tools:  

• MEGAHIT: does not 
generate scaffolds.  

• metaSPAdes: slow and 
computationally 
expensive.  

 
 

Long read assembly Long reads can span difficult to assemble 
regions and thus can provide large assemblies.  
Key tools: 

• metaFlye: fast and expansive, options 
include advanced plasmid recovery.  

• Canu: produces highly accurate 
assemblies with error corrections. 
Assembly is highly customizable.  

Long reads are a relatively new 
technology; best practices are still 
emerging. Error-rate can impact 
downstream analyses.  
Key tools: 

• metaFlye: has been 
shown to be less accurate 
in some cases.  

• Canu: extremely 
computationally intensive. 
Using advanced options 
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require expertise or 
research.  

 
 

Hybrid assembly Combines the accuracy of short reads with the 
ability of long reads to span regions that are 
difficult to assemble with short reads. Can 
provide large, accurate assemblies. 
Key tools: 

• HybridSPAdes: produces long and 
accurate assemblies  

• OPERA-MS: produces long and 
accurate assemblies, designed for 
metagenomes, and includes a pseudo-
binning step for genome recovery. 
Allows choice of short read assembler.  

Requires sequencing on both short 
and long read platforms, which can 
be prohibitively expensive.  
Key tools: 

• HybridSPAdes: because it 
starts with metaSPAdes, it 
is slower. It was also not 
designed with 
metagenomics in mind.  
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CHAPTER 5 

Case Studies Demonstrating the Application of NGS 
Technologies to Study Water and Wastewater 

5.1 Overview 
NGS has been applied in many innovative ways to address challenges faced by water utilities 
and to answer questions of great importance to improving water, wastewater, and reuse design 
and management. The breadth of applications of NGS in the water and wastewater industry 
were described in detail in Chapter 2. The research team has further developed a suite of case 
studies to exhibit key field-scale applications of NGS and demonstrate their relevance to 
answering questions relevant to particularly pressing challenges to the water industry. The 
following five case studies are presented in this chapter: 

(1) Pathogens in simulated reclaimed water distribution systems identifying pathogens,  

(2) Profiling antimicrobial resistance in surface water 

(3) Pathogen screening using 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing in environments impacted 
by extreme flooding events 

(4) Aerosolization of Viruses and Associated Risks at Wastewater Treatment Plants 

(5) Functional application of metagenomics in wastewater 

5.2 Case Study #1: Pathogens in Simulated Reclaimed Water 
Distribution Systems  
This work is described in additional detail in Ghosh et al., (2021). 

 

Detecting and quantifying pathogens in environmental samples can be particularly 
challenging due to their low abundances and the large numbers of previously uncharacterized 
bacteria that reside in environmental niches. This case study demonstrates that NGS 
targeting the metagenome coupled with an in-house pathogen quantification pipeline 
leveraging UniRef90 gene-family annotation by HUMAnN3 can be used to track changes in 
relative and absolute abundances of a broad range of pathogens in environmental water and 
biofilm samples. A major strength of this method is its ability to compare across multiple 
samples and accurately estimate changes in pathogen abundances. The NGS-based method 
described here can potentially be extended to quantify water-borne pathogens from diverse 
environmental sample, including drinking water or wastewater or the natural environment. 
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5.2.1 Introduction  
Pathogenic microbes can evade removal during water and wastewater treatment and 
proliferate in distribution systems, as in the case of drinking or reclaimed water (Garner et al., 
2018b; Savin et al., 2020; Waak et al., 2019). Culturing followed by enumeration of indicator 
bacteria, the fecal coliforms, has been the method of choice for tracking pathogens in the water 
industry. However, this approach has a significant drawback: enumeration of indicator bacteria 
may miss some pathogens, particularly pathogens not of fecal origin (Harwood et al., 2005). 
Non-fecal OPs, including Pseudomonas spp., Legionella spp. and non-tuberculosis mycobacteria 
(NTM), are emerging as major concerns in distribution system pipes and in house-hold 
plumbing (Falkinham et al., 2015). Culture-based assays and molecular methods, for example, 
qPCR, can be used to detect and quantify diverse target pathogens (Li et al., 2019a, 2015; Wang 
et al., 2012; Whiley and Taylor, 2016). However, culture-based assays are time intensive and 
developing and testing qPCR assays for different pathogens can be challenging.  

NGS approaches targeting the metagenome provide a means of sequencing genetic material 
from all microorganisms, including potential pathogens. Many relevant taxonomic and 
functional markers can be captured, rather than just relying on the sequencing of a single 
housekeeping gene, such as the 16S rRNA gene. Representative strains of most pathogens have 
been subject to WGS, and thus it is possible to compare metagenomic sequences to these to 
identify pathogen markers. However, most publicly-available platforms act to annotate the 
whole microbial community, and not just pathogens. In addressing this challenge, an in-house 
metagenome-derived pathogen quantification pipeline was developed leveraging UniRef90 
gene-family annotation by HUMAnN2/HUMAnN3, abbreviated henceforth as the “pathogen 
quantification pipeline” (Beghini et al., 2020; Franzosa et al., 2018) github.com/sudeshna-
ghosh/Pathogen-fluctuations).  

The pathogen quantification pipeline was validated against a mock community spiked into 
samples and independent measurement of targets via qPCR (Ghosh et al., in review). The in-
house pathogen quantification pipeline was able to better estimate changes in abundance of 
pathogens between samples compared to two other available taxonomic annotation pipelines 
MetaPhlAn2 (Truong et al., 2015) and Kraken2 (Wood et al., 2019). The goal of this case study is 
to demonstrate the feasibility of using metagenomic NGS coupled with an in-house pathogen 
quantification pipeline to quantify and estimate changes in relative and absolute abundances of 
about forty water-borne pathogenic genera in reclaimed water distribution systems (RWDSs).  

5.2.2 Methods 
The persistence and re-growth of multiple pathogens were evaluated in six simulated RWDSs 
described in detail by Zhu et al. (Zhu et al., 2020a, 2020b). The RWDSs were fed WWTP effluent, 
collected from a local treatment plant in Virginia, USA, treated with or without BAC-filtration, 
followed by one of three secondary disinfectant conditions: chlorination, chloramination, or no 
disinfectant, and run in parallel. Replicate water quality and microbiological samplings were 
carried throughout the distribution system from water and pipe biofilm at different water ages 
and at different points in time. Results described here are specifically from samples collected 
during the 30°C run of the RWDSs (Zhu et al., 2020a). Sample processing, DNA extraction, 
metagenomic sequencing and data analysis methods are described in Table 5-1. Details about 
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available pathogen databases and list of pathogens tested are available at 
github.com/sudeshna-ghosh/Pathogen-fluctuations. 

Table 5-1. NGS Methodologies Applied in Case Study #1. 
Procedure Component Approach/Description Reference 

Source Simulated Reclaimed Water Distribution System  
Sample Concentration Bulk water and pipe biofilm samples were collected from a 

simulated RWDS  
(Zhu et al., 
2020a) 

Nucleic Acid Extraction FastDNA® SPIN Kit (MP Biomedical, Inc., Solon, OH) and FastPrep® 
Instrument (MP Biomedical, Inc., Solon, OH) 

 

Sequencing Approach Metagenome sequencing   
Library Preparation Nextera XT DNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina, USA). Note: the method 

has also been tested on libraries prepared using the Nextera Mate 
Pair Library Prep Kit (Illumina, USA) 

 

Sequencing 
Platform/Configuration 

Illumina HiSeq 2500 rapid run mode with 2×100 bp pair-ended 
reads and the Illumina NextSeq with 100 bp pair-ended reads. 
Note: the method has also been tested on reads from Illumina 
NovaSeq 6000 S1 system with pair-ended 2 × 150 bp flow cells 

 

Sequencing Coverage   
Data Analysis pipelines HUMAnN3, https://github.com/sudeshna-ghosh/Pathogen-

fluctuations 
(Beghini et al., 
2020; Ghosh et 
al., 2021) 

Annotation Database(s) UniRef90, the ‘unique to genus’ pathogen database in 
https://github.com/sudeshna-ghosh/Pathogen-fluctuations 

(Ghosh et al., 
2021; Suzek et 
al., 2007) 

 
5.2.3 Results 
Several pathogenic genera, including fecal and non-fecal pathogens, were detected in the 
RWDSs (Figure 5-1a showing pathogenic genera from two individual samples at the stated 
conditions). These include fecal pathogens, Aeromonas, Citrobacter, Enterobacter, Escherichia, 
Klebsiella, Providencia, Salmonella and Vibrio spp. and non-fecal pathogens, Acinetobacter, 
Burkholderia, Chryseobacterium, Elizabethkingia, Haemophilus, Legionella, Pseudomonas, 
Staphylococcus, Stenotrophomonas and Streptococcus spp. along with mycobacteria, 
Mycobacterium, Mycolicibacterium, Mycolicibacter and Mycobacteroides spp. (the new 
mycobacteria genera are described in Gupta et al., 2018a). An analysis of all the samples 
collected during the 30°C run found that fecal pathogens are enriched and attenuated under 
conditions different from several of the non-fecal pathogens (Figure 5-1b). Notable among 
them were Legionella spp. and mycobacteria.  

Finally, the potential of metagenome sequencing in estimating changes in absolute abundance 
was demonstrated. Absolute abundances were computed from relative abundances by 
normalizing with corresponding relative abundances of 16S rRNA genes from metagenomic 
samples and then multiplying by 16S rRNA gene copy numbers enumerated via qPCR (Suzuki et 
al., 2000). The metagenome-derived absolute abundance quantifications were well correlated 
with qPCR (Nazarian et al., 2008; Radomski et al., 2010) of Legionella spp. and mycobacteria 
(Figure 5-2a-b).  
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Figure 5-1. Marker Genes for Pathogens Detected via NGS. 

(a) Relative abundances (copies per million) of marker genes of pathogens obtained using the in-house 
metagenome-derived pathogen quantification pipeline leveraging UniRef90 gene-family annotation by HUMAnN3. 

Two individual samples from the RWDSs with BAC-filtration+secondary chlorine residual treatment and BAC-
filtration+secondary chloramine residual treatment are shown. (b) Hierarchical clustering of relative abundances 
(copies per million) of pathogen marker genes across all 56 samples collected at 30°C. Pathogens were quantifies 

using the same pipeline. Pink – fecal pathogens. Dark blue – non-fecal pathogens. 
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Figure 5-2. Correlation Between Metagenome-derived Quantification of (a) Legionella spp. and (b) 
Mycolicibacterium spp. with qPCR of Legionella spp. and Mycobacteria, respectively. 

Metagenome-derived quantification is based on the in-house pathogen quantification pipeline leveraging UniRef 
gene-family annotation by HUMAnN. Note that mycobacteria qPCR covered four mycobacteria genera, 

Mycobacterium, Mycolicibacterium, Mycolicibacter and Mycobacteroides spp. with Mycolicibacterium spp. 
dominating the RWDSs. 

5.2.4 Conclusion 
This case study demonstrates the potential of metagenomic sequencing in detecting and 
quantifying relative and absolute abundances of pathogenic genera, including fecal and non-
fecal microorganisms, from water and biofilm samples from simulated RWDSs. While not 
validated, the pathogen quantification pipeline described here has the potential to estimate 
pathogen abundances at the species level.  

5.3 Case Study #2: Profiling Antimicrobial Resistance in Surface Water 
The full manuscript summarized in this case study has been published in Davis et al. (2020a). 

5.3.1 Introduction 
Environmental surveillance has been recognized by the World Health Organization as an 
essential means to understand the development, spread, and circulation of antibiotic resistance 
between humans, animals, food, and water networks (World Health Organization (WHO), 

Monitoring surface water for the dissemination of antibiotic resistance is essential for curbing 
the spread of resistance globally. Monitoring single bioindicators as a proxy for the total 
resistome, though, cannot resolve geographical differences in resistomes nor fully capture all 
clinically-relevant ARGs. This case study demonstrates that NGS approaches targeting 
metagenomes paired with publicly-available analysis pipelines such as MetaStorm and 
NanoARG, can be used to comprehensively track changes in relative abundance of all ARGs in 
anthropogenically impacted watersheds. This case study further demonstrates the ability of 
metagenomic assembly to illuminate the genetic context of clinically-relevant ARGs to aid in 
prioritizing mitigation efforts. The methods described here can be applied broadly to be 
included as in-depth complementary analyses to surface water monitoring programs globally. 
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2015). Surface waters are of interest because they act as both reservoirs, recipients, and 
pathways for the dissemination of ARGs and antibiotic resistant bacteria (ARB) from human and 
animal pollution (Amos et al., 2014; Marti et al., 2014). A particular focus has been paid to 
WWTPs as their variably treated effluents directly contribute to antibiotic resistance in 
receiving rivers (Bréchet et al., 2014; Cacace et al., 2019; Pruden et al., 2012). As a result, 
comprehensive watershed monitoring programs are currently being explored and implemented 
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Garland et al., 2019) and the Centers for Disease 
Control (Kirby, 2020) for tracking antibiotic resistance in aquatic environments. These 
monitoring programs, though, have been designed to implement the detection of indicator 
ARGs (sul1, intI1, blaKPC, tetA) using qPCR and culture targets (extended-spectrum beta-
lactamase (ESBL) E. coli) to act as proxies for total resistance levels in anthropogenically 
impacted environments. However, this approach has significant drawbacks as the abundance 
and diversity of environmental resistomes (i.e., the total ARGs in an environmental 
metagenome) is geographically dependent (Hendriksen et al., 2019) and may contain clinically 
relevant ARGs that will go undetected relying on single target bioindicators.  

Targeting the entire metagenome using NGS approaches allows for the simultaneous detection 
of all ARGs in a resistome as well as the genetic context in which they are present (i.e., their 
association with MGEs and human pathogens) by sequencing the genetic material from entire 
environmental samples. This contextualization can allow for the identification of high-priority 
resistance determinants for prioritization of mitigation efforts (e.g., more advanced wastewater 
treatment). This comprehensive and high-throughput approach to environmental resistome 
monitoring also circumvents primer biases introduced by qPCR, as many ARGs are continuously 
mutating, obsoleting published primers (Crossette et al., 2021). The goal of this case study is to 
demonstrate the feasibility of using metagenomics to comprehensively estimate the abundance 
and diversity of surface water resistomes as well as provide genetic context to clinically relevant 
ARGs.  

5.3.2 Methods 
5.3.2.1 Sample Collection and Processing 
Bulk water samples were taken from three different watersheds with varying degrees of human 
development in Puerto Rico 6 months after Hurricane Maria (Davis et al., 2020a). The sampling 
strategy was designed to highlight the gradient of anthropogenic stress being enacted on the 
rivers as they flowed through residential areas, and eventually were mixed with treated 
wastewater. Samples were taken from far upstream pristine samples that had little to no 
human impact, residential samples where urban development was dense, directly downstream 
of discharged wastewater, and then the WWTP influent and effluents themselves. Water 
samples were filter concentrated on 0.22 µm filters until clogging and the cells remaining on 
the filters were DNA extracted using the FastDNA Spin kit for Soil (Table 5-2). 

5.3.2.2 Metagenomic Sequencing and Bioinformatics  
DNA extracts were sent to Diversigen, Inc. (Houston, TX) where samples were sequenced on an 
Illumina NovaSeq 6000 with a 2 x 150 bp strategy (Table 1). For short-read quality trimming, 
read alignment, and assembly, raw sequencing data were uploaded to the publicly available 
metagenomic analysis platform, MetaStorm (Arango-Argoty et al., 2016). MetaStorm uses a 
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suite of commonly used bioinformatic software such as Trimmomatic for quality filtering and 
read trimming (Bolger et al., 2014), Vsearch for paired-end read merging (Rognes et al., 2016), 
DIAMOND for read alignment to protein sequence databases (Buchfink et al., 2014), Bowtie2 
for alignment to 16S rRNA databases (Langmead Ben and Steven, 2013), and IDBA-UD for de-
novo assembly (Peng et al., 2012). The quality filtered short-reads were queried against the 
Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (CARD; v2.0.1) using DIAMOND and normalized 
to the number of 16S rRNA reads per sample (Li et al., 2015b). Assembled metagenomic contigs 
resulting from IDBA-UD were downloaded from MetaStorm and uploaded to NanoARG 
(Arango-Argoty et al., 2019), a publicly available platform for long-read and contig annotation. 
Contigs were annotated against CARD, a MGE database, and assigned taxonomy with 
Centrifuge (Kim et al., 2016) for ARG contextualization.  

 Table 5-2. NGS Methodologies Applied in Case Study #2. 
Component Approach/Description Reference 

Source Surface Water  
Sample Concentration Membrane Filtration (0.22 µm 

mixed-cellulose ester filters) 
(APHA, 2017) 

Nucleic Acid Extraction FastDNA Spin Kit for Soil (MP Bio) (Li et al., 2018) 
Sequencing Approach Metagenomic Sequencing  (Garner et al., 2016; Lee et al., 

2020) 
Library Preparation NexteraXT DNA Library Prep kit (Bowers et al., 2015) 
Sequencing Platform/Configuration NovaSeq 6000; 2x150 bp; ~10 

Gb/sample 
 

Sequencing Coverage 
[mean±standard deviation (range)] 

40,722,025±6,521,266 (26,358,963-
2,434,282) 

 

Data Analysis MetaStorm (Arango-Argoty et al., 2016) 
Annotation Database(s) CARD, MetaStorm MGEs (Alcock et al., 2020; Arango-Argoty 

et al., 2019) 
 
5.3.3 Results 
A total of 816 unique ARGs were detected across all samples that encompassed 18 different 
classes of antibiotics. The most abundant classes were the multidrug, aminoglycosides, beta-
lactams, and macrolide-lincosamide-streptogramin (MLS) genes (Figure 5-3). There was a 
significant difference in total relative abundance depending on the location within each 
watershed (ANOVA, p = 6.4e-5), and a significant increase in abundance between ‘Residential’ 
samples and samples directly ‘Downstream’ of WWTP discharge sites (TukeyHSD, p<0.05). This 
indicates that WWTPs in these catchments are directly responsible for the enrichment of the 
resistome with emphasis of the aminoglycoside, beta-lactam, and MLS antibiotic classes, many 
of which are clinically-relevant.  
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Figure 5-3. Relative Abundance of ARGs across Locations within Each River System 

ARGs are Broken Down into their Respective Antibiotic Classes. MLS= Macrolide-Lincosamide-Streptogramin. 
Source: Reprinted with permission from Davis, B.C., Riquelme, M.V., Ramirez-toro, G., Bandaragoda, C., Garner, E., 

Rhoads, W.J., Vikesland, P., Pruden, A., 2020a. Demonstrating an Integrated Antibiotic Resistance Gene 
Surveillance Approach in Puerto Rican Watersheds Post-Hurricane Maria. Environ. Sci. Technol. 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.est.0c05567. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. 
 

Analyzing the assembled contigs that contained an ARG (256,614 contigs) revealed that only a 
small minority were co-occurring with MGEs but were responsive to anthropogenic stress or 
pollution. The average mobility incidence was calculated as the number of co-occurrences of 
ARGs with MGEs on an assembled contig as a percentage of all occurrences of that ARG in the 
contig library (Ju et al., 2019) (Figure 5-4). The results indicate that mobile beta-lactam and 
aminoglycoside ARGs were being introduced into rivers not only from WWTPs, but also from 
surrounding residential areas. These beta-lactam ARGs were of particular concern as they 
belonged to the ESBL and carbapenamase groups and were taxonomically associated with 
Enterobacteriaceae, a critical pairing according to the WHO’s priority list of resistant pathogens. 
For example, the Klebsiella-pneumoniae-carbapenamase (KPC-2) co-occurs with an ISKpn6-like 
transposase on a contigs assigned to Klebsiella pneumoniae that has been traversing North and 
South American clinics (Belder et al., 2017) being emitted from WWTPs across Puerto Rico, 
albeit these represented a small minority of taxonomically assigned ARG contigs (6 out of 
62,545 contigs). 
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Figure 5-4. Average Mobility Incidence of ARGs Across Locations within Each River System. 

Source: Reprinted with permission from Davis, B.C., Riquelme, M.V., Ramirez-toro, G., Bandaragoda, C., Garner, E., 
Rhoads, W.J., Vikesland, P., Pruden, A., 2020a. Demonstrating an Integrated Antibiotic Resistance Gene 

Surveillance Approach in Puerto Rican Watersheds Post-Hurricane Maria. Environ. Sci. Technol. 
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.est.0c05567. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. 

 

5.3.4 Conclusion 
This case study demonstrates the ability of metagenomic sequencing and analysis to detect and 
quantify a large number of ARGs simultaneously to illuminate the impacts that anthropogenic 
stressors, including WWTP discharge, have on surface water environments. This case study also 
demonstrates the ability of metagenomic assembly to aid in providing useful contextualization 
of these ARGs that have direct consequences in clinical medicine. The analysis of contig libraries 
highlights the novel utility of metagenomic assembly techniques in illuminating otherwise 
undetectable mobile ARGs here that were unique to the region and responsive to point source 
and non-point source pollution. 

5.4 Case Study #3: Pathogen Screening using 16S rRNA Gene Amplicon 
Sequencing in Environments Impacted by Extreme Flooding Events 
The full manuscript summarized in this case study has been published in (Keenum et al., 2021). 

In order to demonstrate the efficacy of utilizing NGS to identify pathogen targets, 16S rRNA 
sequencing was applied as well as qPCR, PCR, culture, and microscopy methods to six water 
systems in Puerto Rico. This diverse array of methods enabled us to screen for potential 
presence of pathogens, quantifying gene markers for Legionella pneumophila, 
Mycobacterium avium, Cryptosporidium parvum, Giardia lamblia, Leptospira spp., Escherichia 
coli, Salmonella spp., Enterococcus, and Shiga toxin-producing E. coli. Detection limits were 
compared across the different methods. Additionally, 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing and 
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subsequently QIIME2, an open access pipeline for taxonomic profiling of microbial 
communities, were applied to examine water systems for the entire World Health 
Organization global list of priority pathogens as well as the overall taxonomy of the systems. 
Using both NGS and qPCR enabled us to estimate detection limits and the sensitivity of 
amplicon sequencing as a pathogen screening method. 

 
5.4.1 Introduction 
As the frequency and intensity of hurricanes and other storms increase (Balaguru et al., 2016; 
Lugo, 2000), Puerto Rico and other communities around the world face pressure to efficiently 
and effectively respond to natural disasters. Natural disasters such as hurricanes and extreme 
flooding events can cause widespread contamination of drinking water systems (George et al., 
2019; Ratnapradipa et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2018). Understanding which pathogens drinking 
water systems are susceptible to, as well as identifying system characteristics that make them 
more vulnerable to service disruption and contamination, is critical to prepare for future 
events. The U.S. CDC has highlighted specific fecal pathogens of concern following hurricanes, 
such as Cryptosporidium parvum, Giardia lamblia, and Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli 
(CDC, 2019), while Salmonella typhimurium has also been identified as a concern for flooded 
groundwater systems (Yard et al., 2014). The recommended methods of detection for these 
organisms is culture and microscopy, but these methods are extremely time consuming and can 
only search for the target organism. The CDC has further identified the OP, Legionella, and the 
zoonotic pathogen, Leptospira, to also be of concern following storms (CDC, 2019). Current 
guidance tends to be focused on fecal pathogens and the extent to which storms should elevate 
concerns about opportunistic or zoonotic pathogens is not clear (Cassell et al., 2018; Garcia-
Vidal et al., 2013; Hicks et al., 2007).  

Utilizing a non target approach for detecting pathogens in drinking waters after a hurricane, the 
objective of this study was to investigate the efficacy of using 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing, 
to profile bacterial community composition and identify the potential presence of pathogens in 
hurricane impacted drinking water systems. In order to validate this method of pathogen 
detection, culture, PCR and microscopy were also applied. The findings aid in identifying 
vulnerabilities of drinking water systems to pathogen intrusion and proliferation in the face of 
major disruptive events and also inform improved strategies for preparedness, assessment, 
response, and recovery for future storms.  

5.4.2 Methods 
5.4.2.1 Sample Collection for Molecular Analysis 
Six small volunteer- operated and one large municipally operated system were sampled in 
March 2018. Systems were selected to represent a cross section of source waters (labeled S: 
surface water, or G: groundwater), treatment approaches (C: chlorination, B: both filtration and 
chlorination, P: PRASA system with coagulation, flocculation, sedimentation, and chlorination), 
and distinct recovery experiences after the hurricane. Samples collected for molecular analyses, 
which are less time sensitive and higher throughput than culture and microscopy-based 
methods, enabled a more thorough source-to-tap investigation. “Untreated” water was 
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collected at the source or after flushing outlets to steady temperature before treatment. First 
flush “Distribution System” samples were collected from outdoor taps at 1-10 resident homes 
within each system to represent water delivered to homes. “Post-Chlorination” treated water 
samples were collected at flushed outlets immediately after water treatment. All water samples 
were collected in 2-L sterile polypropylene bottles. After mixing and removing an aliquot for 
water quality analysis, 48 mg of filter-sterilized aqueous sodium thiosulfate solution was added 
to quench disinfectant residuals. For comparison to microscopic detection of Cryptosporidium 
(described above), a duplicate 100-L ultrafilter sample was collected in parallel. Backwashed 
eluent was filter-concentrated onto a 1.2-μm filter pore-size mixed-cellulose ester filters 
(Millipore).  

Samples were transported on ice to the lab, where they were filtered onto 0.22-μm pore-size 
mixed-cellulose ester filters (Millipore, Billerica, MA) until clogging (250 mL – 2 L). Biofilm 
samples were collected from the inner wall of pipes and/or outlets using sterile cotton swabs 
and a uniform swabbing pattern at the same locations as the water samples for molecular 
analysis. Applicator tips were detached and placed directly into DNA extraction lysing matrix 
tubes and transported back to the lab on ice. Field and trip blank samples consisted of 
autoclaved water generated in the lab and transported in the field, with the field blank being 
open during sampling and the trip blank remaining closed. Blank water samples were processed 
in parallel with the field samples in the lab. 

Filters and swabs were stored at -20 °C in 50% high-purity ethanol (Fisher Scientific), 50% 
ultrapure water (Fisher Scientific), prior to being transported to Virginia Tech (~18 hours) on ice 
and stored at -20 °C until further processing. DNA extraction for bacterial analyses was carried 
out on fragmented filters and swabs using the Fast DNA SPIN Kit for Soil (MP Biomedicals, 
Solon, OH) according to the manufacturer protocol. DNA extraction for ultrafilter samples was 
carried out using the same commercial kit after lysing cells with five sequential cycles of 
submersion for 1 minute in liquid nitrogen followed by 1 min in boiling water to maximize 
recovery of parasite DNA (Guy et al., 2003; Higgins et al., 2001). A DNA extraction blank was 
carried out on an empty tube for each batch of samples. A summary of NGS methodologies 
applied in this case study are outlined in Table 5-3 and discussed below.  

5.4.2.2 Sample Collection and Analysis for Culture, Filtration and Microscopy 
Samples of raw water before treatment (“untreated”) and at one outdoor hose-bib sample 
(flushed “distribution system”) were collected from each small system for culture analysis of 
total coliforms, fecal coliforms and E.coli utilizing Standard Method 9222, media and incubation 
procedures (Rice et al., 2012). One-liter grab samples were collected into sterile bottles pre-
dosed with 0.08 mL of a 3% filter-sterilized sodium -thiosulfate solution, after flushing as 
indicated by steady temperatures (<0.1 °C change/60 seconds). Per this method, if samples did 
not contain any culturable TC, they were not measured for FC or E. coli. Enumeration to log 
density was determined by presence/absence in 10-fold serial dilutions. Ten additional one-liter 
samples were collected and analyzed for Salmonella spp. by an adaptation of Standard 
Methods described in Herson et al. (2005) To combine the samples, all 10 bottles were filter-
concentrated onto a 0.45-μm pore size Gelman filter and the filter was placed in 100 mL of TET 
media for enrichment prior to quantification (Minnigh H.A., 2006).  
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Microscopic analysis for detection of Cryptosporidium oocysts and Giardia cysts requires 
ultrafiltration of large volumes of water and thus was applied only to water immediately before 
treatment and one distribution system point for each site. Approximately 250-L of flushed water 
was filtered onto a 1-µm ultrafilter (Pall Envirocheck, Ann Arbor, MI). Organisms from the ultrafilter 
were resuspended in 500 mL of tween80 (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) by backwashing the 
filter. Cryptosporidium and Giardia were detected in the backwash eluent after concentration 
through centrifugation, immunomagnetic separation, and immunofluorescence assay 
microscopy using EPA method 1623 (U.S. EPA, 2005). 

5.4.2.3 16S rRNA Gene Amplicon Sequencing 
All DNA extracts were amplified via PCR targeting the V4 and V5 regions of the 16S rRNA gene 
following the online Earth Microbiome Project protocol using barcoded primers (515F/926R) 
(Masella et al., 2012). Triplicate PCR products for each sample were composited and purified 
using a QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Sequencing was performed by the 
Biocomplexity Institute of Virginia Genomic Sequencing Center (Blacksburg, VA) on an Illumina 
MiSeq with V3 2x300 paired end cycles. Reads were analyzed using the QIIME2 pipeline (Bolyen 
et al., 2018). All singleton reads and chimeric sequences were removed using DADA2 and OTU 
tables were generated at 97% similarity for analysis using VSEARCH (Callahan et al., 2016; 
Rognes et al., 2016). Taxonomy was classified using the Greengenes (May 2013 release) 
database (DeSantis et al., 2006). Samples were rarefied to 4,049 reads to minimize the impact 
of uneven sequencing depth for the purpose of statistical comparison. Field, filtration, DNA 
extraction blanks, and at least one PCR blank per lane were included in the analysis. Jackknifed 
beta diversity analysis was performed to calculate unweighted UniFrac distance matrices for 
the comparison of sample taxonomic similarity (Lozupone et al., 2011). Raw reads have been 
submitted to NCBIs BioProject PRJNA564042.  

5.4.2.4 PCR and qPCR 
All water and biofilm samples were analyzed by qPCR for Legionella spp. (23S rRNA), L. 
pneumophila (mip), Mycobacterium spp. (16S rRNA), M. avium (16S rRNA), and total bacteria 
(16S rRNA) gene copies (gc) using previously-reported methods (Juretschko et al., 1998; Lane et 
al., 1985; Nazarian et al., 2008; Radomski et al., 2010; Wilton and Cousins, 1992). Gene copies 
were quantified on a CFX96 Real Time System (BioRad, Hercules, CA) from DNA extracts in 
triplicate reactions with 10-fold serial dilutions of synthetic DNA standards (G-blocks, IDT, 
Coralville, IA) and non-template controls on each run. The quantification limit for each assay 
ranged from 10 gc/reaction (16S rRNA, L. pneumophila) to 100 gc/reaction (M. avium, 
Mycobacterium spp., Legionella spp.). All qPCR data are reported as log10. Samples were also 
analyzed by PCR (detect/non-detect) for pathogenic Leptospira (hap1), S. typhimurium (invA), 
Shiga toxins 1 and 2 (stx1 and stx2), C. parvum (18S rRNA), and G. lamblia (heat shock protein 
70) (Abbaszadegan et al., 1993; Johnson et al., 1995). Field, filtration, DNA extraction, and a 
reaction blank were included in all PCR/qPCR runs. The optimal dilution for minimizing PCR 
inhibition was identified by performing a dilution series with positive control spikes on every 
sample. Ideal dilutions ranged from 1:1 – 1:20 for water or biofilm and 1:50 for ultrafiltered 
samples.  
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Table 5-3. NGS Methodologies Applied in Case Study #3. 
Procedure Component Approach/Description Reference 

Source Drinking Water  
Sample Concentration Membrane Filtration onto 0.22-μm pore-size mixed-

cellulose ester filters 
 

Nucleic Acid Extraction Fast DNA Spin Kit for Soil  
Sequencing Approach Amplicon sequencing targeting 16S rRNA genes  
Library Preparation PCR targeting the V4 and V5 regions of the 16S rRNA 

gene following the online Earth Microbiome Project 
protocol using barcoded primers (515F/926R) 

(Gilbert et al., 2014; 
Masella et al., 2012) 

Sequencing 
Platform/Configuration 

Illumina MiSeq with V3 2x300 paired end cycles  

Data Analysis Reads were analyzed using the QIIME2 pipeline. All 
singleton reads and chimeric sequences were removed 
using DADA2 and OTU tables were generated at 97% 
similarity for analysis using VSEARCH.  

Qiime2: (Bolyen et 
al., 2018) 
Dada2:(Callahan et 
al., 2016) 
Vsearch:(Rognes et 
al., 2016) 

Sequencing Coverage 
[mean±standard deviation 
(range)] 

95,124±89,277 
(3,900-60,3137) 

 

Annotation Database(s) Greengenes (May 2013 release)  (DeSantis et al., 
2006). 

 
5.4.3 Results 
16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing was highly consistent with qPCR-based methods, proving 
to be a useful non-target broad level screen for potential pathogens, such as Legionella spp., 
Mycobacterium spp., and Leptospira spp., yielding results congruent with the more sensitive 
and pathogen-specific qPCR assays (Figure 5-5). Accordingly, amplicon sequencing identified 
other potential pathogens of concern that were not directly targeted by the other methods, 
including Acinetobacter spp., Burkholderia spp. Pseudomonas spp., Streptococcus spp., 
Staphylococcus spp., and Ralstonia spp. Detection of Burkholderia spp. is noteworthy, as this 
genus is known to contain OPs that are problematic in warmer climates (Inglis et al., 2000; 
Mayo et al., 2011). However, it is critical to recognize that this method does not have the 
resolution to confirm these detections truly correspond to pathogens. Taxonomic resolution of 
amplicon sequencing is at best at the family-, and sometimes genus-, level (Johnson et al., 
2019). In such cases that a potential pathogen is identified by amplicon sequencing, a more 
specific, targeted method would be needed to confirm. In a disaster-response scenario, it 
would be critical to follow up on such preliminary detections with culture-based testing. While 
amplicon sequencing could prove useful for screening opportunistic and zoonotic pathogens, it 
fell short in terms of predicting fecal-associated pathogens.  

Detection of the family Enterobacteriaceae was consistent with detection of Salmonella and E. 
coli by culture-based methods, but resolution was not possible at the genus-level. Given that 
fecal contamination is a vital concern following major storms, a recommended first step is 
intensifying traditional TC and FC monitoring, for which methods are widely-available, 
standardized, and relatively cost-effective.  
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Figure 5-5. Screening 16S rRNA Gene Amplicon Libraries for Detection of Taxonomic Groups Known to Contain 

Pathogens. 
 Heat map compares the relative abundance (% total OTUs) at the genus or family level. For this analysis, all 

amplicon sequencing libraries were pooled among samples representing each location (untreated, post-
chlorination, distribution system). Untreated biofilm samples were not be obtained for System SB2 (gray cells). 

Blank (white) cells indicate non-detection. Based on the rarefied library size of 4,049 reads, the estimated 
detection limit is 0.025% of the microbial community. **Previous untreated in System GC2 refers to the surface 

water source that was used immediately after Hurricane Maria before the generator was installed.  
Source: Reprinted with permission from Keenum, I., Medina, M.C., Garner, E., Pieper, K.J., Blair, M.F., Milligan, E., 
Pruden, A., Ramirez-Toro, G., Rhoads, W.J., 2021. Source-to-Tap Assessment of Microbiological Water Quality in 

Small Rural Drinking Water Systems in Puerto Rico Six Months After Hurricane Maria. Environ. Sci. Technol. 
acs.est.0c08814. https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.est.0c08814. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society. 

 
5.4.3.1 A Hierarchy of Complementary Methods for Comprehensive Pathogen Surveillance 
Given that the aim of this study was to broadly screen for as many storm-relevant pathogens as 
possible, a purely culture-based approach would have severely limited the scope of this study. 
Species-level resolution is adequate to confirm some pathogens (Figure 5-6), such as was the 
case for the PCR/qPCR assays employed here targeting L. pneumophila, M. avium, G. lamblia, 
Salmonella spp., and C. parvum, while strain-level resolution is required for others, such as E. 
coli. For this reason, virulence-specific genes of L. pneumophila (mip), E. coli (stx1, stx2), S. 
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typhimurium (invA) and Leptospira (hap1) were targeted via qPCR to increase confidence in 
detection of virulent strains. Overall, there was a higher frequency of target pathogen detection 
by PCR/qPCR than via amplicon sequencing, which is consistent with the very low detection 
limit of qPCR.  

The comprehensive culture, qPCR, microscopy, and amplicon sequencing approach applied here 
is not likely practical for rapid testing of the water following a natural disaster. However, the 
results of this study provide insight into how these tools may be applied in a strategic fashion to 
first screen, and then zoom in on potential pathogens of concern.  

 

 
Figure 5-6. 16S rRNA Amplicon Sequencing Results in Rural Water Systems. 

Congruence between 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing and qPCR results where 100 indicates full agreement 
between the two measurements and -100 indicates a discrepancy in results. 

5.4.4 Conclusion 
Utilizing a NGS approach in addition to culture and qPCR enabled the broad detection of World 
Health Organization pathogens associated with water as well as the detection of specific 
pathogens of interest. While 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing does not provide species level 
identification of pathogens, in many cases this is not needed as entire genera or families 
contain widespread pathogens. This approach, in conjunction with qPCR and culture methods 
can ensure that all pathogens in a system have been investigated and should be applied 
periodically in disturbed systems to assess if the pathogens and taxonomy present are shifting 
as drinking water systems continue to experience disruptions. The novelty of this approach is 
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that it would enable a high-level screening of pathogens in a drinking water system, thus 
enabling further assessment into pathogens of interest.  

5.5 Case Study #4: Aerosolization of Viruses and Associated Risks at 
Wastewater Treatment Plants 

 
5.5.1 Introduction 
Wastewater treatment is a fundamental aspect of public health protection; WWTPs are 
designed to reduce the number of pathogens, including viruses, that are released via 
wastewater effluent into the receiving environment. Untreated wastewater also represents one 
of the most diverse viral metagenomes that has been studied (Cantalupo et al., 2011). Viral 
nucleic acids have been detected at multiple points throughout the treatment process, 
including the effluent (Tamaki et al., 2012). Wastewater produces bioaerosols (microorganisms 
attached to water or dust that disseminate in air), which can affect the health of WWTP 
employees (Divizia et al., 2008; Korzeniewska, 2011; Lee et al., 2016). Viruses detected in 
wastewater include those that are known to infect humans, including human adenovirus, 
Norwalk virus, human papillomavirus and human polyomavirus (Cantalupo et al., 2011). While 
it is likely that viral particles pose a public health risk, there are no regulations or protective 
measures in place. 

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the feasibility of using NGS to identify all viruses 
that become aerosolized during the wastewater treatment process and potentially pose a risk 
to those likely to be exposed (i.e., WWTP operators or downwind populations). This study will 
also demonstrate the use of NGS results in construction of a QMRA model; this model will 
provide guidelines to allow informed personal protective equipment decisions on an individual 
basis based on characteristics of a WWTP.  

5.5.2 Methods 
Simultaneous 24-hour composite samples of wastewater and air will be collected from two 
locations within the WWTP most likely to generate aerosols (Korzeniewska, 2011), near the 
influent and aeration basins. Wastewater samples (1 L) will be collected using ISCO 6712 
Portable Sampler and air samples will be collected using InnovaPrep ACD-200 Bobcat sampler 
at 200 L/min (1 min on, 1 min off) for a total of ~288 m3 air. Samples are to be collected every 
two weeks for the duration of the year to address seasonal differences in water and air viral 
communities. Meteorological conditions will also be measured, including wind speed, wind 
direction, temperature, relative humidity and solar radiation. 

Metagenomic sequencing of both DNA and RNA viruses will identify all viruses are present in 
wastewater and all viruses that become aerosolized during treatment. A yearlong sampling 
campaign will provide insight into seasonal variation in the generation of viral aerosols. 
Construction of a quantitative microbial risk assessment (QMRA) model based on NGS results 
will allow operators to input parameters pertaining to the WWTP into the model to assess 
exposure to viral aerosols on an individual basis.  
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This study will investigate both DNA and RNA viral communities via NGS. Based on sequencing 
results, a QMRA model will be constructed for viruses of interest using number of reads. 
Construction of the QMRA requires epidemiological data (can be found on QMRAwiki.org), 
dose-response parameters (also found on QMRAwiki), and exposure parameters (to be 
determined from this study) to determine the associated risks with viral bioaerosols near the 
WWTP. A summary of NGS methodologies applied in this case study are outlined in Table 5-4. 

Table 5-4. NGS Methodologies Applied in Case Study #4. 

Procedure Component Wastewater Approach Air Approach Reference 

Source Wastewater (influent and 
aeration basin)  

Air near influent and aeration basin  

Sample Concentration Add MgCl2 
Adjust pH to 3-4 
0.45-µm filtration 

Sample onto dry 52 mm electret 
filter 
Elute into PBS 

(Ahmed et al., 
2020) 
(Raynor et al., 
2021) 

Nucleic Acid Extraction Extract viral DNA and RNA using Qiagen UltraSens Viral Kit  

Sequencing Approach Metagenomic sequencing  

Library Preparation ScriptSeq (RNA) and NEB DNA Prep  

Sequencing 
Platform/Configuration Illumina NextSeq 2x150 bp  

Sequencing Coverage 10M reads/sample  

Data Analysis 
Annotation Database(s) 

Homemade viruses dataset from University of Notre Dame (currently 
being validated) 

 

 
5.5.3 Results 
The findings of this case study will indicate all viruses found in wastewater and all viruses that 
become aerosolized and pose a potential public health risk. NGS results will specify the host 
distribution of viruses (i.e., bacteria, plant, animal or human); this will be used to determine 
which viruses infect humans and may pose a direct hazard to human health. Because NGS 
results indicate relative abundances of viruses, the QMRA model will be constructed based on 
the number of reads for a particular virus as a means of determining absolute risk. Overall, the 
QMRA model based on NGS results will provide a better understanding of which viruses 
become aerosolized during wastewater treatment and their associated risks, allowing the 
WWTP operators to make more informed decisions on personal protective measures. For 
example, WWTP operators will be able to assess exposure risks to a particular virus with and 
without wearing a mask.   

5.5.4 Conclusion 
Using NGS-based approaches in this case study will provide insight into viruses present during 
wastewater treatment and which viruses may be preferentially aerosolized due to treatment 
processes. NGS will provide a more complete picture of viral nucleic acids that are present in 

http://qmrawiki.org/
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wastewater and become aerosolized as compared to more targeted microbiological methods 
(e.g., qPCR). NGS used in conjunction with QMRA modelling will provide operators at WWTPs 
the capability to determine exposure risks to aerosolized viruses, allowing operators to make 
informed decisions about the use of personal protective equipment.  

5.6 Case Study #5: Functional Application of Metagenomics in 
Wastewater 

 
5.6.1 Introduction 
The utilization of NGS sequencing to survey the functional capabilities of drinking water, 
wastewater, and water reuse systems remains one of metagenomics’ applications with the 
largest potential for development. Thus far, few studies have fully leveraged functional based 
metagenomics within the drinking water and wastewater space and those that have commonly 
suffer from limited sample size (Chao et al., 2016; Reid et al., 2018), scope, and annotation 
quality. Most studies have primarily focused on activated sludge reactors and anaerobic 
digesters with very few focused on the interplay between treatment processes or more 
advanced water reuse trains. Experiments conducted in the Pruden lab focused on functionally 
assessing advanced water treatment trains intended for potable reuse, published in WRF 
Report (Pruden et al., 2020), and demonstrated the ability for NGS to shed light on metabolic 
functions of interests, specifically monooxygenase activity. These results showed enrichment of 
monooxygenase activity following ozonation with monooxygenase related genes experiencing 
peak relative abundances during biologically active carbon filtration. Though preliminary, the 
results speak to the efficacy of developing functionally related metagenomic pipelines for more 
in-depth surveying of water and wastewater-based systems, especially those employing 
biologically based treatment where most functional capabilities remain relatively ‘blackbox’. 
Future work looks to expand on these preliminary results by harnessing improvements in 
database annotation to further characterize important functional capabilities associated with 

A functional annotation pipeline, developed from the UniProt Knowledgebase Swiss-Prot 
database, was utilized to characterize, and compare the functional capacities present in the 
effluents of a WWTP and carbon-based advanced treatment train intended for potable reuse. 
Functional based metagenomics is a promising approach to better understand the underlying 
microbial interactions associated with treatment processes present in drinking water and 
wastewater treatment, especially those designed to either employ biological treatment or 
disinfection. Of all microbial methods, NGS technologies are best suited to assess complex, 
environmental communities as holistically as current technology allows. This is especially 
important when specific molecular markers are unavailable, or when too many exist. 
Currently, the greatest limitations to the application of these techniques are related to the 
cost of sequencing, required expertise, and underdeveloped annotation and analysis 
pipelines. Functional based metagenomics also suffers from a comparatively small amount of 
fundamental literature, as the technologies themselves are still being rapidly developed, and 
the extremely numerous potential applications. 
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the present microbial communities. Of particular interest are genes associated with nutrient 
cycling and metabolic functions, especially those linked to CEC degradation and biological 
removal of trace organic carbon compounds.  

The objective of the case study is to demonstrate the differences in select functional capacity 
between a wastewater’s denitrified secondary effluent (indicated as pilot influent) and the 
effluent of the advanced treatment train prior to disinfection, specifically after GAC contacting 
with an EBCT of 20 minutes (indicated as GAC low flow). 

5.6.2 Methods 
Bulk water samples were collected monthly at an advanced treatment train’s pilot influent, and 
GAC contactor effluent. A 1-liter sterile bottle, in triplicate, was filled at each sampling location 
within the treatment train and immediately stored onsite at 5 degrees Celsius. After all samples 
had been collected, they were transferred to a cooler and transported back to Virginia Tech on 
ice for processing. Microbial samples were then concentrated onto 0.22 µm mixed cellulose 
ester filters that were then folded into quarters, torn, and transferred to DNA extraction tubes 
and stored at -20 degrees Celsius. Exact sample volumes were recorded at the time of filtering. 
DNA was extracted for downstream analysis (FastDNA SPIN Kit for Soil, MP Biomedicals, Solon, 
OH). Samples were then mass normalized in house, before being submitted to the Scripps 
sequencing core for metagenomic analysis. Samples were sequenced using an Illumina NextSeq 
500 High Output (San Diego, CA) after being subjected to the NEB Ultra II DNA Library Prep kit 
for Illumina. Raw reads where then uploaded to Metastorm (Arango-Argoty et al., 2016) and 
annotated to the UniProt Knowledgebase Swiss-Prot database (UniProt) using the read-
matching pipeline. Annotated sequences where then imported into R-studio (RStudio Team, 
2019) and analyzed using several libraries including ggplot (Wickham, 2016), and vegan 
(Oksanen et al., 2022). Results from Uniprot were filtered for functional genes associated with 
bacterial communities, functional genes associated with ‘oxygenase’ activities, and finally any 
genes specifically associated with the ‘[GO:0004497] monooxygenase activity’. A summary of 
NGS methodologies applied in this case study are outlined in Table 5-5. 

Table 5-5. NGS Methodologies Applied in Case Study #5. 

Procedure Component Approach/Description Reference 

Source Wastewater’s denitrified secondary effluent (indicated as 
pilot influent) and the effluent of the advanced treatment 
train prior to disinfection, specifically after GAC contacting 
with an EBCT of 20 minutes (indicated as GAC20) 

 

Sample Concentration Triplicate, 1-liter bulk water samples. Microbial samples are 
concentrated onto 0.22 µm mixed cellulose ester filters that 
are then folded into quarters, torn, and transferred to DNA 
extraction tubes and stored at -20 degrees Celsius. 

 

Nucleic Acid Extraction FastDNA SPIN Kit for Soil (MP Biomedicals, 
Solon, OH) 

Sequencing Approach Metagenomic Sequencing 
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Library Preparation NEB Ultra II DNA Library Prep kit for Illumina. 
 

Sequencing 
Platform/Configuration 

Illumina NextSeq 500 High Output (San Diego, CA) 

Sequencing Coverage 2.1e7 ∓ 9.9e6 (4.4e7 to 1.2e7) 
 

Data Analysis Read-matching focused on functional genes 
 

Annotation Database(s) UniProt Knowledgebase Swiss-Prot, Metastorm (Arango-Argoty, 
2016; The UnitProt 
Consortium, 2019) 

 
5.6.3 Results 
Figure 5-7 graphically presents the bacterial community’s functional capacity, as determined by 
metagenomic sequencing, for samples that are representative of denitrified wastewater 
secondary effluent and the effluent of the advanced treatment train utilizing GAC contacting, 
prior to disinfection. From the NDMS plot, a distinct difference is seen between the two sample 
groups (ANOSIM, p-value < 0.05, r-stat = 0.994). This indicates that the functional genes present 
within the bacterial commutates are unique to those treatments, allowing for the utilization of 
different metabolic pathways, degradation mechanisms, stress responses, and other microbial 
functions. These unique functional potentials are also related to treatment performance where 
both sampling locations are known to provide different contaminant removal and intended 
treatment.  
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Figure 5-7. NDMS Plot of Bray-Curtis Dissimilarity Matrix for all Bacterially Associated Functional Genes.  

Samples are derived from a carbon-based advanced water treatment train including wastewater’s denitrified 
secondary effluent (indicated as pilot influent) and the effluent of the advanced treatment train prior to 

disinfection, specifically after GAC contacting. 
 
Figure  provides 16S rRNA normalized abundances of oxygenase related genes subset from the 
entire functional potential represented in Figure 5-7. Oxygenases are of particular interest due 
to their ability to facilitate compound degradation (Bai et al., 2013; Mason et al., 2014; Silva et 
al., 2013). They are comprised of enzymes that incorporate molecular oxygen into various 
organic and inorganic compounds resulting in energy metabolism, biosynthesis, compound 
transformation, and degradation of essential metabolites (Lennarz and Lane, 2013). 16S rRNA 
normalized abundances of oxygenase related gene copies were higher following biologically 
active filtration and GAC contacting than wastewater treatment. This indicates that biologically 
active filtration and GAC contacting can select for and stimulate positive selection of compound 
degrading functional genes. Further, variability within the filters (S02 through S12 vs S13 
through S17) seem to indicate that changes in operational conditions or water quality can 
impact the selection of functional genes.  
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Figure 5-8. Bar Plot of all Oxygenase Related Gene Abundances Normalized to 16S rRNA Gene Abundances.  
Samples are derived from a carbon-based advanced water treatment train including wastewater’s denitrified 

secondary effluent (indicated as pilot influent) and the effluent of the advanced treatment train prior to 
disinfection, specifically after GAC contacting. 

 
In addition to identifying characteristics associated with the entire functional profile (Figure 5-
7), and target gene groups of interest (Figure 5-8), functionally annotated metagenomics can 
also identify unique genes present within categories of interest. Figure 5-9 provides a Venn 
diagram of all unique genes associated with monooxygenase activities (GO:0004497) for each 
sample location. This data suggests that most monooxygenase related genes are shared 
between wastewater and GAC effluents. However, the latter does include more unique genes 
than wastewater effluent, indicating that not only are the 16S rRNA normalized abundances 
higher, but so is the presence of unique genes responsible for compound degradation and 
transformation.  
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Figure 5-9. Venn Diagram of all Unique Genes Associated with the ‘[GO:0004497] Monooxygenase Activity’ 

Functional Category at each Sampling Location. 
 
5.6.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, NGS-based approaches applied to functional metagenomics were able to 
distinguish differences between wastewater and advanced treatment effluents’ comprehensive 
functional capacities. Functional metagenomic analysis was also found to be flexible in its ability 
to assess groups and individual functional genes of interests. These results show promise in 
characterizing and optimizing complex biological processes, especially in wastewater and 
drinking water applications where biological process are often considered ‘blackbox’. Currently, 
conventional molecular methods (both culture and more conventional molecular methods) lack 
the ability to characterize complex environmental communities while NGS technologies allow 
for more comprehensive characterizations even in the absence of specific gene targets. 
Continued development of functionally focused metagenomic pipelines should ultimately allow 
for increased control and optimization of biological treatment processes in addition to better 
understanding the microbial dynamics present within them. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Validating Next-Generation Sequencing Techniques for 
Monitoring Water and Wastewater 

6.1 Overview and Approach 
A series of pilot-scale validation experiments were conducted to address key knowledge gaps 
needed to expand the application and consistency of NGS data produced for water and 
wastewater quality monitoring. The research team worked with utility partners to collect fresh 
wastewater samples that were promptly processed with uniform biological replication 
alongside experimental approaches at the forefront of environmental metagenomics research. 
In all, three individual experiments were performed to illustrate and explore key knowledge 
gaps in the field that address the application of experimental controls, the sensitivity of Illumina 
sequencing, and the fundamental effect of DNA extraction techniques on NGS data 
characteristics. The objectives, knowledge gaps, and experimental approaches that are covered 
in subsequent sections are outlined in Table 6-1.  

Table 6-1. Overview of Objectives and Experimental Approaches for NGS Validation Studies. 
Objective 
Number Knowledge Gap Approach 

1 Quantitative capacity of shotgun 
Illumina sequencing 

Spike internal DNA reference standards into replicate 
wastewater DNA extracts; assess the recovery of known 

reference concentrations  

2 Technical limitations of shotgun 
Illumina sequencing 

Serially-dilute internal DNA reference standards and 
spike into replicate wastewater DNA extracts; assess 

recovery of known reference concentrations as a 
function of dilution factor 

3 

Required sequencing depth per 
objective (antibiotic resistance, 

functional characterization, 
microbiome) 

Sequence single samples with ultra-deep approach; 
randomly subsample large metagenomes to generate 

rarefaction curves  

4 Effect of DNA extraction kit on NGS 
data (Illumina + Nanopore) produced 

Extract identical sets of wastewater samples with high- 
and low-molecular weight extraction kits; sequence sets 

on both Illumina and Nanopore platforms 

5 Comparability of short and long read 
data 

Sequence two identical sets of samples on both Illumina 
and Nanopore platforms 

 

6.2 Experiment 1: The Quantitative Capacity and Technical Limitations 
of Shotgun Illumina Sequencing 
6.2.1 Rationale 
Quantitative molecular approaches are needed for investigating water and wastewater quality 
as they allow for sensitive and relatively unbiased enumeration of microbial targets in complex 
matrices, providing distinct advantages over conventional culture-based assays. The gold 
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standard for quantitative molecular detection of microorganisms for the past two decades has 
undoubtedly been qPCR. Realistically, however, qPCR is only capable of targeting a handful of 
targets on a routine basis where there are countless established and emerging microbiological 
contaminants of interest to the water industry. Recent advances in experimental controls 
designed for NGS studies are now allowing for the absolute quantification of genetic signatures 
where the field has primarily relied on semi-quantitative (i.e., relative abundance) metrics that 
are incompatible with conventional, target “per-volume of sample” datatypes. Here is a 
demonstration of a benchmarking of such NGS controls termed “sequins” (sequencing spike-
ins) for enumerating ARGs in influent (INF), activated sludge (AS), and secondary effluent (SE) 
wastewater samples to explore the quantitative capacity and technical limits of the Illumina 
platform (Obj. 1 & 2).  

6.2.2 Experimental Approach 
Sequins designed for shotgun metagenomics (meta sequins; 
https://www.sequinstandards.com/metagenome/) are mixtures of 86 unique DNA 
oligonucleotides of varying lengths (987-9120 bp) and GC content (24-71%) that are present at 
16 discrete input proportions, forming a ladder (akin to qPCR standard curves) with a 3.2x104 
fold range. Each individual sequin oligo has no known homology to all known prokaryotic and 
eukaryotic reference sequences past a k-mer length of 25 nt allowing them to be detected 
reliably from complex environmental matrices (Reis et al., 2020). Meta sequins were spiked into 
replicate (10x) clean DNA extracts at logarithmically decreasing input mass (20 ng to 2x10-8 ng) 
to investigate the LOQ and LOD of this quantitative metagenomics (qMeta) experiment. The 
qMeta approach was then compared to qPCR-derived concentrations of 16S rRNA, sul1 
(sulfonamide resistance), and tetA (tetracycline resistance) gene copies from the same replicate 
DNA extracts. A prebuilt bioinformatic package written by the designers of meta sequins, 
Anaquin (Wong et al., 2017), was used to precisely annotate Illumina reads assigned to the 
meta sequin ladders and determine their overall sequencing recovery. Table 6-2summarizes the 
filter volumes, final library mass inputs, input meta sequin masses, and the total recovered 
Illumina reads recovered per sample. 

Table 6-2. Summary of Experimental Design and Results for the qMeta Experiment. 

Sample 
Filter 

Volume 
(mL) 

Sample 
DNA 
Mass 

In (ng) 

Meta Sequin 
Mass In (ng) 

Reads 
Passing 
QA/QC 

(150 bp) 

Base 
Pairs 
(Gb) 

Total 
Sequin 
Ladder 
Reads 

Unique 
Meta 

Sequins 
Detected 

(out of 
86) 

1-INF 50 1430 20 535,013,050 80.25 11,040,198 86 
2-INF 50 745 2 682,264,862 102.34 1,073,673 83 
3-INF 50 950 0.2 626,058,174 93.91 56,592 62 
4-INF 50 1090 0.02 852,102,356 127.82 1,942 37 
5-INF 50 900 0.002 537,603,870 80.64 332 27 
6-INF 50 1250 0.0002 714,076,610 107.11 24 5 
7-INF 50 1020 0.00002 484,396,382 72.66 2 2 
8-INF 50 1310 0.000002 559,475,636 83.92 1 1 

https://www.sequinstandards.com/metagenome/
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6.2.3 Results 
6.2.3.1 The Quantitative Capacity of Illumina Sequencing 
The linearity of spike-in meta sequin mass to recovered reads was first investigated by plotting 
the spiked concentration ratio (ng meta sequins/ng total library) against the sequence base 
ratio (bp meta sequin spiked in/bp reads detected). Strong linearity (Pearson, R2 = 0.983, p<1e-
16) was found between known meta sequin spike-in concentrations to detected reads across a 
wide concentration range (Figure 6-1A). This linearity was maintained with inputs as low as 10-9 
ng/ng, suggesting that sequins are highly stable and reliably detected at low input abundances. 
All 86 sequins were detected at the highest input ladder mass across the three sample types 
and became intermittently identified as the input mass logarithmically decreased (Table 6-2). In 
general, longer and more GC neutral sequins were detected more frequently at the lowest 
input concentrations. This is likely due to the nature of Illumina library preparation where 
longer genomic fragments with stable GC contents generate a greater number of high-quality 
reads, increasing the likelihood of detection (Bowers et al., 2015). Individual sequin read counts 
at each input proportion and dilution factor between INF, AS, and SE samples were found to be 
statistically indistinguishable (paired t-test, p < 1e-10), indicating that the inherent nucleic acid 
complexity of the DNA extracts (i.e., matrix inhibition) did not influence general ladder 
recovery. Overall, these features validate the quantitative capacity of the Illumina platform and 
its ability to detect synthetic DNA oligonucleotides at the correct input concentrations, even at 
very low inputs.  

9-INF 50 1120 0.0000002 621,449,370 93.22 2 1 
10-INF 50 1090 0.00000002 599,232,550 89.88 2 1 
1-AS 10 950 20 663,293,200 99.49 7,551,758 86 
2-AS 10 870 2 644,302,050 96.65 503,012 72 
3-AS 10 945 0.2 561,812,936 84.27 42,191 57 
4-AS 10 1050 0.02 689,547,724 103.43 3,755 41 
5-AS 10 1120 0.002 692,374,412 103.86 310 20 
6-AS 10 825 0.0002 644,008,238 96.60 8 3 
7-AS 10 780 0.00002 644,583,050 96.69 4 1 
8-AS 10 835 0.000002 727,957,052 109.19 7 3 
9-AS 10 1040 0.0000002 607,594,870 91.14 6 2 

10-AS 10 1080 0.00000002 587,974,204 88.20 0 0 
1-SE 500 890 20 668,746,476 100.31 7,528,242 86 
2-SE 500 1080 2 651,113,730 97.67 398,144 72 
3-SE 500 995 0.2 674,983,984 101.25 30,929 55 
4-SE 500 1110 0.02 654,267,052 98.14 2,185 41 
5-SE 500 905 0.002 538,684,262 80.80 123 18 
6-SE 500 875 0.0002 600,034,330 90.01 20 9 
7-SE 500 954 0.00002 516,485,834 77.47 0 0 
8-SE 500 950 0.000002 675,154,342 101.27 1 1 
9-SE 500 950 0.0000002 575,233,546 86.29 1 1 

10-SE 500 985 0.00000002 604,263,924 90.64 2 2 
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6.2.3.2 The Technical Limitations of Illumina Sequencing 
To explore the technical limitations of shotgun Illumina sequencing, the variability of detecting 
individual meta sequins at decreasing input concentrations was explored. Because there were 
minimal differences between sample matrices on ladder recovery, the INF, AS, and SE samples 
at each respective input mass proportion were treated as technical replicates. Plotting the 
coefficient of variation (CV; standard deviation/mean) of read counts as a function of input 
sequin concentrations between the technical replicates revealed a rapid increase in detection 
uncertainty as spiked concentrations fell below 105 copies per µL of DNA extract (Figure 6-1B). 
Using general recommendations for qPCR experiments, the LOQ can be stringently defined as 
the lowest input sequin concentration that was detected across all three technical replicates 
with a read count CV ≤ 0.35. Further, the LOD is defined here as the lowest individual sequin 
concentration detected across all samples. The LOQ and LOD for this qMeta experiment are 
defined as 2.7x104 copies/µL DNA extract (3.0x10-8 ng/ng) and 54 copies/µL DNA extract 
(1.9x10-11 ng/ng), respectively. Sequins that were detected with a single read were found at an 
input concentration range of 54 – 5500 copies/µL (1.9x10-11 – 3.7x10-9 ng/ng), which when 
converted to a per volume of water filtered basis, equates to approximately 1.0 – 243.6 input 
copies/mL, approaching the LOD of the qPCR experiments (1-10 gc/mL). There was no single 
instance of a sequin being detected at a calculated input copy number <1, suggesting strong 
agreement between theoretical stochiometric calculations and the physical presence and 
detection of individual reference standards. 
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Figure 6-1. Technical Limitations of Shotgun Illumina Sequencing.  
A) Spiked concentration ratio (ng/ng) to sequence base ratio (bp/bp) of internal DNA reference standards (meta 

sequins). B) CV of detected meta sequins as a function of input concentration. The black dotted line represents the 
threshold of variability for individual sequin detection, defining the LOQ for the experiment. 
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6.2.3.3 Comparison of qMeta with qPCR using Reference Genes 
The qMeta approach was verified by comparing absolute gene quantities (gc per volume of 
water filtered) to replicate qPCR concentrations of three target genes, 16S rRNA genes, sul1, 
and tetA (Figure 6-2). For qMeta and qPCR gene calculations, all ten biological replicates were 
used. Across all samples, the research team found significant difference between gene 
quantities derived from qMeta and qPCR for 16S rRNA (paired t-test, p < 0.001) and tetA (paired 
t-test, p < 0.001), but not for sul1 (paired t-test, p = 0.5981). Similar discrepancies in gene 
abundance have been observed across other qMeta studies, where incongruencies between 
qPCR primer binding sites and reference ARGs used in qMeta calculations result in either under- 
or over-estimations of gene concentrations across assays. Despite these differences in derived 
gene target concentrations, the variance between calculated gene concentrations by 
methodology were insignificant. For the 16S rRNA gene concentrations, the CV of qPCR-derived 
concentrations (0.365 ± 0.03) was not significantly different than qMeta (0.445 ± 0.147) (paired 
t-test, p = 0.41). The same was observed for sul1, where the CV of qPCR concentrations (0.42 ± 
0.209) and qMeta (0.472 ± 0.132) showed no significant difference (paired t-test, p = 0.95).  

 

 
Figure 6-2. Comparison of qMeta and qPCR for Quantifying Three Gene Targets in Representative Wastewater 

Samples.  
Each bar represents 10 biological replicates. 

 

6.2.4 Conclusions and Implications 
Here, the immediate quantitative capacity of shotgun Illumina sequencing for the enumeration 
of gene targets in environmental samples was demonstrated. The technical limits of the 
technique were also revealed with the LOQ for qMeta defined on the order of magnitude of 104 
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gc/mL, two to three orders of magnitude higher than comparable qPCR assays (LOQ; 101-102 
gc/mL) despite the exorbitant sequencing depths achieved. Due to the differences in assay 
sensitivity and relative costs, the qMeta approach would be most useful when qPCR throughput 
and primer design limit the conclusions that can be drawn from complex sample types and 
where the consistent enumeration of rare gene targets at low abundances are not required. 
Discrepancies between gene concentrations between qMeta and qPCR were also observed, 
warranting caution for the immediate implementation of the technique for large scale ARG 
surveillance projects, for example (Pruden et al., 2021). On the other hand, the addition of 
internal DNA reference standards to environmental metagenomic studies is a great leap 
forward in the pursuit of reproducible and universally comparable water and wastewater 
monitoring data. The principles of qMeta demonstrated here can be readily retooled to 
enumerate many other targets of interest, for instance, pathogen markers, fecal indicators, and 
other functional genes. 

6.3 Experiment 2: Ultra-deep Sequencing of Wastewater 
6.3.1 Rationale 
Shotgun metagenomics on the Illumina platform is the current standard for comprehensive 
investigations of water and wastewater microbiomes by a large margin. The disadvantage of 
the technique, however, is that it can be relatively less sensitive than other culture- or qPCR-
based approaches in detecting individual targets with certainty, as demonstrated in Experiment 
1. Limitations that arise during metagenomic experiments can be illustrated by the diversity of 
the highly studied Enterobacteriaceae family of bacteria that comprise many of the human and 
animal pathogens that concern water quality engineers. In E. coli alone, it has been estimated 
that only 10% of the 18,000 orthologues gene families that comprise its pangenome appear in 
all strains (Touchon et al., 2009). To further complicate matters, the profile of antibiotic 
resistance genes that is mediated by the Enterobacteriaceae family has already been 
catalogued at over 2000 distinct ARGs and ARG variants, making the detection rare or novel 
gene sequences akin to finding a needle in a very large, unknown, and growing haystack (Alcock 
et al., 2020).  

For every discrete environmental sample, however, there is a discrete number of individual 
genomes, and therefore gene sequences, that comprise its metagenome. Theoretically, every 
organism within that metagenome can be sequenced and fully characterized, if only the 
investigator generates sufficient genomic data to cover the unknown regions (i.e., achieve 
100% coverage) (Rodriguez-R and Konstantinidis, 2014). Attempting to completely, or near 
completely, classify every organism and/or gene sequence in an environmental sample is 
infeasible on a routine basis. Studying individual environmental metagenomes at extreme 
sequencing depths, however, may provide investigators with an upper-bounded benchmark as 
to the true diversity of a sample that will be routinely monitored in the future at shallower 
depths. Here the research team demonstrates an ultra-deep sequencing experiment (~1 Tb per 
sample) of INF, AS, and SE wastewater samples to explore the required sequencing depths 
needed to achieve saturated representation of unique protein sequences, ARGs, and bacterial 
species markers using manually constructed rarefaction curves (Obj 3).  
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6.3.2 Experimental Approach 
The ultra-deep sequencing approach was achieved by leveraging the dataset generated to 
explore the technical limitations of the Illumina platform in Experiment 1. Because each of the 
ten samples for the INF, AS, and SE samples are unique biological replicates of the same 
wastewater samples, their respective sequences can be concatenated together to represent 
large, extended metagenomic datasets (Table 6-3). Once the large metagenomic datasets were 
generated, the seqtk tool (Li, 2022) was used to randomly subsample read pairs to discrete 
depths using a preset seed, preventing resampling of the same read pairs. Each of the three 
metagenomes were subsampled to 1M, 10M, 50M, 100M, 250M, 500M, 1B, and ~6B reads 
representing 0.15, 1.5, 7.5, 15, 37.5, 75, 150, and ~1000 Gb of sequencing data, respectively. 
Each unique subsample was then queried using diamond blastx (Buchfink et al., 2021) against 
the Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (Alcock et al., 2020) and SWISS-PROT 
(Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000) amino acid reference databases to query ARGs and unique 
protein sequences, respectively. MetaPhlAn3 (Truong et al., 2015), which uses a comprehensive 
set of marker genes to taxonomically classify all bacteria present in a sample, was also used to 
investigate the taxonomic diversity present. Rarefaction curves were then generated by 
plotting the richness of detected targets as a function of the sequencing depth.  

Table 6-3. Summary of Sequencing Depths Achieved Across Wastewater Samples. 

Sample Number of Reads Base Pairs Giga Base Pairs (Gb) 

Influent (INF) 6,211,672,860 9.31 x 1011 931 

Activated Sludge (AS) 6,463,447,736 9.69 x 1011 969 

Secondary Effluent (SE) 6,158,967,480 9.24 x 1011 924 

 

6.3.3 Results 
The concatenation of replicate wastewater samples from Experiment 1 resulted in three ultra-
deeply sequenced metagenomes of INF, AS, and SE, representing nearly 3 Tb of total 
sequencing data. Rarefaction curves generated by plotting the richness of unique genes and 
marker sequences as a function subsampling depth revealed that ~1Tb of sequencing data was 
sufficient to achieve near saturation of gene richness in wastewater samples (Figure 6-3). In 
every instance, the influent sample had the greatest gene richness across all three targets, 
followed by the secondary effluent, and the activated sludge. For total unique protein 
sequences, near saturation was achieved at approximately 1.5x105, 1.0x105, and 1.25x105 for 
INF, AS, and SE respectively. These values ostensibly represent the upper-bound of the total 
possible detectable genes in each sample. Further, saturation for ARGs was achieved at 
approximately 1400, 850, and 1000 unique sequences for each respective wastewater 
compartment, representing 0.01% of total genes per sample on average. For microbiome 
diversity, only 854, 206, and 447 unique bacterial species marker genes were detected, which is 
typical for other taxonomic marker genes such as 16S rRNA genes using short-read Illumina 
data (Gweon et al., 2019). To achieve only 80% target richness across all targets and samples 
matrices, approximately 150 Gb of sequence data would need to be generated per sample.  
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Figure 6-3. Rarefaction Curves for Ultra-deeply Sequenced Influent (INF), Activated Sludge (AS), and Secondary 

Effluent (SE) Samples. 
 Unique protein sequences were enumerated using the SWISS-PROT database, ARGs using CARD (v.3.0.3), and 

species markers using MetaPhlAn3.  
 

6.3.4 Conclusions and Implications 
In experiment 2, the upper bound of the total genetic diversity was explored using an ultra-
deep sequencing approach and the manual construction of rarefaction curves. Near saturation 
of genetic diversity was achieved approaching 1 Tb of total sequencing data, with influent 
samples harboring the greatest diversity of bacterial protein sequences, ARGs, and unique 
species markers. Researchers and water quality engineers approaching the space of 
environmental metagenomics must understand that the genomic diversity of environmental 
microbiomes is vast, and the small fraction of the diversity that is sampled during routine 
monitoring may be insufficient to fully characterize the “true” nature of a sample.  
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6.4 Experiment 3: The Effect of DNA Extraction Methodology on NGS 
Data Produced 
6.4.1 Rationale 
One of the most critical steps in any NGS study is the appropriate extraction of nucleic acids and 
substantial method heterogeneity exists across fields. The efficacy of the assay employed will 
dictate the representativeness of the sampled environment based on the assay’s ability to 
evenly lyse all cells and cell types of interest. The standard DNA extraction approach for 
environmental matrices is a bead-beating and spin-column kit, where cells are lysed using a 
combination of chemical dissolution and high shear forces and then freed DNA is retained on a 
positively charged filter inside a centrifugation column. These assays produce large yields of low 
molecular weight (LMW) DNA (i.e., short genomic fragments). These methods have been 
benchmarked for various environmental matrices and difficult organisms, including the most 
problematic, such as activated sludges and soils and endospores and Gram-positive bacteria 
(Knudsen et al., 2016; Kuhn et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018). However, as sequencing technologies 
continue to evolve, current DNA extraction methodologies may be insufficient for optimal data 
generation on newer and possibly even current sequencing platforms. For example, with the 
proliferation of long-read sequencing technologies on the Oxford Nanopore and Pacific 
Biosciences platforms in the last five years, data generation is optimized with long, 
uninterrupted strands of genomic DNA that conventional LMW bead beating kits cannot 
achieve. 

High molecular weight (HMW) extraction techniques are those that forgo the high shear forces 
of bead-beating kits and rely on the enzymatic digestion of cellular membranes, preserving the 
integrity of long genomic fragments. The tradeoff being that they typically have lower yields 
than LMW approaches, and harder to lyse cellular morphologies may persist through extraction 
and bias the representation of the sample to primarily Gram-negative bacteria, for example. To 
date, few studies have directly compared the effect of LMW versus HMW extraction techniques 
on the quality and representativeness of NGS data produced. Here, the research team 
benchmarked the direct effect of DNA extraction methodology on the quality of NGS data 
generated through the reconstruction of mock communities. These experiments will shed light 
on the efficacy of LMW versus HMW extraction approaches to eventually optimize NGS 
workflows towards emerging techniques such as de novo hybrid assembly generation of MAGs 
from complex matrices.  

6.4.2 Experimental Approach 
Preliminary exploratory experiments were performed for the selection of a HMW DNA 
extraction kit for inclusion in subsequent experiments. Three commercial kits were tested, as 
well as a modified version of a validated LMW kit, the FastDNA Spin Kit for Soil. The various 
LMW and HMW kits tested are listed in Figure 6-4A. The research team modified the FastDNA 
Spin Kit for Soil to avoid mechanical shearing by utilizing the enzymatic digestion approach of 
the Zymo MagBead Kit, applying the latter half of the FastDNA Spin Kit for Soil’s protein 
precipitation and DNA isolation via silica binding. Briefly, each of the 5 DNA extraction 
approaches listed were tested on freshy sampled influent, final effluent, and surface water 
sample replicates (1 biological replicate per kit). After extraction, quantification (Qubit 
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Fluorometer), and cleanup (Zymo DNA Clean-up and Concentration Kit), samples were sent for 
analysis on an Agilent TapeStation 4200 to quantitatively assess the DNA fragments produced. 
The TapeStation produces a histogram of DNA fragment lengths per sample and the peak of 
that distribution was used to assess assay efficacy (Figure 6-4B) alongside the total yield of 
double stranded DNA. 

After the HMW kit was chosen, Zymo mock community standards (ZymoBIOMICS Microbial 
Community Standard, CAT# D6300) containing 10 microorganisms at known abundances (Table 
6-4) were used to test the efficacy of the LMW (FastDNA Spin Kit for Soil) and HMW assays. 
Briefly, mock communities were extracted in biological triplicate using both the LMW and HMW 
kits and sequenced on the Illumina platform. Using MetaPhlan3, each sample was 
taxonomically classified to assess each extraction kit’s ability to reconstruct the mock 
community at the correct relative proportions within the short-read datasets. To further assess 
mock community reconstruction, each sample was also de novo assembled using MEGAHIT (Li 
et al., 2015c) and the resultant contigs were binned using MetaBAT2 (Kang et al., 2019) and 
assigned taxonomy using the Genome Taxonomy Database Toolkit (GTDB-tk) (Chaumeil et al., 
2020). The resulting bins (i.e., MAGs) were then assessed based on their completeness and 
relative abundance using checkM (Parks et al., 2015).  

Table 6-4. Summary of Mock Community Composition. 

Organism Domain/ 
Kingdom Morphology Lysis Difficulty Relative 

Abundance (%) 
Listeria monocytogenes Bacteria Gram (+) Difficult 12 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa Bacteria Gram (-) Easy 12 
Bacillus subtilis Bacteria Gram (+) Difficult 12 
Escherichia coli Bacteria Gram (-) Easy 12 

Salmonella enterica Bacteria Gram (-) Easy 12 
Lactobacillus fermentum Bacteria Gram (+) Difficult 12 

Enterococcus faecalis Bacteria Gram (+) Difficult 12 
Staphylococcus aureus Bacteria Gram (+) Difficult 12 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae Fungi Encapsulated Most Difficult 2 
Cryptococcus neoformans Fungi Encapsulated Most Difficult 2 

 

6.4.3 Results 
6.4.3.1 Preliminary High Molecular Weight Extraction Kit Testing 
The Zymo HMW MagBead Kit outperformed all kits in producing the longest DNA fragments 
while also yielding sufficient DNA for library preparation (~1.5 µg). The New England Biolabs 
Monarch kit failed entirely between 9 different samples tested between two researchers. This 
kit was designed for pure cultures and tissue samples, and it’s hypothesized that matrix 
inhibition prevented binding to the glass beads, resulting in null DNA recoveries. Although 
extremely efficient (~1 hr extraction per sample), the MicroGEM PDQEX prototype consistently 
produced DNA fragments that were well behind the Zymo kit. These data were used as 
justification for the use of the Zymo HMW MagBead kit in downstream head-to-head 
experiments.  
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Figure 6-4. Summary of HMW DNA Extraction Kit Results.  

A) DNA extraction kits used and summary of the assay approach. B) Boxplots of the peak of the fragment length 
distributions across extraction replicates. Fragment length distributions were taken from analyses using the Agilent 

TapeStation 4200. Low molecular weight (LMW), high molecular weight (HMW), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 
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6.4.3.2 Reconstructing Mock Communities using Illumina Short Reads 
The relative abundance of each taxa that constituted the mock community was calculated on a 
scale of 0-100 based on the total number of Illumina reads assigned. Remarkably, the 
proportions of each organism were tightly paired between the biological triplicates of each 
respective extraction kit, suggesting high reproducibility of the assay from the benchtop 
through to library preparation and sequencing. Using MetaPhlAn3’s dataset of unique species 
marker genes, there were few instances of contaminant or mislabeled organisms across the 
triplicate extractions and generally constituted less than 0.0001% of the reads (Figure 6-5; 
denoted as “other”). Each extraction kit, however, displayed different biases towards different 
cellular morphologies. For the easy-to-lyse Gram-negative bacteria, the LMW and HMW kits 
performed similarly, detecting the approximate relative abundances of Escherichia coli, 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Salmonella enterica. For the difficult-to-lyse Gram-positives, 
much greater heterogeneity was observed between relative taxa abundance, with Lactobacillus 
fermentum being an obvious outlier. The overrepresentation of L. fermentum across extraction 
approaches was unexpected and difficult to explain. Although annotation with a different 
pipeline (Kraken2) somewhat reduced the proportion of L. fermentum, the overrepresentation 
across the board suggests that the mock community might not have actually had the target 
proportions. In several instances, the LMW kit extracted more microbial DNA from the Gram-
positive Enterococcus faecalis, Listeria monocytogenes, and Staphylococcus aureus than the 
HMW, owing to the presence of high mechanical shear forces that “crack open” these 
recalcitrant cells. For the most difficult cell types, the encapsulated fungi Cryptococcus 
neoformans and Saccharomyces cerevisiae, neither kit were able to successfully extract their 
DNA with appreciable efficiency, although the LMW kit had an average of 0.004% and 0.03% of 
each organism represented, respectively, whereas the HMW had null recoveries. 
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Figure 6-5. Assessment of Mock Community Reconstruction using Illumina Short-reads (MetaPhlAn3).  

The “other” category constitutes contaminant or misidentified taxa with relative abundance < 0.01%.  
  

6.4.3.3 The Effect of DNA Extraction on de novo Assembly 
After de novo assembly, each sample was assessed for overall percentage of base pairs 
represented in the contig library, total number of contigs, N50’s, L50’s, and the distribution of 
contig lengths (Figure 6-6). The LMW kit facilitated the assembly of the greatest number of 
contigs (31,628 ± 2,572) over the HMW kit (12,784 ± 965), however, the bulk of these contigs 
were shorter than 5,000 bp (Figure 6-6B). Comparing the L50s and N50s of each extraction kit, 
which measures the number and length of contigs that represent 50% of the library size, the 
HMW far outperformed the LMW kit (Figure 6-6A and Figure 6-6C). In other words, the HMW 
approach was more efficient in generating longer contigs that represented a greater breadth of 
the diversity of the same metagenome using less contigs. Because each dataset was generated 
using a KAPA HyperPrep plus library preparation kit that utilizes shearing and size selection 
(~500 bp insert sizes), it’s hypothesized that the longer, intact genomic fragments that were 
used as input for library preparation facilitated more efficient sequencing of adjacent genomic 
regions concurrently than the LMW kit. This represents a potentially significant advantage 
when attempting to reconstruct hypervariable or repeated regions of bacterial genomes, for 
example, features that are common to MGEs that harbor ARGs. Overall, the LMW kit generated 
a greater percentage of the total metagenome to be assembled in terms of total base pairs 
represented in the library, 30.2% ± 1.5% versus 14.8% ± 0.06%.  
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Figure 6-6. Summary Statistics for Assembled Contigs from Mock between Extraction Kits. 

 
6.4.3.4 The Effect of DNA Extraction on the Quality and Completeness of MAGs 
To further explore the effect of extraction kits on the mock community data, assembled contigs 
from each sample were binned by their respective taxonomic signatures to form MAGs. Each 
MAG was then evaluated for its completeness, degree of contamination (i.e., contigs added to 
bins erroneously), and relative abundance within each metagenome as function of individual 
species that represent the mock community. For the LMW and HMW samples, 55 and 54 MAGs 
were generated of varying completeness and contamination, respectively. Interestingly though, 
between the two extraction types, there was no statistical difference in the degree of 
completeness (t-test, p = 0.4616) or contamination (t-test, p = 0.4699) of the generated MAGs 
(Figure 6-7A and Figure 6-6B). Applying the universal Minimum Information about a 
Metagenome-Assembled Genome (MIMAG) standards (Bowers et al., 2017), the same number 
of high-quality (7) and medium-quality (40) MAGs were generated between the two assays. 
Generally, 50% completeness with less than 10% contamination are the minimum cutoffs for an 
acceptable MAG. The higher-quality MAGs in the dataset were primarily from Gram-negative 
bacteria: P. aeruginosa, E. coli, and S. enterica (Figure 6-7C), coinciding with the relative 
accuracy of the short-read assignments (Figure 6-5). Lactobacillus fermentum (denoted in 
Figure C as Limosilactobacillus fermentum due updated taxonomy within GTDB), which was 
overrepresented in the short read dataset, was inconsistently reconstructed, with a greater 
level of completeness from the HMW assay (42.9 ± 28.1%) than the LMW assay (29.2% ± 
20.8%). Except for the missing two missing fungi and the three erroneous bins assigned to 
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Rhodococcus erythropolis, all eight bacteria were represented in the MAG dataset, 
demonstrating the relative accuracy of the de novo assembly and binning method.  

 

 
Figure 6-7. Summary Statistics for MAGs of the Zymo Mock Community across Extraction Kits. 

 

6.4.4 Conclusion and Implications 
DNA extraction methods remain one of the most critically important steps in any NGS workflow 
and dictate the representativeness and comparability of resulting metagenomic datasets. In 
experiment 3, the effect of “vigorous” versus “gentle” DNA extraction techniques on the 
reconstruction of mock microbial communities was demonstrated to have relatively large 
consequences on derived relative abundances of short-reads and the fundamental 
characteristics of de novo assembled contigs. At scale, and on real world samples, the effect of 
LMW versus HMW extraction methodologies would inevitably be exacerbated as individual 
environmental sample matrices would inhibit effectiveness of enzymatic lysis. The direct 
benefit of HMW extractions would not be fully realized until long-read sequencing is compared 
side by side with the present experiment.  
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusion and Recommendations  
There is enormous value that NGS technologies pose to bring to the water industry. A 
systematic literature review and input from water utility stakeholders helped to inform the 
comprehensive guidance provided in this report for the application of NGS in the water 
industry. Promising field applications that advance the understanding of water, wastewater, 
and water reuse were identified, including pathogen profiling, functional and catabolic gene 
characterization, AMR profiling, bacterial toxicity potential assessment, monitoring of 
cyanobacteria and harmful algal blooms, and characterization of viruses.  
 
Results from utility stakeholders clearly indicated that awareness of NGS approaches to water 
quality monitoring is rising and its usefulness for addressing emerging pathogens and 
contaminants (e.g., antibiotic resistance) is increasingly being recognized. However, there are 
many barriers to adoption of NGS, especially cost and lack of a clear entry point for water 
utilities. Based on the literature review, a detailed explanation of each step of NGS application, 
“from benchtop to laptop” is provided in this report. Specifically, the options for each step 
(such as sample concentration or nucleic acid concentration method) are described within a 
framework of pros and cons for the specific applications of interest.  
 
NGS technologies are rapidly evolving and will likely continue to do so, both at the benchtop 
and the laptop. Thus, this report can provide timely guidance needed to address key limitations 
to improve the representativeness, accuracy, reproducibility, and interpretability of 
applications to water environments. Informed sampling and monitoring programs, including 
robust experimental controls, can help to advance the current state of NGS technologies to 
reach their full potential as a powerful tool for investigating various dimensions of water and 
wastewater systems that were previously inaccessible.  

Still, it is important to be aware of the limitations of NGS. Although metagenomics is a powerful 
“non-target” tool for broadly accessing the genomes of multiple microbes inhabiting an 
environment, it is important to also be aware of inherent limitations. Validation studies 
performed here helped to place boundaries on sequencing depths (a major driver of NGS cost) 
needed for various objectives, but also confirm limitations of metagenomics for detecting rare 
targets at low abundance. Short read sequencing technologies, such as Illumina, are also 
inherently limited in the ability to link an identified gene (such as an antibiotic resistance gene) 
to a host organism. Long-read sequencing circumvents this problem, by providing sequence 
information of multiple genes along the same segment of DNA. Emerging techniques, such as 
de novo hybrid assembly using both short- and long-read sequencing data, may unlock the 
strain-resolved specificity needed for wastewater-based epidemiological studies of emerging 
viral and bacterial pathogens. 
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Also, despite the advances in the molecular detection of microorganisms, the inability to 
directly confirm the viability of the microbes detected is an inherent limitation of all nucleic acid 
based techniques, including NGS. Thus, it is important not to forget the enormous utility of 
culture assays for enumerating viable organisms with measurable phenotypes. In many cases, 
the implementation of NGS is best performed in tandem with conventional culture- and qPCR-
based assays to provide the most complete understanding of complex microbial systems. In 
particular, NGS can be applied to pure cultures of organisms to obtain whole genomes, which 
provides the highest possible strain-level resolution and can be used to differentiate pathogenic 
from non-pathogenic strains of the same organism. WGS can also be used to track pathogens 
and other organisms of interest in the environment and link them to sources. 

Finally, comprehensive validation studies were conducted to expand the application and 
consistency of NGS investigations of wastewater. Key knowledge gaps including the absolute 
quantitative capacity and the LOQ and LOD of shotgun Illumina sequencing, as well as the direct 
effect of DNA extraction methodologies for reconstruction microbial communities were 
addressed. Further development and validation would be beneficial to aid these technologies in 
becoming accessible to water quality professionals on a routine basis, including standardized 
methodologies, quality assurance controls, prohibitive costs, and manageable data analysis 
pipelines with readily interpretable, actionable results. The guidance developed here provides a 
framework for addressing these needs to help advance the application of NGS in a manner that 
maximizes potential benefit to the water industry. 
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